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FOREWORD

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20202

. ..k

This study isone of p series supported by the Office.of Special
Edudation to describe the progrets.being made by local education agencies
in'implementing P.L. 94-142 and the challenges remaining. .The information
presented in this report was gathered during the 1979-1980 school year
andillustrates.the continued commitment and effort being made in our
nation's schools to pvovide all handicapped children a free appropriate
publiid ,edueatOn.i

.

1
4

_

( .
,

.
.

.,/ 1 At the same time it is.clear that there are remaining challenges in
assuring that each handicapped child receives a free. appropriate public
eduqation. This report suggests certain points where policieshmay be .. unclear, or whOe practices may deviate from the ideals set fmth in the
Act. These findings are consistent with those of the monitor Mg visits
-made bianndallyby Office of Special staff to each state participating '14
P.L. R4-142. Where such deviations have been fou'rid, the'Offi0 of Special
Education has worked with the states to clarify policils', hasfrequired '
that' corrective actions be taken, and.has required verification that
prescribed corrective actions are made. In addition, the Office of
SpectalEducation sponsors technical assistance activities to assist
state and local administrators ip appropriately serving all handicapped
children. .

1

It isour hope that the findings from this study will assist state
and local -education agency personnel in examining their own policies and
procedOyes and. in making any changes- necessary.to achieve the quality'
educattoral services for all handicapped students that are the promise of

.4' P.L. 94-142.

.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This is the second annual report of'findings from SRI-International's

longitudinal study of the implementation of PL 94-142, The Education fo?

All Handicapped Children Act, in local school sykems: The multiyear

study was commissioned by the ffice of Special Education (OSE), which

was formerly the Bureau of E cation for the Handicapped, as part of its

overall evaluti nof progress in meeting the intent of the law. It is

designed as a set of in -depth case studies of local school systems.

Last year, we described how local systems were responding to the'

law's requirements during 1978-79, the first year of full implementation',

thatis, the tirst year when a noticeable amount of federal funds reached

local districts. That report was based on interviews with a variety of

respondents in 22 local education agencies (LEAs)'* representing nine

states. This report presents the-data collected during the second year,

1979-80, from 17.of the original 22 LEAs.

For the 1978-79 school year, we cpncluded,that most new. procedures

required by the law were in place but that there was nevertheless a

considerable distance to go'to fully implement the intent ot the law.,

The main factors affecting ttie speed wit which full implementation *.6Y

can occur, we reported, include the resources and know edgy available
0-and orgivizational barriers (such as the boOndary between.regularand

special education and between schools and other agencies).

*LEAs are a diverse group of administrative units'betow the state le;A.
In addition to local school districts, LEAs in our study include county°,school systems,,, intermediate units, and joint agreements or con4Orti.among districts.

ix
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In view of these first year findings, the second year of data col-4

lection focused on (1) how LEAs dealt with these factors in attempts

to meet the full services mandate for their handidapped populations and

.
(2) whether, within these local service delivery systems, school staffs

were better able to meet the intent of the law. We summarize the second

year findings, comparitg them to/the first year, and then draw general

conclusions about each facts.

The Local Service Delivery System

n 1978-79 we found that decisions about speCial education services

and pldtements were shaped by the services that are currently available.

In 1979 -80 we found this still to be true although the tension between

supply and demand had lessened somewhat; LEAs` had either tightened'

eligibility rules for.the mildly handicapped thus reducing the rate of

children entering the system, or they expanded services allowing an
4.40

increase in special education placements.

Largely in response to external pressure (including compliance

monitori00# emphasis was placed on decreasing backlogs and waiting lists

for services in a majority of sites. This was accomplished by hiring

more evaluailics, increasing the number of programs or the class size,"

decreasing referrals, or generally.streamliniAlg the procedureA involved

. -
in evaluating. and placing students. ,

4

. During 1979-80 all LEAs in ;he sample used their available resources

to continue -to expand services in one way or another. All the sites

expanded existing services, half epanded related. services, and a third

developed new programs for unsei.rved or underselived populations. In con-

trast to last year's finding that sites expanded or refined services at

eimher the preschool level or the secondary level, this year we found

several instances of gimultaneous expansion in both directions. Such r

expansion occurred In LEA th'sprong enough core service delivery

systems (e.g., sufficie nge of'services Primarily at the elementary

level) which enabled LEA admiLstrators to. develop or refine services

at the preschool and 'Secondary levels.

.0

x
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At the secondary level, some sites made Progress in expanding

vocational and SLD programs and services for handicapped stud'nts.
A

However, the deliveiy of SEARS at the secondary levelcont,inued to lag

seriously behind the at the elementary level. Only rarely did. a com-

prehensive range of options exist at the secondary level. Overall, the

scope of-both elementary and secondary service delivery systems varied

geatly across districts, depending primarily on the characteristics of

the. district (such as loca& t x bas parent expectations, or state

funding formulas). Common cross istricts, however, were two key

progleus that we noted the first year: the provision of services for

the SED population and for the handicapped population between te ages
.

of 18 and 21.

With the increase in services came an increase in instructional

personnel required, to staff the programs. The number- and types of'.

boundary crossers also increased:inseveral LEAs The roles and

responsibilitiet of the boundary ' crossers varied among LEAs but their.

primary 'function was to bridge the d'ganizational barriers between

regularand special education serviced and personnel.

Inservice training for regular education and administrative per-

I

sonnel remained minimal with the most relevant training still provided

informally by boundary crossers, Inservice training for special educatbrs

was generally better coordinated than the previous year, but reflected
. .

only a slight increase in the amount of,substaatial guidance provided.

Overall, training,acti sties were not'high pri9rity items within LEAs

nor was
/

training.offere by the SEA viewed as Atticularly useful to _

local staff. X

During the first year of the stud, LEAs enc-dtihikered the issue of'

the.borders of their responsibility to meet the seemingly open-ended

Mandate to provide SEARS Co all eligiblec141dren In 19 9-80, the

dimensions of this issue became cearer as LEAs experiede more ques-

tions surrounding relatet services. In some cases, the bobdy of fis-

cal and legal responsibility were clarified by court cases, dA monitoring

or changes,in state policy. For example, OSE review of one stab plan

xi



influenced ?he state to clarify the paymentploVisions or OT/PT services.

Two SEAs stated clear policies that LEAs are not requir d to provide

psychiatric services beyond diagnosis. The provisiovf mental health

services (psychological or psychiatric counseling) is an ssue-that is,
still pf'direct concern- to most LEAs in.bur studyy. Other areas in which

LEAs are ,confronting the borders of their responSibility f r provision

of and payment for services are: -(1) parochial andorprivate schools,
A MP: ,

(2) institutionalized h capped and delinquent children, ) vocational

rehabilitation and (4) extended year (summer) schooling.

111

School Level Practices

\We' saw continued progress in implementing procedural requ rements

at"the school level. Procedures were refined and streamlined And were'\,/

more incorporated as routine practices. Rather than being viewed as

new, time consuming. tasks, qlost administrative procedures (the 1EP,

process in particular).were-a more generally accepted part of th b

afd viewed as legg difficult to perform in a majOrity of the sit

Techhiques were also tried-that were designed to increase thL

appropriateless of referrals. In particular, we found an increase in

prereferral intervention, such as specialists working in the classroom

and trial interventions prior to determining if formal referral is needed.

' Although the trend toward prereferral screening and intervention pre

dates PL 94-142, its provisions support the trend and, according to

professional staffs in (sites with these strategies, these strategits .

serve to increase the appropriateness of referrals. The trend toward

multidisciplinary assessments and individualized evaluation practices

alsollontiqued this year, sometimes in response to the external pressure

Of court cases.

However, in determining children's services on the basis of indi

vidual needs, the professional staffs were still constrained,by what

services were currently available. This. remained true even though

the C ntinuum of alternative placement settings'was extended in some

LEAs (with the mildly handicapped having the greatest number of options)..

xii
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Andin spite of the best intentions of.service delivery staff, the

1'EI' proces6 rarely included consideration of serVices 'not already-

offered or settings that were not in use. Firally, throughout the
. . .

process of determining aplacement; little change was evident in the

4
i volVement of parents. Their participatiori remained most superficial

pro forma rather than substantive.

a
Conclusions

On the basis of the data collected during the second year in 17

ofthe griginal 22 Ates, we conclude that LEAs are continuing to make

some progress in implementing tile,law. Progress is continuingat the

level of incorporating new procedures into daily practice which in turn

allows professionals. to concern themselves' with whether the procedures

are accomplishing the purpos intended. Moreover, the more procedures

become'routiniied, the more imeand energy remain for delivery of

services. However, progress toward f 1 tation of the law --

in the sense of its intent 4o have an individualized, child-driven

system-- istconstrained by the loCa1 service delivery ystem which in
turn is

3constrained by the three problem area described last year.

The first of these problems is the inacequacy of available resources:

to the extent that services are limited relatie to the demand ,for them,

the system cannot provide the, range of options nec'egsary to allow services .

i
to be tailored to meet each child's unique needs. The second is inform-*
tion and skills: to the extent that staff continue to suffer from inade-

quate trainiri (particularly regular teachers), realizing the spirit
--,

of the law wi1I be problemmatic. The third problem area is that of the
ir
borders of responsibility, particularly between schools and other service

delivery agencies. Unti). SEAs are able to resolve this,issue, LEAs will

suffer the consequences of vague boundaries and uncertainties about the

limitateons of their responsibility.

1 In the face of these problems, however, there are some positive

signs. LEAs tre becoming more aware of the dimensions of the constra is

under which they must operate and the extent to which they.have control

4



ove> them. As the dimensions become clearer, LEAs are better able to

work out solutions with what they have. As the system level findings

reflect, LEAs are trying to develop more efficient and accurate procedures

`for getting children into special education at the referral and evaluation

stages of the process, as well as trying to increase 'the capacity bf the
4

system by further expanding special education and related services.

Last year we concluded thatftocal staff needed assistance from

federal staff in clarifying their borders of responsibility, coordinatirig

with other agencies, and improving tie substance and delivery of inservice

training. We also suggested that assistance designed to enhance local .

capacity be emphasised by federal administrators; rather than tr aditional

monitoring for procedural 'compliance. On. the basis of the Second year ''

findings, our conclusions are similar with a slightly, different,emphasis:

Clearly, federal administrators also have limits on the resources'.upon

which they candraw in monitoring and providing assistance: We also

recognize that compliance monitoring is.an essential and4ndispensible

tool for the OSE. In this context we conclude that OSE considen focusing

its compliance monitoring--that is,/to use monitoring as a conacious

strategy to foCus attention on'those aspects of the system that are

working least well and to 4ovide assistance tat can help LEA practices

to become more consistent with policy and procedures associated with .

'PL 94-142.

OSE might also provide specific technical assistance' through

encouraging such concepts as boundary crossers.and,sharing creative

r
solutions to problems. Showing how the boundary crosser tole can provide

. . .

one- O=one training is one example of how assistance might be provided

in he' murky area of inservice training.. Finally,.we infer from our

local level findings tat states need assistance in identifying` and

solving the problems associated with coordinating services across a

agencies in, older to better meet, the need for related services.

"Ss
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, I WRODUCTION

This is the second annulal repOrtof findings from SRI International's

longitudinal study of "the implementation of PTA 94-142, The Education for

All Handicapped Children Act, in locii school Systems. The multiyear
\,

study was commissioned b the Office of Special Education (OSE), which

was formerly the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, as part of its

overall evaluation of progress in meeting the intent of the law. It is

.designed as a set of in-depth case studies,of"local school systems.

Last year, we described how local systems were responding to the

law's requirements during 1978-1979, thefirst'year of full impl mentation,

that is, the first year when a noticable amount of federal fund reached

local districts. That report as based oh interviews with a v iety of

;respondents.in 22 local education agencies (LEAs)* representing nine

states. is report py4sents the, data collected during the second year,

1979-1980, from 17 of the original 22 LEAs. s

The main finding from the first year of the study was that procedures
*

had been established, but because of limited resources and knowledge and

organizational barriersr-sohool districts still had a considerable dis-

tance t6 go to realize the intent of the law. Specifically, we found

that the LEAs had by and large developed procedures to meet the literal

requirements of the law, from holding individualized education program

(IEP) meetings to notifying parents of their rights.. These new procedural

mechanisms were dot enough to fully implement the law, however, in.that

they did not constipte a system wherein eac1 child's nee s were

identified and matched with a variety of services that we e then propided

*LEAs are a-diverse group of administrative units below the state level.
In addi .ion to local school districts, LEAs in our study include county
school g stems, intermediate_ units and joint agreements or Consortia
among districts.

,
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in the least restridtive_environment (LRE). We concluded that meeting '

the intent of PL 94-142 and achieving full impleMentation would require

strategies for obtaining additional resources and for usiilg more effi-

ciently.the limited available resources, as well as strategies for'pro-

-.vitling teachers with more effective training and for crossing current.

organizational boundaries.

During the second year of data collection, therefore, we focused

oi4 the gap between the .needs to be met and the available resources to

detprmine how LEAs cope with demands that, exceed resources. We then

inferred the extent to which LEAs' practices appear to be exteeding beyond

procedural compliance to meeting the .intent of the law.

/

Content of the Report

The second Year's findings are presented in two chapters. The first

describes findings on changes in the local service delivery system. We

concluded last year that the gap between demand for Services and limited

resources would require' tbat limits be placed on who enters the special

education system or that services be expaladed, or both. Hence, the

first two parts of Chapter II examine how districts are handling backlogs

and the extent to which services are continuing to expand. ye also con-

cluded after the first year that meeting the intent of the law would

require-changes' in personnel roles and responsibilities and a clearer

delineation of responsibilities across organizational boundaries. The

last two parts of chapter II consider these system-level,topics.

Chapter III presents the findings on NOwthe needs of individual

children are-being met Last year's findings had indicated that the

LEAs still had much toaccomplightin meeting the intent of the law in

terms of individualization, and Chapter III describes the progress in

this area during 1979 =1980. Described first are the changes that occurred

in'identification and referral and the effect state eligibility require-

ments produced. We then present our findingS' about procedues from

evaluation to placement (including parent involvement, restrictiveness

2
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of the environment, andiadministrative
,burden) relative to movement

toward full implementptUff reflecting the spirit of the raw.

The intent- Of. both chapters is to compare the findings from the

second year with those from the first year wherever possible, so that7)

conclussions can b -drawn about change and movement beyond minimal com-'

plipnce, and to highlight 'examples of strategd. districts are using
. that exemplify movement toward full implementation.

Design of the StUav

The design of the second-year study was based n the conceptual'

framework and method of approach developed dulring the first year and

described in the aPpeildix. Our basic procedure for data.'colliection 1,§

to conduct intervieWs.in'the study sites twice each school year for a
period of severaVdays. In the case of four small districts; we conl

ducted telephone interviews..in the fall of 1979 and only visited .the

sites in the spring. Interviews were conducted with school and district
a `vrt

staff, school board members,,and parents of children with special needs

as well as other persons affected by various requirements of the laW.

Our original site selection procedure (including the selective

elimination of some sites from the study this year) was designed to.

ensure maximum variation among LEAs in the study on thef,4ctors most

likely to explaih differences in local implementation of the law. These

factori include the match between state and federal requirements, state

funding formulaso and special education administrative structures and

local availability and accessibility of resources. The sites, repre-

_-.senting a variety pf these factors; included in the second year were:

.CafiforniA

°- Butte County Consortium
- Fresno Unified School District
- San Diego Unified SChoO1 District

Florida "'

- Hillsborough Comity Schools

4

3
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11*

Illinois

Lee',County Joint Agreement
- Northern Suburban Special Education District

Mississippi .

-.Pascagoula Municipal Separate School District

41,,Oklahomi

Guthrie Independent School District
-.,Tulsa Independent School District

4 Pennsylvania

- Bucks County Intermediate Unit'1122
At.

Philadelp,ia Intermediate Unit #26

1001.--ihode.Island

- Coventry'School Distri(Ct

- Woonsocket School District

Tennessee

Campbell County School System
Memphis City School-Syistem

1 -i"Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools

Washington

- Edmonds School District

Thee findings presented in this report are derived from a cross-site

analysis Of the 1979-80^,case study data. Our analysis of findlmeacross

the 17 case studies permits us to make inferences about what explains

progreis or lack of progress in sites beyond those in our sample. When

Ii

we explain why something Is done or when the way something is done is

connected to features or characteristics of school districts, generally,

we are reasonably certain that the relationship-is applicable to LEAs

beyond our sample, acrosl the country. In contrast, when we replrt how

frequently we observed Some event or activity (e.g., all LEAs were.pro-

ardditional special education services, the majority-of the sites

had decrea sing backlogs), our eaims about prevalence are explicitly

-limited to the 17 LEAs we actually visited. A study of this type cannot
A

support any inference or extrapolation about prevalence to the nation as

o

a whole.

4
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TI SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM.

This chapter describes the changes we observed in the special edu-
cation 'service.delivery systems in the 17 study sites during the 1979-80
school year. We begin with a disc ion of strategies that LEAs use to
decrease backlogs of children awai g evaluation or placement, or both.
Updates are provided on both the Steals of initial evaluations.and the
mandated 3 -year reevaluations. Next is described in detail the expan-
sion of Specialleducation and r laced services, in terms of both new pro-
grams being provided and exPans on of existing programs. In particylar,
the- focus is'on expanding services to the preschool, elementary, and

secondary student populations and presenting the remaining challenges
that.,.special education service delivery systemS must confront. We then
discuss changes in personnel and roles with particular emphasis on the
boundary crosser role between special and regular education. Following
an update on inservipe training thi3ar, we present various issues
pertailing to borders of LEAs' responsibility including due process pro-
dedures and hearings.

Backlogs:

*Changes in Backlogs

During 1978-79, we found in all the study sites that limits in avail-
able services and in staff trained in ponductini evaluations resulted in
backlogs of children awaiting evaluation or'placement, or both. In

1979-80, we investigated the backlog problem in greater depth and dis-
covered that ba4logs had decreased in the majority of sites visited
this year and were even elimihated (at least temporarily) in some of
them. The development of strategies to decrease backlogs apparently was

in response to external pressures in theform of court decisions and fed-

eral-monitoring via,the state; hence, decreasing backlogs was a, priority

for action in many of the sites during the past year. '

S
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Decreases, in backlogs were achieved through a variety of LEA strat-

egies including:

Hiring more evaluation personnel

Opening new programs or expanding existing programs

Increasing class sizes 1 ,

>

Decreasing referrals

Streamlining the testing process

Using a "second-mostt-appropriate" placement.
f

The most common strategy was to-simultaneously hire additional evaluation

personnel So that more children could be processed more quickly and

expand services to accommodate more special'education students. One

large urban site decreased its backlogs by hiring "tons'and tons." of,

.psychologists and crtiAting to implement a district-wide referral-to-
.

placement model that facilitates efficient processing of children.' Prior

to this model, evalu/ation and decisionmatcing took place primarily at

the LEA.level. This often resulted in extensive backlogs and placement

- !decisions that idesreladei by individuals who rarely .saw the child on a

day- to -dat basis. THe,clarrent model decentralizes decisionmaking to

school- ed assessment teams. hecause of establish timelines, this
.

revised process expediate's the time between referraY.and placement, and

invplves those individuals (e.g., patents, teachers, counselors,'prin-
-

cipals, assessment personnel and the like) who are most familiaramiliar with

the child's unique needs. 'Tbis district was alsoxinZreasing'the services

provided, primarily in response to various court orders. One suburban

district hired two new psychologists and decreased the time from referral

to assessment from 6 months to I30'days because the state education agency,

(SEA) had identified the'beckloras an 'area,ornoncompliance. With the

more raPidikassessmott, the number of students evaluated increased by
.

more than 200 during the school year. Because teat t state funds school

districts, according to the number of students formally identified as

requiring special education and related services (SEARS), there was

little difficulty for the LEA in establishing additional classes to

serve those students.

6
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An increase in services alone may be insufficient to reduce waiting

lists,and Cad even create certain backlog problems. For example, in

one.district, a dramatic eiqiansion of the resource program (the addition

of 144 resource specialists) resulted in an evaluation backlog because

the number,of eVa.lua ion Personnel.Was insulfidient.. .

The,other backlo reducing strategies were less commonly used.
o

Abbbt half the sites visit d successfully reduced backlogs by increasing

crass sizes toward the maximu sizes allowed by their respective states.

The perceived effects of this practice varied among service delivery per-
/

4

1sonnel. In one site, special education-,teachers were considering filing

a grievance against the LEA on the grounds at increased cla'ss size.

constitutes inappropriate servile toy their studeyits. However, teachPrs
\in another district did not share this\ coneern.beca e the bEA had pro-N,

vided additional flassroom Odes.

Many LEAs have adopted
0
strategies f-or obtaining more - appropriate

referrals; this affects the number of referrals and hence the b log§.

Where referrals were decreased, backlogs were reduced. This was geii ally

accomplished by use of improved prerefernal'screening techniques or int

ventions attempted to maintain the child in the.regular classroom. (These
1-

intervention strategies are described in detail in Chapter III). In

other cases, increases' in refer6rals led to correspOnding irkreases in
b cklogs. In an urban district., a backlog for evaluation developed

b cause an increased emphasis was placed on identifying children, Work-

ing together, a special education teactherand a psychologist searched

the files and -talked to teachers in each school to locate children in
.

possible need of special education services.

ti

Similarly, changes-in evaluation procedures affected backldgs. In

one rural site,, a backlog'in evaluation developed because the district

began requiring more compreheasive'evaluatIond, including a psychological

evaluation, of children referred to the specific learning disability

(SLD) program.. In contrast, the evaluation backlog was lessened in

another LEA that had reduced the test battery from the previous year.

In addition,' expected caseloads and,quotas were set for the psychologists,

and three times as many.students were tested in F:all 1979 than in Fall

7
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1978. his streamlining of the evaluation proees occurred in several

districts. In another district, the LEA reduced'backlogs by diffusing
L

the testing burden. Although the LEA did not'.receive funds t hire

additional psychometrists to assist the One has, the LEA quested

that special education teachers complete ac4Amic testing, which form-

erly was part of the psychometrist:s responsibility.

The least satisfactory solution to. backlogs was "second-Most-

appropriate" placemerit of children. Mere expansion of current .pro-

grams to accommodate the backlogs can;also thwart the intent of the

law to place. children appropriately: In a site with^olacement.back-

logs and.pressure created by due process acti17ity, the district merged

the SLD and educable mentally retarded (EMR) categories,so that one

broad placement option instead of either an SLD or an EMR class existed

at each school; at the same time, the district permitted an increase

in the number of children per class. Moreover, although these prtc-t

tices were uncommon, wfound that a few sites with especially limited

resources resorted to placing children in the Title I program instead

of in special education,,or in resource rooms instead of in self-

contained classes. Inone site, high schoOl students needing a resource

room were placed in self-contained classes on a part7d iay bass because

the school did not have a resource room.

4

Status of Reevaluations

The requirement to complete reevaluations,every 3 years also

esults in backlogs. Under the regulations, a'reevaluation must be

conducted every 3 years, or more frequently if necessary, and it should

be based on the procedures used in the initial evaluation. Historic<

. ally, few districts have been accustomed to systematiCally conducting

reevaluations in a formal way. -Hence, this is a problem for most dis-

tricts in the sample. However, several sites had developed some coping

strategies, which included hiring more evaluation personnel and stream,

lining the reevaluation process.

One district fourid through a needs assessment that it could'com-

plete only 70.of the required 160 reevaluations during 1978-79. Conse-

quently, in 1979-80, it alloCated part of its PL 947142 funds to



consulting .contracts ith two psychologists to assist in conducting
reevaluations. `Another district has been Overwhelmed with a reevalua-
tion backlog since the passage of the law. In Spring 1978 (our first
visit), this large urban district was under court order to reevaluate

' approximately 6,000 mentally retarded students alone! During the-past
2 years, the LEA has-hired many additional psychologists to cope with
the evaluation and reevaluation backlogs.. The addition of persbnnel
has helped to ease the backlogs in that LEA, as has a recently mple-
mented multidisciplinary evaluation model. Under this model, special
education teachers perform educational assessments every year t review
a child's progress. Every 2 years, the team meets to discuss each child's
placement. If the team determinei that the child is appropriately placed,
no additional psychologicaltesting is recommended. This La,is in cpm-
pliance with SEA guidelines, which do not require a full case study eval-,
uation to meet the 3-year reevalbation requirements. In most sites,
however, a full educational and psychological reevaluation is still
performed.

Other LEAs are attempting to 'streamline the reevaluation proCess.
Most -often, they .mplement an annual educational assessment (usually
when IEPs are updated), which is accompanied by.a psychological evalua-
tion every 3 years, During the past 2 years, .a few districts acquired

management information systems (MIS) that they plan to use as a mechan-
ism for keeping track of reevaluations and,hende, facilitating their
Scheduling. For example, in a site that had a backlog of reevaluations
last year, the LEA special education direc dicated 'that this year,
"with the MIS, we Will beabla to keep better tra of them."

4
In general, the study sites are just begin ing to address the prob-

lem-of KeevaluatiOn backlogs? which are already less severe this'year
than list. Nevertheless, in a few'places the backlogs are serious' and
apparently will remain so. The worst case is that of an urban district
with limited resources and a reevaluation backlog

that increased from
4,000 to 5,000 in 1979-80 and is expected toreach 7,500 next year:
The LEA lacks sufficient influence,with the mental health agency which
has the responsibility for conducting psychological reevaluations. The



mental health agency, a separate facility regulated by the state depart-
.

ment. of. mental health, has numerous priorities aside from providing
le

services for the school district and hence is slow to conduct reevtl-
y

uations. Compounding this problem are funding regulationsf Title XX

funds provide a large -share of the agency's budget and pse funds can-

not be used for the evaluation of special education chi'l'dren. With a

worsening financial situation, the LEA has little recourse for, solving

the problem. 4

Sumglary

The following are the highlights of our investigation of baoklogs'

during 1979-1980:
r".

Overall, we found greater emphasis on reducing backlogs this
year than during last year.;

In terms of initial evaluation and placement backlogs, two
effective strategies were implemented to relieve the problem- -

adding evaluation personnel and expanding services.

Whereresources were, not available to accomplish either or
both of those strategies, the backlogs were reduced somewhat
through strategies to, reduce yeferrals, enlarge class sizes,

arid streamline testing.

Districts are just beginning to tackle the reevaluation back-

logs. The two main approaches are adding personnel and devis-

inva more systemmatic.and streamlined reevaluation Aocess.

Expanding Services and Increasing Beneficiaries

Overview, of New Programs and Expansion of Existing Programs

During 1979-80, we reexamined, patterns program development and

program expansion. Our findings are similar to those of fast year but

with some notable exceptions.

Last year, we reported that one of the most visible effects of

PL 94 -142 was on the scope oservices provided for handicapped young-

sters. Every district we visited in the 1978-79 school year either

had increased its existing service delivery system or had added new

programs; existing programs were expanded,in abut half the 22 sites

10
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studied, and new typesof services we're introduced in the others. This

year, we found evidence in each of the 17 study sites that additional
-

special education and related services.are being provided for handi-

capped students in one or more of the followIng.ways:

The introduction of new types of programs for the unserved
or underserved (6 sites).,

The expansion of existing programs...5,0 serve more students
in need of special 'education and related services (all. sites);

.The provision of additional related services enabling,stu-
deists to benefit more fully from their educational experi-
ence (9 sites).

In addition, last year we reported that services were expanded for second-.

ary students inlonly 7 of the 22 sites, whereas this year activity was

increased at the secondary level and more services and more program

options were available to handicapped secondary students in 14 of the
17 LEAs.

.
Last year, we had reported that a common theme among sites was expan-

sionsion of services in a stepwise manner,' despite the law's requirement for
, ,

provision of appropriate services for all handicapped students simultane-,
ously. Even with the infusion of federal funds, no district was able
A simultaneously extend new services to both. preschool children and -%

secondary students.' In contrast, this year four sites that had expanded
or refined existing preschool programs by adding services such aS music

therapy.or by increasing the number of beneficiaries served by extending
\ . 7

services to younger children (such as those 6 months to 2 years old)-*

also were able to refine or expand the secondary level program as well.'

Despite some progiess in this area, resource limitations continue to

constrain LEA administrators from ensuring a free appropriate public

edpcation (F E) to all'handicapped children. Districts are still

forced to asfgn priorities among their special education populations.

In summary, during the 1979-80 school year, new program development

or expansioirof existing programs; or both, was evident in each of the

17 LEAs. More activity was apparent at the secondary lerl than was

reported last year; and, unlike last year, program expansion and refine-
.

ment were occurring at the preschool and secondary levels Simultaneously.

7



Thus, LEAs still seem to be striving to meet the full service goal of

PL 94-142, with perhaps.a slightly greater emphasis on pr:)ram expan-

sionsion and refinement. However, challenges still remain, such as provi-
,

sion of programs for seriously emotionally disturbed (BED) students and

for the 18- to 21-year-old population. These challenges must be met

before LEAs will be able to ensure FAPE for all handicapped children.'

Extending' Services to Handicapped Preschool Children

During our 1979-80 visits,.we'found at the preschool level two

interesting examples of new programs for previously unserved student6

as well-as program expansion and refinement. One, a small rural site,

introduced its first program for handicapped preschoolers this year.
I

It is aimed at serving studentg-Trom 6 months.to 5 years old--a population

that had been recognized as being in need for several years, LEA adminis-

trators were especially pleased when the SEA approved this new program

because they had made several unsuccessful attempts at initiating a

preschoO. Rrogram in the past.

In addition to these new preschool programs, we found examples of

preschool program expansion and refinement in four LEAs. One preschool

program was expanded to include a home/school facilitator component.

This program strives toAenable students to generalize to the home skills

acquired at school. In addition, a rural site expanT147a preschool

program serving handicapped youn6ters 3 to "5 years Old to include those

from birth to 2 years. Still another site-added two special dax classes

to its existing preschool program this year and put a special emphasis

on the expansion of the program forutfistic youngsters. A resource-

rich suburban site that is at the point Of refining services used PL 94-142

'funds to add music eherapy to its pggschool program.
4

Program Expansion at the Elementary Level

Activity at the elementary level seems to be focuse rincipally on

the expansion of existing programs, this being true at'12 of the 17 study

sites. In more than half of the sites, seres available for SLD young-
.

tsters were increased Yompared with last year. For example, a Aistrict

12
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in one of the intermediate education agencies opened 45 pew Special

eddcatibp claSses this year, a repo d 75 to 80% of which were for.SLD

. Youngsters. This was described by dist iCt personnel as an "overwhelming

increase in LD (Learning ddsability) services." Another site has added

,50 new SLD teachers to the staff in the past 2 years and has allocated

funds for 18 more for the 1980-81 school year. In addition, several

existing elementy -level programs fair mildly retarded and SED Children

were expanded.

Two of the California'sites. i ve achieved dramatic program expan-

sions, particularly in, the resoure<Specialist program under the planned

phase-in of the Master Plan for Special Education., Since last _year, one '

these sitesrhas hired 144 resource specialists and, now has resource

spe 'alists in each school in the district (including high schools).

The other site has expanded the resource specialists program to include

practically every elementary school. Under California's Master'Plan,

the r source specialist'has a part - instructional, part-coordi ting role

in pr viding'individually appropriate special ed ation for mildly handi-

capped children.

In other LEAs, several new programs were introduced -this year, some

of which include services for students beyond the elementary level. For

example, a class for visually-impaired students was introduced in an:

urban site in the South: those handiCapped youngsters had been previously

,unserved. 'A rural site is using its PL' 94 -142 fUnds for a'pilbt progra

for 'elementary a
S
econdariSED students, which has long been'a recog-

nized need in this community. The program provides a diagnostic class--

i-
1

room,,strong
,

psychological support, and direct assistance by aides to

reinforce positive behavior patterns as well as to support the integra-

tion of thestedents back Into their home school program whem such a

transition is appropr,

such integration,

' costly transportation of

. This year, a programmatic emphasis was on

ering the LRE concept and minimizing 'the

students, which had become a major concern in

. Next year, this program is expected to con-this rural area this year

tain an additional full-time component.

.13
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-Two other sites have initiated new SED programs that offer services

to elementary and secondary students. 'A resource-rich suburban site

used some of its PL 94-142 funds to introduce an alternative half-day

program for groups of two to four severely disturbed primary and inter-
.

mediate SED students. These students had previously been served either

through homebound instruction or with a fll-time aide. This new -pro-

gram option is representative of that site's ongoing goal of program

refinement.

Ifi summary, several new programs were introduced at the elementary

level this year. The- primary activity at the elementary level, however,

seemed to be the expansion Of existing programs': Although this included

the expansion of services for students with a number of different handi-

capping conditions, more than half the sites provided increased services
e.

for SLD youngsters.

Program'Expansion at the Secondary Level

. As noted earlier, 14 of the 17 LEAs either expanded or refined

existing programs or instituted new pkogram options for secondary special

education students this year. This represents considerably more activity

at the secondary level than was reported last year. The most growth was

Seen in--

Vocationalltprogram options

Vocational assessments

SLD program options.

o

This year, several sites focused on improving vocationally oriented

services for handicapped secohdary students, a traditional problem area.

For example., in an eastern industrial site, the area vocational center 10

hired a special. educator to develop appropriate vocational training`

programs for the handicapped. His role includes working with the high

school's work experience-prgam and expanding a specific skill-training

course at the vocational center. In addition, an urban site that has.

been faced with severe budg etary constraints, introduced a new sheltered

t workshop-,for students 16 to 21 years old. Another large urban LEA used
41,

.

PL 94-142 funds to expand services provided by vocational skill centers
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to include More appropriate services for the. handicapped. A suburban

site instituted a new woodworking program at its special faCility for

the more severely impaired studerits.

In addition to some expansion of vocational program options, we also

noted' increased efforts in the area of vocational assessments for handi-

capped youngsters. Three sites added a vocational assessment component44

to their secondary special education programs this year. One site reported

that this vocational assessment will allow focusing more attention on the

individual vocational needs of special education students, many of whin
Ihave not been attended to in the past. A vocational evaluator from another

site said,

By exposing the clients to a yariety ofiwork tasks and work
experiences, as well as aptitude and achievement tests and
interest inventories, the work evaluation helps the client
select vocational goals which he or she will find relevant
Ad meaningful. Clients who may have been exposed to minimal
work experiences in the.,past may now make vocational choices
based on information ratherthan lack of it.

1

We also found that the-trend of providing more SLD services for

secondary students continued. 'For examplb, a .large J.J0.an site used some

of its P4I942 funds to increase the number of SLD resource rooms atc.
4

the secondary level. Another'LEA introduced its first high school SLD

'resource room this year. Students who needed SLD se ices had been

routinely served previously in a special. education pr vocational program.

'Finally, a high school-in an. intermedia ' e.- e ducation agency, Which histor-
ically had served SLD youngsters in resource rooms, opened its first

full-time secondary SLD program. Under this program, students who need

more extensive remediation are served more appropriately than they can

b& in the resource robin Setting.

Several of the new programs for SED youngsters- described under,

"Program Expansion at the Elementary Level" include placement options

ea

for secondary'students

Thus, we found continued progress at the vcondary level in expanding to,

vocational and SLD programs and services for handicapped students. Second-
.,

ary special education programming is still considered to be lagging behind,

15



however. _'Some of the particular difficulties,found at the Secondary

level are discussed later in this chapter under econdary Special

Education Programs."

Provision of Additional Related Services

Almost half of the study sites reported providing additional related

services` this year, as compared with last year. Two sites are providing

new related services (that is, services never previously* offered by the

districts), including music therapy and play therapy. Music thlrapy is

being offered to severely handicapped 3- to 5-year-olds at an early child-
.

hood center in one site; in another LEA, play therapy is being used in '

a new program for SED youngsters. Othex sites have added related ser-

vices that have existed but not with adequate coverage. Such services

typically included:i/14

( . . Occupationa and/or physical therapy

Adaptive ph ical education

Speech therapy

Psychiatric coiultation services.

Several sites used PL 94-142 funds to increase the availability, of

related services to handicapped students. For ipstance,,one intermediate 4

edUcat agency used the funds specificallS, to pro e additional sup-

port services such as occupational therapy (OT) And.physical therapy

.(PT) in the individual districts in its service area. Two sites used

PL 94-142 funds for additional 1!Iptive physical'education (PE) services.'

For example, one district hired an assistant to deliver ect and sup-

plementary adaptive PE services, as well as to consult with regular PE

teachers.

Sedondary Special Education Programs

The data on the school-level impadt of the implementation 94-142,

that were collected and analyzed during the school year 1978-79 mainly'

. concerned special education at the elemeCa'ry school level. Therefore,

during the Fall 1979 site visits, our emphasis was on investigating spe- i

cial education at the secondary level, considering. the problems and

16 23
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solutions specific tothis level, High school programming is generally

regarded3a§ a problem area4in special education. For example, in most

of the sites we visited, secondary programming is still catching up to

that provided for elementary school students. Districts are having

to add and /or epand programs for handicappeelkildren (e.g., SLD) just, .

coming upthfough the school system.

Because of this lag in special education, we discuss it here in

greater deptlOand hi1ghlight some of the specific difficulties and suc-,,

cessful PrAtices th e identified in the study sites. To understand

the organizational comma- 'ties of secondary schools and the various ,

placement options avail re to secondary students, a knowledge of some

of the purposes and assumptions underlying secondary special education

as expressed by' administrators, counselors, and teachers is helpful.

Purposes\and Assumptions of Secondary Special Education

The purposes and Assumptions of special education at.the secondary

level differ from those at the elementary level in two fundamental ways:

EdilQators perceive that the role they can play becomes more
limited as children'grow older. With older children, edu-
cators can control fewer of the factors important in deter- ,

"Mining whether a chip will learn.

The educational goals for secondary students are necessarily
different. What the school attempts to accomplish (or is

"',capable of accomplishing) for a special education student
differs'at the secondary level.

Atthe,Secopdary level, the effectiveness of the educational pro-
.

gram depends,more on the-student's.effort to learn and agreement with

his or ,hem education plan:). Younger children are more easily put into

a situagon "for their own good" and are more likely to accept their

learning role without question; high sthool students are less like y to

accept their'instructional,program without question. To be,he d,

secondary students must make themselves available for help--both phIsi-..,
Laity (by, not drbpping out of school) and mentally.. Because secondary

students are c to adulthood, educators recognize that the students

are to extent responsible for their own lives.

17'
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Fof these- reasons, and because secondary students are often included

an placement decisionmaking,-educators pay more attention to the
,

second-
1

ary student's desires and emotional needs, in addition to'academic needs,

in deciding his or her educational placement. Consequently, educators

May not place a mildly handicapped secondary student in special education

even though the placement would be appropriate. This decision is made

relatively often when the student expresses a preference not to be placed

in special education because of peer pressure, fear of the stigma, or

other co,ncerns of high school students. These attitudes of educators

toward secondary students were expressed by a resource teacher in one

site we visited who stated, "I take what I can get...if a person doesn't'

want.td be there [in the special education resource room) there's no

paint in having them tCere...these are young adults." This teacher was

also very careful of the students' emotional needs: "For some kids,

I'm afraid to order Cpsychological tests) because it would hurt their

egos too much.l!

Parents' inpul is encouraged as well. School staff members in

several sites, however, expressed the belief that parents are not as

actively involved in their children'S high school program as they ,had

been atthe elementary level. For example, one high school teacher said,

"We don't have time to beat the bushes to get parents in," whereas an

eleMentary counselor at the same site said "I'll go out and pound on

the doors if necessary to. get a kid placed."

C
The primary difference in educational goals for secondary and ele-

*alentary students is that secondary educators focus.less on determining

,the causes of the student s problem and remedying it. Instead, they

tend to deal with the-student as he or she is; they do not assume that

the causal factors can be eliminated so that the student will: become

"normir Therefore, the goal shifts from remedying the original prob-
.

lem to achieving specific objectives such as gaining work'experiente

and relaed trasic skills, gaining specific vocational skill training,

passing competency tests, and staying in school to graduate.

Secondary educators must prepare the student to leave school rather

than deal with, his or her "potential." Although remediation efforts

18
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do.not necessarily cease, the focus shafts to providing the secondary
Aist

level student with "real world",experiences so as to help him or her

.betome an independent citizen. In addition, attempts are made to direct

students with a history of academic failure into an area such as-Voca-

tional training, where suc ess depends less on rdading an`d writing skills.
(

Organizational Complexities of Sercondary Schools

In addition to having slightly different underlying assumptions and

goals than elementary schools, high schools have certain organizational
features that make secondary special educati6n programming more problem-

tic. Secondary schools differ from elementary schools in the following
ways:

't41 High schools are generally larger and more bureaucratic (i.e.,
more departmentalized and more administratively complex)
than elementary schools, so' coordination of programming is

: not facilitated. Indeed, fragmentation of programming can
beta problem for the secondary special education stu

Within the high school are more boundaries because
groups or agencies. (e.g., vocational education, special
education,.the English Department, the Mathematics Depart-
ment) are involved in high school programming.

(
In high school each student generally has many teachers,
whereas in elementary school each child may only have one;
thus, each high school teacher faces scores of students
each day. Because of graduation requirements,competency r

tests, and the like, high school teachers must be more
subject focused, less child focused, and less oriented
toward individualized instruction.

The comments of several educators in the study sites reflected these.

issues. The following comment, from:a high school adminigtrator, is

representative:

There is 'a lot of resistance to special edpcation at.the
secondary level. It's not a priority. The structure of
secondary schools makes individualization difficult. Look
at It from a p'ractical point of view-..-there is too much changr
ing of classes; graduation requirements are an issue--now
we're talking competency..testing. All of this on top of
"LREP and "appropriate educatiOn." I'm ready to give up.

19
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An example of a coordination problem was found in a district where

a child had left a Special education school for the handicapped and

enrolled. himself in a regular high school:: Several weeks elapsed before

the high school administrators realized he was from the special school

and needed specialized help. A principal from another site said that

many secondary teachers are not really attuned to detecting problems

related to special education; they assume that such students have teen

identified in the earlier gradds. They tend to believe that a tudent

who is not achieving either is "not trying" or is "just slow." any

te'achers,conduct their classes in a traditional lecture style and stu-

dents "sink or swim. 'r

.further example yf the type of program fragmentation ,that can

easily occur at the high school level was, provided by an administrator

at a suburban site. Thorough yocationa assessments are given to all

.ninth and tenth grade special education students in this LEA. The results
ti

' of these Assessments, however, are rarely used to match a student with

an appropriate vocational and academic program. This.ihformation is

not always passed along becaUse a vocational assessment specialist must

share relevant data"with a special educator Ili time to have it reflected

on the IEP and consequently in time for it to affect the type of program

and jOb the student will pursue. The school administrator did a random

check and discovered that one student who, according to 1 data supplied

.by the vocational assessment, has a strong aptitude for mechaniCal work',

and enjoys the outdoors, is spending his afternoon wiping tables at the
4

local mall. In the mornings he has PE, band, and English before going

to work.' This is what his program has consisted of all year. The admin-

istrator was distressed to find such a situation ''and suspects that it

is not all that uncommon. He called the parents of this student and

asked if they were satisfied with this arrangement. Their major Concern

t..las whether their son would have enough credits to graduate. The adminis-

trator told them they Were.aSking the wrong questions--they should be

asking "What skills will:he have when he -graduates?"

Some reorganization is to occur at this site over the summer, aimed

at better coordinating high school students' IEPs with the data pr'ovided

by the vocational assessment. A higher prior'ty will be placed on

2
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monitoring job.placements ds well. In addition, the goal of the district

has becoml to provide each parent of seventh.or eighth *grade handicapped

students with a long-range educational and vocational, plan for their

child. This would include:

Recommended course work in academic and nonacademic areas.

/ Suggested job training and vocational skill building
activities.

Suggested job-related activities and experiences.

Suggested extracurricular activities-to be offered to the
students through grade 12 or age 21.

This plan would also identify specific opportunities that may be

available to the student upon graduation from the district's program.
A An LEA administrator, who has "a special interest in secondary education,

views this as a positive step, however long overdue.

Pinang, t supervisor from a large urban site expressed frustration

at high school special education programming, saying "At the secondary

level it's atrocious; so much is needed--teachers are isolated,*Ids

are not acce

Range,.-of Programs and Placement, Options at the Secondary Level'

A wide range of programs and placement options are available to

secondiry handicapped students across the 17 study sites. These programs

include:

Low-level tracking (in regular education)

Retburce rooms

Self-contained special education classes

Regular vocational education or vocational technical centers

Work-study/work experience

oVSeparatVaoilities for special edlIcetion students.

These options are not mutually exclusive; a special education student

often has an eduCational program combining several options such as low-
,

level tracking, resource room, and regular vocational education.

21
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However, a major problem we found is that rarely does such a compre-

hensive range of options exist within a given LEA. For example, a high

school in one site has no low-level tracking because the school is small

/and geared to college-bound students; thus, special education teachers

complain about the lack of appropriate classes into which students can
31.-e

' be mainstreamed. The range of options available at a givenOite thus -

necessarily influences how a student with a specific handicap will be

served, and this varies substantially across sites (probably more at

the secondary level than at the elementary level). To illustrate, we

present a pair of cont4ting sites; one in which SLD students are
,

primarily in vocationally oriented programs and one in which the focus

for SLD students is more academic. These programs vary becailse of the

range of options available in each site.

The first site has no resource rooms at the high school level,*

Secondary SLD students are automatically routed into the special educa-

tion prevocational program comprising students in various 'handicap cate- -

gories, such as SLD, SED, and EMR. Prevocational advisors organize and

individually set up schedules for each special education student. Theo--'

retically, the possible components of a program include regular educa-
3

tioh academic Classes, regular vocational education classes, classes in

basic academics and job readiness skills tyight by the prevocational

advflsors, and work experience. Despite the fact that an SLD student can

be scheduled for a program with an academic focus, this did not seem to

tie happening. Typically, SLD students received work experience and a

minimal academic program.
qt

In contrast, we visited a high school in a different LEA where SLD

students spend the majority of theirday in the low -level track and

receive academic remediation in a resource room. This high school does

not have a work-study program, and the pnly vocational training an SLD

student might receive is an industrial Arts or shop class.

'In summary, although we found a wide range of placement options

available to secondary students across all 17 sites, we rarely found

this range of options within sites. Thus, the nature of the program in

which a secondary student participates is largely determined by what is

r'
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available at the sites, whicp seems to vary substantielly. Following

an elaboration of the types dT vocational program optiOns available

at the secondary level.

Vocational Program Options--As mentioned,10 frequent emphasis at

the secondary level is on involving special education, students in activ-

ities that prepare them for the world of work. Although academic sub-

ject's are not totally disregarded, vocationaleducation and, work-study/

work experience activities often=become an integral part of'a student's

progfaM. Consequently, we explored the various vocational program options

existing with the 17 sites.

We found that vocational education is defined differently in dif

ferent schools and communities. It often includes sual vocationally

oriented classes as typing, business mathematics, hote economics, and

industrial arts. HoweVer, some high schools have more specialized voca-

tional programs (such as carpentry and drafting) that are designed to'

prepare vUdents for specific careers or vocation's. Generally, voca-

tional education was designed for regular education students who, would'

be'entering the world of work soon after graduation. Most often, only

the upper range of special education students (SLD and a limited number

of higher functioning EMR and SEP students) participate in regular voca-

tional education programs.
E;

Some LEAs have separate vocationarfacilities, often called vocational

technical centers or vocational high schools. Mese schools Offer spe-

cialized 'vocational or career training in areas such as carpentry, elec-

tronics, food service, auto mechgnits, and the like. They can include

a work-study component as well. '1As with vocational education in a com-

prehensive high school, these programs are most often geared for regular

education students and usually only the upper range orspecial education

students participate in them, In certain cases, however, these vocational

facilities have separate programs for EMR students; for example, in one

site the school had a separate EMR program located in a wing of the

building.

th
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Because both regular vocational education and ,vocational technical

ceiters were primarily established for regular education students, spe-
cr

ciAl education students encounter problems in entering these placements,

Special education students have tended to be excluded from these options

-in the past, but this seems to be changing. For exa ple,.several sites

have used the 10% vocational education set-aside funds and have allocated

spaces for special education students.*

Several factors interfere with the full patticipation of special-
) q,

education students in vocational programs. The major inhibiting factor

for many special education students is academic skills. When vocational

courses include an academic component, many special education students

have problems, particularly with reading. Other academic skills can also

create problems; for example, some trades (such as electrical) require

mathematical skill levels beyond the capacity of many special educed

students. For these reasons, certain special education students are

excluded from many of the vocational program options; special education

students may only be admitted to those courses geared toward careefs

(such as food service, masonry, or maintenance work) not involving higher-

level academic skills. Other factors that may act to exclude special

education students from some regular vocational education programs include

the possible danger involved in some options (e.g.,, courses in which

complicated machine/1y must be used), financial problems involved in trans-

porting students (e.g., physically handicapped) to the vocational or

work options involved in these programs, and the resistance of many regu-

lar vocational education teachers toward special education students.

However, we found evide4e of increasing attempts to adapt vocational

training programs -to handicapped students and to reduce teachers' resistance

to the inclusion of special education' students. Some examples of adapting

tbese,programs include:

* Under the Vocational Education Act Amendments of 1976 (PL 94-482), at
least 10% of each state's allotment is available to pay a portion of '

the cost of vocational education for handicapped persons. de

r
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o f The use'of vocational resource rooms to provide additional
support to special education students participating in regular
vocational or shop settings in at least two sites.

The use of resource teachers to assist vocational education
teachers adapt programs to accommodate special education
students.

In addition, one LEA wrote an inservice grant that would provide aides

and training to regular vocational education teachers working with handi-

capped children. The special education department in another site is

proposing to design ma.terlals fpr use by handicapped students in voca-

tional education. Finally, to overcome teacher, resistance; vocational

teachers in several sites were not told that a particular student was in

special education until after the student had been in the class for a

while and had been given a chance to succeed.

work Study/Work Experience--Some sites had work-study/work-experience

programs (emphasizing basic skills related to the world of work, work

readiness skills, and on-the-job experience) dgsigned specifically for

special education students although regular AtiCation students were some-
times ipcluded. Historically, these programs were designed for special

education students (e.g., EMR) who could not be admitted tothe regular

vqcational education program or to vosazional technical centers either

because they did not have the necessary skills or because the history or

tradition of the school or district was to serve them separately. Thus,

these programs most often served EMR students in the sites we visited;

however, sometimes other special education students (e.g., SLD, SED)

participated as well.

Work-study programs were designed principally to provide students

with on-the-job experience. However, sites varied in terms of these

programs. Sometimes the nature of the job was viewed as less important

than the that the student had a job and was exposed to the world

of work. These work-study prOgrams often emphasized "prevocational"

skills such as how u_ find a job, how to fill in an application, how to

-act on a job--instead of spelfilc job skills. Although the prevocational

emphasis of many work-study ams might be aPPropriatejor. many spe7

cial education. students, we found at least one site wh6refmany parents
complained about the lack of specific training in job -- related bkills;

25
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Successful Program Strate: at the Secondar Level

Despite problems at the secondary level related to coordination,

'Vbundaries, and limited placement options, we found an exceptional voca-

tional program Inflia small-industrial site. 'It illustrates how creative

program planning can be blended with the local contextual features of 4t,

a community'to best meet the needs of all s dents.. This program took

the form of a vocational technical center, un by the district's voca-

tional education staff. The majority of th regular education 'and

special education high school students in the district go to this center

on a part-day basis. The center's comprehensive and effective'program

involves both vocational education and work-study in fields such as cos-

metology, industrial foods, welding, plumbing, masonry, carpentry, office

management, and secretarial skills.

The center, through its advisory council coffiposed of business and

community representatives:has made an effort to involve local business

in program development. The advisory council is an integral partof the

center, reviewing neseprograms to determine whether they are relevant,

keeping the center advised afnew techniques, and reviewing the technical

qualifiCations,of new staff. This ensures that the training received at

this center will be relevant and applicable to the jobs available in the

community. In addition, employers of former students know that they

can call upon the center for help with students placed with them if any

problems arise at work. This involvement of the community has given it

a stake in the program's successful operation and has enabled students

to find jobs after graduation more easily.

The LEA administration has taken a unique approach to developing a

program that will serve regular students as well as all students with

special needs. Instead of applying for federal program funds (e.g, the

10% vocational education set-aside for the handicapped), which require

that separate services be provided for separate groups of students to

avoid'comingling of funds, the LEA has developed a program that comprises

an agsessment component, vocational training, academic support, and work

experience for all groups (regular students, disadvantaged students,

handicapped %tudents, and so on). For example,,initead of excluding some

46
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special education students from a welding class because of the level of

difficulty involved or developing a separate,class for them to master

the skills necessary to ftinction as a welder, -the staff has broken welding

down into various components)so that a student can learn welding at-his

or her own level of abilit e studentcan later get a job at this level
and be successful. The spec al education students also receig help from
the special education teacher at the regular high school. This support

is related to stu e is work at the vocational program; for example, ,a

student learns to spell words related to his or her chose trade, to do

matheniatics with work-related problems, and tAe like. In addition, the

vocational counselors often do not inform the vocational teacher that

some of the students are in special education until after the students

have been in the vocational class fora while and are working out well;
this helps to overcome any initial resistance the vocational teachers

may have to having special education students in their classe's;

This excellent vocational education program depends greatly on the
local context. In this city, heavy industry is the largest:employer and

therefore provides' employment in a wide range of skill areas and levels.

The efty is also oe;such a size that school, community, and biliness
interaction are conducted on a one-to-one, first-name basis; school- .

.

community-busfess relations are quite g od. Finally, for the majority

of the community, a blue collar job is successful career and not a

low-status expectation.

Remaining Challenges

Despite overall progress in expanding special education de very
systems at all levels, individual sites still have specific ar as of
need that depend primarily on the local context. These unique needs or

*rematning challenges continue to be heavily influenced by such diverse
.factors. as*the local tax base,,parental expectations,state funding

formulas, and the h)story and tradition of special education service

delivery. For example, several study sites have difficulty in supplyinga
adequate amounts of related services such as OT, PT, and speech therapy.

One reason given for thiS,gap is that OT and PT in particular have not
. ,
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been-historically provided by the public schools in,some,sites. Typic-

ally, these' services have been available at medicaltfacilities foor a

,
.

fee. They have not been perceived as being the responsibility of the

LEA. In other sites, the SEA special education reimbursement systek,

does not 4irectly support these services. TM's, LEAs faced-with severe

ludgeiary constraints often do.not have adequate funds to supply" &eSA
services in appropriate quantities. 49-

4...

Similarly, the need for additional counselors was mentioned in

, several sites. One administrator said that elementarycounselors were

particularly difficult to add because although they are badly needed at
r

the school level, they arelikot mandated by the SEA;110.-ugl, they are not
.

state reimbursed. As he stated, "The problem is we have to pay for thein

out
#

of our pocket."
.

, .
.

. VI

One large urban site offers a wide range of programs, placemepts, Q

-

44

and services, but all/./fhese are insufficien(to the students' needs.

This results mainly/from a pattern of budget cuts or special education
a ..1

over the pas several years. Reduced enfollmenVof white students has

0resulted fro 'white flight" in-the face of forced busing and, because

of lack of.local support for public schools, the LEA. has not beet able to

.pass a school tax levy fbi several years. The fact that taxes have not
f

increased despite rising cost's has left the district with insufficiene
. _

funds and cuts havethus occurred across the board4

In contrast, a wealthy guburban site that has an increasing SED

population with abundant needs and parents with high expectations is

faced with the challenge of developing a range 6f pro7m options for
a

these students' as well as providing psychological therapy,

an4social wprk services. This district's,need for adequate amounts of

therapy and an-extensive range of placement options reflects community. k-

expectations as.well as the high 'caliber of special education program-''

ming in the aistrict.
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Program gaps vary Widely among sites. The problems in secondary.

.special educationParticularly the need for work-study and vocational

,education--have been discussed. In addition, we have identified the

followin eeds as particularly great:

SED p °grams,

Se ces for the'handicappe population aged 18 io'21.

The,probl4s associated with meeiing these needs ipe discussed below.

'SED Programs

Providing appropriate special education and related services for

SED students is still regarded as an area of difficulty and underservice

in many of the LEAs in our study, Thirteen sites reported specific pro-'

blems with the provision of appropriate services to this Troup of hand-_

icapped students. The nafure and degree of their problems vary greatly,

however. For example, two sites do not have special education programs
for tile emotionally disturbed. In one of these districts, such progrins

are not considered an urgent need because the school psychologist is

"convinced treat emotional'prdblems are caused by learning problems."

Therefore, the focus is on remedying the learning difficulty, sometimes

with outside counseling for the emotional problem. In the other. district,

SED students, are simply not formally identified because no programs exist
to serve them. "We don't have problems with ED--there aren't any ED ".

children here, we were told in a half-serious manner. Next year, however,

this district plans to introduce three new SED programs that may be called

"behavior management" classes so that parents will b accepting ofNP

such a placement. In this site, parents are particularly to

the stigma attached to "emotional disturbances." As one admi strator

commented, "They will send theme kids privately for help so 'e knows."

In contrast, one resource-rich suburban site that routinely provides psych-

iatric dounseling to SED students who need.it to benefit from special

education is concealed with the'need'to develop a brodder range of place-

ment options for SED students within the district.

ri
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Common concerns across sites regarding SED prqgNams include:
limm404

Waiting lists

Limited full-time placements

Lack of appropriate treatment facilities

Inadequate counseling services

Coordination with other agencies

-Staff availability.

:41o,

Many LEA directors and teachers eXiDressed concerns about inadequate

amounts,of available services for SED students. They.spoke of waiting

lists and the lack of available placement slots for these students. In

some sites, for example; not enough programs exist to serve all the iden-
,

tified SED youngsters. Therefore, when all of the classes are full, a

student might have to wait for an opening and be Inappropriately served

in a regular school program in the interini.

A similar program gap was found in limited full-time SED-placements.

For example,,some students might be receiving only several hours of

resource 'room services when they really need a more intens ve full-ti e'

placement with support services .well. As one junior high counselor

lamented, "They need more than a resource room."

An assistant superintendent from a large urbansite said that her

greatest need was for an SED placenent option separate from the school,

such as a day treatment center or crisis intervention facility,: She

said that she had been working for several months trying to find an

appropriate placement for a junior high school boy whom she considers

to be a dgnger to himself. She was trying to use other community

resources because "We have no funding to set up our own program." 'Simi-

larly; another LEA was faced with inade to programming for a 15-year-

old schizophrenic who was, said to b unning around the community rather

than in A special education placement" because no appropriate prOgram is
SO

available for him within the state. This particular "gNate does not, in

fact, have an institutional program for SED youngsters. ehildren,needing

an institutional placement are usually served outside the state. However,

this LEA administration is against placing students in private out -of- state

30
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residential schools becauge.of their costs. As the LEA superintendent

stated: '"The only thing we really resent, and we shouldn't, is to pay.i.
fox 'a child to go to Missouri or Texas to a private,xesidential school..."

Thus, districts` faced with such a dilemma sometimes choose to inappro-
P

priatelys serve an SED student rather than set the precedent of using
private out-Of-state placements.

Adequate counseling was a gap found in some sites as well. As one

teacher bluntly put it, "It's impossible for the district to Supply all
the needed counselors...."

have inadequate counseling services'

pSych011Asss arlOchool counselors are "spread too thin" per-

fprming evaluations, trying to reduce backlogs, and tending to such. -

administrative tasks as student scheduling and parent conferences.

Other sites that\historically hive relied on community agencies to

btapply counseling have encountered difficulties as well, particularly

wath guaranteeing the provision of counseli g-services to the studedts
ill need as requ

"-iredunddx,T1.-'94'142. This issue of borders of responsi-. ,

rega0i:ng

later sectiolizof

In addition

metal health services is' discussed more fully in a

'this`repdtk.
e ,o

to the pl'eViouslynentioned problems, several Las have" =

aperienced 'Offteulties in recruiting gualiffe2 staff to operate pro-. 1t ,-

grans for *it'll:many, distd ed youngsters. We found-this to be the
case even ine'111CisOt essive .resource -rich district. To illustrate

the problenliof staffing the distiict's SED program, the LEA director of.

personnel said -Often I seed to search for a live warm body."

Nonethetss, w

in appropriately serving SED youngsters, three sites didadd new SED

emphasize that despite the difficulties involved```

I

programs thlsiyear, three other,sites expapdedftheir existing programs,
and one site he plans to introduce a SED program next Year.

The Handicapped Population 18 to 21 Years Old,

According to

$010lade available

than September'1,

PL 94-142, a free appz'opriate public education iato

for all-handicapped children aged 3 to21 not later

1960.. This requirement doe6 that apply, however,.'io
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handicapped children aged 3 to 5 or 18 to 21 if it is inconsistent with

state law. We found that six of the nine states participating in our

study specify in their state laws and regulations that special education

and related services'musi be provided to exceptional children between

the ages of 18 to 21. One state regirires that these services be provided

for individuals 18 to i0.yearp 'old, and in the remaining two states the

provision,of services olthe 18- to 21-year-old handicapped population

is permissive.

Despite this apparent commitment by the nine states to extend ser-
.

. vices, in general we found that efforts aimed at expanding programs and

developing new optiont for handicapped students aged 18 to 21 were less

systemafic than those for Preschool youngsters. The general trend seems

to be to offer secondary students the opportunity to stay in existing

programs until they are 21. 'Although many of the more severely impaired

yOungsters (such as the trainable mentally retarded, TMR) choose to stay

in the programs until they reach age 21, we found relatiV1ly few examples

of mildl'y handicapped students following this pattern. Generally, mildly

handicapped students tended either to graduate or to drop out by the time

they turned 18, although we did find some exceptions.. For example, one

site opened a new sheltered workshop this year for severely handicapped

youngsters from the ages of 16 to 21. Another site has provided individ-

ualized services to a 20-year-old student in response to a parental

request. The student attended the state school for the deaf and gradu-

ated without any4Odrmal vocational training. The parent requested that

-the LEA provide this type of training, which it agreed to do until the

student reaches age 21. The LEAhas assigned an interpretor for the

deaf to work with her in class to allow her to participate fully in voca-

tional classes. This has cost the district S15 an hour.

Several sites have informal mechanisms for following up on students

in the 18 to 21 age range. In one site, students can return to high

school after graduation: (or after theyehave dropped, out) for academic

remediation such as to improve reading skills needed to enhance their

job performance. In another site, employers know thiy can call on the

area vocational center (which serves handicapped youngsters) for help
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. with former students if problems arise at work. In several other sites,

directors of special education.t y to maintain informal contact with

students after graduation.

Students with certain handicapping conditions often have the oppor-

tunity to receive services from akencies (such as state departments of

. vocational rehabilitation) .afil'r they graduate or after they leave the (

public schools. Interest ingly, little formal coordination with area

junior colleges has been pursued to.provide"additional services f,or t,he

18- to 21-year-old-students. However, one LEA in an academically oriented

community provided SLD students and their parents with information about

a college program designed for students with specific learning, disabilities.

In summary, LEAs have not directed.a significant amount of attention

toward expanding or developing new programs specifically for students

aged 18 to 21. This has remained a relatively low priority for many of

the LEAs.

Summary

The most significant of our findingspring the 1979-80 school year

'regarding expansion of services and increasing the beneficiaries of them

are the following:

New program development and/or expansion of existing programs
was evident in each of the 17 LEAs. Unlike last year, this
year a few instances were found of progrib expansion and
refinement occurring at the preschool and secondary levels
simulcantipusly.

At the preschool level, new programs or program expansion
and refinement occurred in one-third of the study sites:

'Several new programs'were introduced at the elementary level
this year. The'primary activity seemed to be the expansion
of existing programs. Although this included the expansion
of services for a number of different handicapping conditions,
more than half of the sites noted an increase in 'services
for SLD students.

,Progress contlrg at the secondary level in expandi
vocational and ,,programs and services to handicapped'
students. However, secondary special education program-.
ming is still lagging.
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The amount of related services being provided to handicapped
students was increased in almost half of the study sites.

Educators perceive that they play a more limited role in
the lives of students at the secondary level. In recog-

nition of their increasing responsibility for their own
lives, secondary-level students are often included in the
special education placement.decisionmaking process.

The educational goals for.secondary students are neces-
sarily different from those for elmentary students.. The fi

nature of the goals shifts from remedying a student's
original problem to preparing him or her to leave school

L and enter the world of work.

Certain organizational features unique to secondary schools
make special education programming at, that level more prob-
lematic-than at the elementary level. Examples of coording=
Lion problems and program fragmentation were found more
frequently at the high school level.

Although a wide range of program vtions exists at the
secondiry level across the 17 study sites, rarely does a,
comprehensive range of options exist within a given LEA.
The nature of the program for a high school student is
largely determined by what is available within the LEA,
which varies substantially across the study sites.

Special education delivery system gaps vary greatly among
sites. Specific areas of need most often .depend on the

local context of a given LEA. Fbr example, such factors
as the local tax base, parental expectations: state funding
formula, as well as the history and tradition of special;
education heavily influence the unique needs of *district.
However, we have identified the following gaps to be common
remaining challenges for LEAs:

- SED programs.

- Services for the handicapped population aged 18 to 21.

Changes in Personnel, New Roles, and Inservice Training

9

The first part of this section describes the overall change in the

personnel who constitute the special education delivery system. Next

we discuss the "boundary crosser" role and its expansion at the elemen-

tary and secondary levels; as well as at the administrative level.;,Then

follows a description of other new roles that have been developed, partly

in response to the law. Finally, an update on inservice training is

provided..
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Changes in Personnel

The major pe4onnel change observed this year in the LEAs was the

addition of teachers required for the new classes and/or expanded pro-

grams described in the preceding section; i.e., where large program

expansion occurred, the teaching staff .was increased significantly. In

addition, some LEAs haye hired.more....psychoIogists and more personnel-to

deliver related services, such as occupational or physical therapists

and social workers.

The Boundary Crosser Role

Last year we identified boundaries, particularly tie boundary

b4ween special education and regular education, as a source of problems

for implementing PL 94-142. This was especially true in areas that

required sdke type of coordination in such activities as mainstreaming

and IEP development and use. We found that the personnel whose role

is to facilitdte such coordination, whom-we called "boundary crossers"

Flea a significant effect in minimizipg barriers to implementation. Such

staff members else 'performing either a new role or their old role signi-

ficantly expanded. A prime example is the expanding role of the diag-

nostic/prescriptive teacher, an edUcation position that is,becoming of

importance.

This year, we found expansion in oth the number and types 'Of bound-
,

ary crossers. Last year, 8 of this y r's 17 sites had boundary crossers.

This year, we found that the role had expanded in four of the eight sites

and two neW sites had boundary crossers. These roles exist at both the

elementary and secondary level, althoug the prevalence is far le at

k
ss

the-secondary level, and at the administrative level. Extimples of how

thecboundary crosser's role is being performed at these levels are as

follows:

Elementary Level

The following descriptions demonstrate how this role operates in

the LEAS. Some districts may have the same boundary crosser r6le (e.g.,

resource specialists).
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Resource Specialists-;In one state in our sample, many more resources

speciilists were hired for the 109-430 school year. In fact, one large

district hired 144 resource specialists since last year as part of its

expansion into the state's Master Plan for Special Educarton, and the

LEA now.hqs a resourat specialist-in every school in tAe district." Under

the Master Plan, resource specialists provide individually appropriate

instruction for learning handicapped children thrsOugh a part-instructional,

part-coordination role. In addition to the instructional'responsibilities,*

resource specialists--

Provide inservice training for school staffs.

Provide consultation services and materials for regular

classroom teachers.

Act as a liaison with teachers ofrself-contained special f
education classes to expedite successful integration of
students.

Coordinate placement and IEP meetings.

System-Wide Itinerant Resource Teachers--One large urban district

has four teems of system-wide itinerant resource teachers. These selected

special eduation teachers travel from school to school to help regular

teachers who have mainstreamed special education students in their classes.

In addition, they assist Foth regular and special education teachers in

writing IEPs, implementing the IEPs, and evaluating objectives. This

ICrogam continued to expand this year because of increased numbers\Rf

school-level training teams, consisting of one regular education teacher

and one special education teacher at each school. The itinerant teams

.....train these school-based teams to provide ongoing inservice training for

the rest of the faculty, as well as to act as on-site resource personnel

to facilitate coordination between regular and special education teachers.

*To allow thee teachers to concentrate their efforts more on teaching,
the SEA is planning.some changes in the role of the resource specialists
to Telieve them of some of their administrative duties in the area of

,evaluation:
7
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Mainstreaming Aide--A progressive site that had a-district-level

boundary crosser in the past (the special education supervisor) used

PL.94-142 grant funds. to hire an additional school-level boundary

crosser at oneelementary school. The role of the mainstreaming aide*

is to facilitate the coordination' 0'f mainstreaMing.act-ivitiee so that

the school's commitment to mainstreaming "wouldn't just be rhetoric."

The role has been successful, and the special education supervisor'

plans to use available money to...fund more mainstreaming aides in other

buildings.

School-Based Resource Teacher--II/a site that previously did not

have boundary crossing personnel, at the school level, a new position of

school-based resource teacher has been created in. one elementary school.

Thus far, this is the only school-based position in the district; all

other resource teachers work on an itinerant basis. The position was

created in response to the need to coordinate services to' the large

number of physically handicappeV:students at the school. The teacher

attends IEP meetings, coordinates service delivery to special education

students, follows,up on service delivery, and serves as liaison with

the regular education teachers to facilitate mainstreaming.

Special Education Instructional AdvisorIn a llrge urban site that

had few boundary crossing personnel in the past, the role of one member

of each school-based multidisciplinary team is evolving into that of a

boundary. crosser. This person is the speclal education instructional

airisor, whose original role was to perform educational evaluations.

'However, as evaluiation backlogs 'come under control, the emphasis of this

role is shifting to include more consulting with regular education teachers.

For example,_an instructional adyi#or who is assigned to several schools

said that "the jpb is what you make it." As the evaluation backlog is

diminished, the advisor acts as a liaison to the regular classroom for

*This is a rediinition of a similar position that existed a few years
ago but was eliminated because of budget problems.
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mainstreamed children, divising techniques (such as special forms) to

facilitate communication*between special education and regular teachers

concerning special education students (e.g., their backgrdUnt; special

.problems, areas to work on).

Nonclassroom,Resource Specialist--In a site that already had boundary

crossers between regular and special education teachers, we saw evidence

of a role designed to cross a boundary within special education -- between

district- 'and school-level special education staff. The nonclassroom

resource specialist is intended to interpret the'psychological jargon

of district-level evaluations to meet the needs of the receiving special

education teacher. As the special education supervisor stated, "We

wanted someone speaking the language of teachers." The nonclassrooe

resource specialist's responsibilities include the administration of

educational evaluations, the interpretation of psychological terms for

the receiving special education teacher and their implications for teach-
.

ing (e.g., the formulation of instructional goals), consultation with

parents, and coordination of personnel involved in a child's special edu-

cation placemipt. Unlike many other boundary crossers, this person has

not generally been involved in any follow-up after the student has been

placed.

Many boundary crossing personnel perform innovative functions to

'facilitate coordination between regular and special education. For

example, one district employs an itinerant teacher of the orthopedically

handicapped (OH) to coordinate mainstreaming for OH children. 'This

person acts as a coordinator by--

Providing one-to-one training for regular teachers.

Taking over the regular clan so that the regular teacher

can observe the students occupational or physical therapy.

Teaching the OH class so that the OH teachef can observe the
regular classes to see the progress of the fully mainstreamed
students and to determihe what is required to help prepare
other students for mainstreaming.
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Secondary Level

Most boundary crossers are at the elementary level, but we did find

a fewin the secondary-level programs as well. Several strategies of

interest are described below.

Tutor-Counselor=-The role of the tutor-counselor in one site was

significantly expanded to encompass the high school as well as the junior

high school. This role was created as part of a strategy by the special

education director 2 years ago to ensure that students mainstreamed at

the secondary level would meet stated IEP goals. The tutor - counselor

coordinates programming for high school students who are in a low-level

Crack and who alsospay be receiving some special education help and/or

some work experience. The student reports to the tutor-counselor every

other day. The counselot monitors the student's program and progress,

talks with both the regular and special education teachers involved with

the student, advises and counsels the student, and may arrange for or

provide additional tut ing. One high school mathematics teacher, who

has two special educati u students mainstreamed into one of his classes,

was positive about the program and believed the tutor-counselor role was

"giving me a crutch to fall back on, and coordinating (their programs)

for me."

Resource Specialist--At two sites, the role of the resource special-

ist is also that of a boundary crosser at the secondary level. This

combined role is complicated by the complex organization at this level

(e.g., departmentalization, size of the student population), particularly

at large high schools. To alleviate.the problem of the lack of vocational

education for the handicapped-at the secondary level, theSEA plans to

have the high school resource specialist act as the program manager to

attempt to tie together academic and vocational education (functional /life

skills) for special education students.

Liaison Program- -Some special education teachers in oue'high school

district are liaisons who provide consultation for regular education teach-.-

ers with mainstreamed students.' The liaison program is not a new one and

its acceptance varies across the district.
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As discussed in the preceding section, the boundaries to be crossed

to implement the intent of PL 94-142 at the secondary level are more,

numerous than the elementary level. Although only a few sites had for-

mal secondary-level boundary crossing personnel, more than half had

informal coordination with vocational education to provide improved

programming for special education students. Three examples are pre-

sented below.

Prevocational Advisor--One LEA developed the role of the prevoca-

tional advisor a number of years ago as part of a strategy to provide

a high school special education vocational program flexible enough to

meet the needs of various students. .A prevocational.advisor spends the

morning in the high school providing direct services to special educa-

tion students and the afternoon in the community seeking potential

employers, checking students' on-the-job performance, and coordinating

with various agencies and with regular education teachers in the high

school. With the increased emphasis on mainstreaming and with more voca-

tional education classes and blocks being opened to special education

students ;, the need to coordinate with regular teachers has increased.

The role' of the prevocational advisor allows some time for this coordina-
i

tion, b t it is still oyn informal basis.
.. 0

-

Work Experience Coordinator--The work experience coordinator in one

small district coordinates special education students' instructional pro-
,

grams with their work experience. This is accomplished by mainstreaming
.

students with teachers who are able to deal with their special needs,

by following.up on student progress, and sometimes by providing individ-

ual tutoring. The rest of the 'coordinator's time is spent locating jobs

for students in the community. '

Vocational Placement Specialist--The vocational placement specialist

in another large district coordinates the various components involved in

vocational programming of special education students. The specialists

work with:
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Employers to identify jobs '..,110 to define the skills
needed for the jobs.

:Regular education teachers to help them find ways to
.incorporate"job-related concepts and skills ill regular
classes.

Special education students directly to help them qualify
for jobs.

Administrative' Level

t
Although, the majority of the roles_just described were developed

to promote boundary crossing at the school levelthis year we discover

the folldwing two'new roles designed to cross boundaries at the adFini
trative level:

Assistant Director of Special Education--As part of a plan to increase -

inservice t.raining and eo promote communication between regular and spe-
cial education teaching and administrative staff, the new position of

assistant director of special education was created at one small site

with rather traditional practices. In addition to facilitating communi-
cation between staff members, the assistant director also coordinates
efforts between the schools and parents to increase parent involvement.

The assistant director initiated an inservice program this year. that will

Provide for ongoing communication among parents, teachersc-and adminis-
,trators invoked in special education.

1

Inservice.Coordinator--This year the administration at one site

approved the creation of a new pbsition, inservice co Winatbr, at the
spe al education adminstrative level: This job invo vea coordinating

all inservice regarding 'special education among a-iwi e variety of people
iii (e.g., principals, regular and speclal-education teachers, parents, and

school bus driVers). Before this position was creates, little interac-

tion occurred' between special and regular education personnel at the

gram specialist level (curriculum coordinators). This situation was
an obvious hindrance to 'cooperative planning at .the administrative level;
whic lso influenced cooperation at the school level. To help overcome

is problem, the inservice coordinator is plauning.inservice sessions

In cooperation with the elementary principals and elementary curriculum

coordinatbrs.
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Overall; during the 1979' 0 school year, we detected an increase in

Al
,

boundary crossefs--those Teo e who are responsible for bfidging the gap

between regular and special education. We not only found a formal bound-
-

IS

a

ary crossing role in more than, half of the sites but also saw evidence

similar roles im some of?the other sites. Some personnel--such as

incipq am specialists, special. education teachers --informally

acted as boor ry crossers, particularly in smallbsites. In some of the

'smaller and rural sites,, the director of special educatIon,-oT occasion-

ally theTsychologist, personally coordinated services for children,

hence bridging the gap. However, as more children are identified as

being in need of special education in ese sites, it is becoming pore

difffcult "for one person to maintain thi role.

Other New Roles

In addition to boundary crossing roles, two other new .roles became

evident during the 1979780 school year. Thlj.ess traditional roles

ate,. described below.

Vocational Assessment Pe'rsonnel--As part of its new work evaluatit

.program for handicapped students, a lwelFural district has hired d

p4rson to provide vocational evaluation Services for special education

students. The job entails adlinistration Of aptitude and achievement

tests and,.interest inventories, as' well as exposing students to avariety

of woo tasks and work experierkces. The results, of, the cork evaluation
4

assists each s cadent whO may have been exposed to'minimal work experiences

In the past to select vocational goals that g,r she will find rewarding

-' Another site also institilted-a similar posi ion in its special education

department this'yea'r.

Vocational Aides - -One site hired vocational aides this year as part

of a vocational education-initiated.grant. The aideS work with 'special

education students (arimarily ti16-funct1 oning EMR and SLD stuodents)

%- ",in-thegrocational classs to..assist them -in acquiring the skills necessary
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for various types of ohs. The aides provide t/e additional assistance

required (e.g., the a ded safety factor, one-On-one training) or'special,
education students evelop a wideevariety o£ skills. nip is the.
first attempt that vocational education depa-ttment.haskento'
facilitate the integration of handicapped students into its programs..

Inservice Training-
.

In the school year 1978-79, we found that all except one of the
study sites had some inservice training regairdinirPL 04-442 implementa-

,

tion. This training was offered primarily CO special education adminis-
trative and teaching staff; howeyn.-r, regular school aeitainistrators and

regblar classroom tea hers rece ivied little orientation or training.
. Much of the'training offered was strictly an orientation to the law

and generally was procedural; it was not percekired as being directly

relevantdpr applicable to staff problems. All groups expressed the
'need for more preparation to meet the expectations of their roles under' t
the new law.. Two factors appeared to be universally influential for
this state of-affaira:

Alnservice was a low priority while LEAs were implementing
new services and programs, creating new roles, changing.
prdcedures, and performing other activities.

Training for the staff had to be initially oriented toward
the new procedpres and requirements in order for them to
'be, implemented: I

Changes in Training

Given these reasons, we anticipated that we would find Increases

in insexVrte training andiehnges in emphasis as staffs became more'
fftiliar with the procedural requirements. We'diirnot find considerable

VP
changes in the amount of inservice training or in the priority attached

todt, although tra'ini'ng did increase in six districts. We did find

some changes-in the type of training, however. In the majority of the

study sites, the indication was that training was better coordinated
41160

and addressed more substantive issuesthan during last year. Topics,,-...

addressed 1351 inservice training reflected a variety cf substantive
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needs, and mainstreaminetopic"ranIced high on priority lists. For

6
example, in one suburban site that significantly-increased the scope of

its inservice prram this year the following topics, were addressed;

0'

Mainstreaming severely.OH students and visually impaired -

students. P

Sensitivity sessions on handicapping conditidhs (e.g., films

and tapes explaining various handicaps, examining special
equipment), sponsored by the parent advisory council'for
regular education students, and their teachers who have
special education students mainstreamed into their classes.

Integrating handicapped. stuants into the vocational educa-
tion programs, organized by the vocational education depart-

men cational education teachers, advisors, and teacher

assistants

A public relations type of session dimed,at music and PE
staffs who have special education students mainstreamed
into their Classes for the first time. g

Health and safety for high-risk students and emergency care
practices for teacher assistants.

Training in other sites covered such topics as due process hearings,

, writing IEPs, precision teaching, neurological screening, communication

skills and self-concept, classroom management, training for child count,

language arts,and mathematics. A number of factors appear tb have facili-

tated the toward more relevant inservice sessions, some of which are

Iiiscussed.:below.

Sites with a school-level person (particularly a boundary crosser*)

who qv offer inservice training specifically-geared .to school personnel

tend to provide more relevant training. Several districts have increased

the number of on-site trainers. With,the significant, increase in the

number of resource specialists under California's.Mastet Plan, for exam- A

ple, regular teachers have been given the opportunity for training oriented

more to on-site problems. In addition, in a district in another state,

*Many of the boundary cr osser roles include formal inservice training, of

on-site personnel as part of the job description.
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P each school select the inservice topics they want cov,ered'at their school
The result 4s a good match'between expressed needs and inservice'topics,

%

this ig.0 the
I

first year that, school-based teams which provide on-site
4inservice training.(described earlier in the discussion of boundary

crossers), tre in all elementary and junior high schools.*

# 1 '

Administrators at two sites believed that their inservice efforts

are much more focused and.beliker coordinated since the creation or expan-
sion of'an inse cecoordirator role: /the responsihility of that per-

son is'o develop a coordinated inservice program that addrepes the

needs of:distrtct staff and other, personnel. In one of_ these sites,

the expansion of the inservice, coordinator's role was'a logical -use of
their PL -94 -142 inservice fundA. This year, an, assistant inservice coor-

dinatWasgisted in planning and carrying out inservice ?ctivities.

Since the passage of PL 94 -142, this LEA; like the others in the state,

'AI has been required to use 10% ot'its PL 94-142 grant .for inservice/staff

:'development (pis requirement SEA'S apprqach to the establishment
of a comprehensive system,,of personnel development within the state).

Several LEAs have tar(tte their inservice efforts (also called pub-

lic relations campaigns by some on principals. Principals are a target

because they can be very autonomdus and either can pose the greatest

4,administrative barrier to special education implementation or can facili-

tate it, particularly in districts with school-based management systems.

In one LEA with such a system, the special education director-also must
- deal with the restrictions imposed through uni,pn negotiations on establIsh-

.

ing a comprehensive program of staff development. That,.is, teachers at

,A*

but it aliows some topics such as th ose .associated with special education

' to be a low priority: One educator commented: "Teachet's know what they

want. '-They don't knos what they need."

0 .*

#

*Next year, however, because of fiscal problems, the res6urces for followup
and individual applications of inservice training will be cut. The result
will be a weakened inservice program for the district's teachers..

,
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A number of LEAs have been able to turn their attention to more

substantive training because procedural matters had been fairly well

covered in the past, although refinements of procedures and the addition

of new staff members has required some procedurally oriented training.

Other factors that influenced the type of inservice conducted in sites

included:

L

Receipt of additional money targeted for staff development- -

The special education department in one district wrote proposals --

to the SEA and was awarded a number of grants to provide inser-
vice training. In addition, the vocational education depart-

- ment received a federal grant to train its vocational education
teachers.

Incentive pldns for staff--At one site, the district holds
, 5 inservice days for special educati9n staff at the beginning

of the year, but it requires that teachers earn an additional
50 points per year on their own time if they want a salary .

increase (e.g., take courses at one of the local universities);
Through this strategy, the LEA loses control over what teachers
learn through ;heir inservice, but the districl gains lighter
administrative rArglibnsibili for planning inservices.

A means of reducing pap riate referrals--One of the study
sites hadtade some efforts to provide regular education teachers
lith morefsubstantive inservice thii year, largely because of
AI/increasing number of inappropriate referrals.

Informal Training

Informal training increased during the year, and many sites provided

pne-to-one training or consultation, particularly for regular teachers.

This type of Informal training CPPMC th ho aQcnniorPri with,,rnloc that

iaeorporate consultation with other staff members as part of the job.

For example, many, of the boundary crossers provide one-to-one training

informally through their interaction with school staff. (In at least one

site, such personnel noted that Informal training had replaced formal inser-

vice Sessions because they 4id not have sufficient' time to perfcwm the

atter, even though it is a job requirement.)

Some ulanieachers believe that forinal inservice training may not

be as importan as support by special` education personnel--boundary cros-

sers, individual special education teachers, and aides. tWe found several

_examples of regular teachers reacting verb favorably to this kind of help.

For example, the system-wide itinerant resource teachers, as.well as the
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school-based teams trained by them, offer both general and one-to-one

training. they have made regular teachers'see that special education is
a team effort rather than exclusively the job of special educators. Regu-
lar teachers consequently are now more willing to perform the observa-
tions necessary for referral, and they even offer to help the special edu-
cation teachers. In another site, special education aides in one district
within an intermediate education agency typically go into the regular
classroom to work with mainstreamed students. However, they also work
with regular students, who need help., This is viewed as a favorbletrade-
off by the regular teachers; they are more willing to take mainstreamed

students when their other students also receive additional help.

Unmet Needs
40

&

Dspire*the improvements in the nature of inservice training provided
.this year, respondents noted a number of unmet needs. .These needs can
be summarized as follows:

Increased substantive traininglfor both regular and special
education personnel regardingAorking with handicapped
students (e.g., instructional strategies, classroom manage-
ment, child identification).

How to work with students who do not qualify for special
education services (i.e., the "slaw learner").' 4

Comprehensive orientation or procedural requirements such
as referrals, due process, and IEPs for those groups that
have not received'any training regarding specialedncation
t0 dale (Primarily regular education teachers and administrators).

State Involvement in Inservice Training

This year, for the first time, we inquired about the rble ofthe state
iproviding and fostering inservice training at the' local level:, We were
intreste4 in learning the 141 perceptions of the state's comprehensive
system of personnel development and whether the LEAs had taken advantage
of it.'

4
We found that swien of the nine states in the study have established

state-wide inservice resources that LEAs can draw on to meet their training
needs under PL 94-142. These vary greatly by state and may include regional
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resource centers, workshops conducted by specialists covering a variety

of topics, and state grants to develop local inservice programs. The

other two states have required that their LEAs spend 5 to 10% of their

PL 94-142 flow through funds for inservice training, which suffices as

the state's system of staff development.*

In general, rural or small sites tended to take advantage of SEA

inservice resources more khan the large urban and suburban sites. Respond-

erits'provided a number of reasons as to why their district did not "buy

into" their state's system, and they can be summarized as follows:

A feeling that their LEA programs are better than those of
the SEAS (e.g., theirs are more sophisticated because the state
must meet the needs of both progressive and less progressive

districts).
^ r

A dislike of the SEA's selection of inservice topics (e.g.,
a poorly oriented needs assessment, too procedurally oriented).

Too much trouble to coordinate efforts (e.g., in one site,
staff did not take advantage of inservice resources provided
by the SEA because they were too far away from the training
site).

Except for one state, which last year provided orientation courses

in every district throughout the state university system, the services

offered by states seem to be of limited utility to most LEAs.

*PL 94-142 regulations require that states initiate:

Inservice personnel development programs based on the assessed
needs of state-wide significanCe related to the implementation
of the Act....The state education agency may enter into contracts
with institutions of higher education, local educational agencies
or other agencies, institutions, or orginizations (which may
include parent, handicapped, or other advocacy organizations),

to carry out: (1) experimental'or innovative personnel develop-
ment programs; (2) development or modification of instructional
.materials; and (3) dissemination of significant information
derived, from educational research and demonstration Projects.
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Summary

To sumarize, the findings from the 19,79-80 examination of personnel
changes, new roles, and inservice training were the following:

In districts where large program expansion occurred, there
were large numbers of education personnel hired to staff the
new.programs and to provide related services.

The number and types of boundary crosser roles increased in
. several sites. BoUndary crossers are most abundant at the

elementary level, although a few also exist at the secondary
and administrative levels.

In some of the smaller and rural sites, such people as psycholo-
gists, acted as informal boundary crossers, but in view. of the
increasing size 'of the handicapped population these individuals
are having difficulty in maintaining this role.

The amount of inservice training has not increased significantly
in the study'sites, but the training provided in the 1979-80
school year was generally better coordinated and addressed
more substantive issues. According to respondents, the most
relevant training was provided by school-level personnel, par-
J.cularly boundary crossers. Boundary crossers provided not
only formal on-site training, but also considerable informal
training.

Continued improvements in inservice training are req uired to
, implement the law's requirements. Specific improvements include:

increased substantive trairrrng for ;agular and special education
' personnel, instruction on strategies for dealing with the slow

learner, and comprehensive orientation for regular education
and administrative personnel on special education procedural
requirements.

SEA training is generally of limited utility according to
respondents .in most study sites because of its general nature;
topics were not relevant to the specific needs of individual
LEAS and coordinating with the SEA system is difficult.

LEA Borders of Responsibility and Due Process

During the 1978-79 school year, LEAs were primarily occupied with

establishing new procedures to meet the mandates of PL 94-142. They had
not yet addressed the issue of defining the limits on their legal and

fiscal responsijIlties in the face of the seemingly open-ended mandate
to meet all' the educational and related needs of all handicapped children.
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This year, the dimensions.of this issue were becoming clearer, and LEAs

were most concerned with the extent of the responsibility they have

regardin'g--

Medical services

Parochial school and private school placements

Institutionalized children

Vocational rehabilitation services

Extended school year.

In every LEA, problems arose in one or more of these areas because

the LEAs were being pressured to provide more services than they could

afford and because limits of responsibilities in each of t4 areas had

not been clearly defined. Borders of responsibility began to be defined

by the court in some cases and by state policy and local tradition in

Others. As of the1979-80 year, however, most of the issues of responsi-
r

bility remained unresolved as administrators struggled primarily to fill

gaps in the service delivery system until the larger political, policy,

and fiscal issues could be tackled.

Following is a description of the dimensions of these problems in

the areas listed. Next are described the activities that occurred under

the due process provisions, which constitute one of 'the greatest sources

of pressure for resolving the limits of responsibility..

Medical Services

All LEAs are faced with the problem of defining the border between

educational services and medical services. Most frequently, this concerns

the responsibility for provisi f and payment for mental health services

(psychological or psychiatgc ( counseling) and occupational and physical

therapy (OT and PT))

Mental He h Services

Section 121a.13 of the final regulations defines counseling services

as "services proliided by qualified social workers, psychologists, guidance'

counselors, or other qualified personnel." Currently, the policy issue
tta
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whether or not schools should provide special education students with
necessary mental health services, such as psychotherapy and psychiatric
counseling, is still unresolved at the federal level. The majority of
sites in this study regard psychiatric servites as medical, not educa-
tional, services. For exampld, oneLEA special education director
stated:

The district doesn't provide psychological or psychiatric
counseling...if it's a medical problem, it's not education's
role...though for diagnosis, it's okay to do a medical exam
or a psychiatric one.

LEAs in two of the nine states have had no problem in determining
'where to draw the line between psychiatric counseling as an educational
or medical service because the SEAs in these states have stated that LEAs
are not required to provide psychiatric services beyond diagnosis. A
large district in one of these states operates under a state law that '

prohibits LEAs from providing direct psychiatric services. If an SED
student requires psychiatric services, the state department of mental
health provides the services at no cost to the parents through the chil-
dren's services agency. In the other state, we found a rare example this
year of an LEA due process hearing having a systematic influence. The
result of the hearing helped to clarify the SEA's policy regarding the
provision of psychiatric counseling. The case concerned a child who
was attending a special education

program housed in a mental health,
facility. The LEA assumed responsibility for the academic component
of the program and the merual health agency provided psychiatric coun-
seling services. However, the mental health agency did require that
the parents make partial payment for the counseling services. The par-
ents, therefore, filed for a due process hearing stating that PL 94-142
requires the LEA to pay. The LEA appealed the case to the SEAto force
the SEA to take a stand on this issue of responsibility. The state
appeals officer decided that psychiatric counseling is a medical service
and not the responsibility of the LEA..

Two LEAs in one state are constrained by the conflict between the
staie's eduCation and mental health codes. Under the education code,

LEAs'can provide counseling services such as those given by school
,
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counselors or school psychologists. Couns'eling as such can be written

into a spacial education student's P. However, direct psychiatric/

services other than diagnostic evaluations are considered "medical

treatment" and LEAs cannot expend education funds for,medical treatment

services under the education code. Direct psychiatric services must

be provided by regional service units operated under the department of

mental health and mental retardation.. Because the regional service units

operate under the medical model, they require a fee, typically a sliding,

scale based on family income, so their services are not free to parents

of children who qualify for these services. Thus, LEAs are constrained

in working out any cooperative agreement (at no cost to parents) with

the regional service units for SED students who require their services.

An additional complication that these- service units are mandated to

provide "...only those services for which sufficient funds are available."

Currently, mental health funds are diminishing, and when the funds run

out the un {ts are not responsible for providing services at all. There-
.

fore, the LEAs cannot depend on the units for needed services even if

parents can partially payfor the services or use third-party payments

(e.g., SSI, medical insurance) to cover he cost.

Districts in other states interpret the education/medical services

issue in varying ways. Typically, the LEA has some kind of counseling

services proVideA-by a school social worker, guidance counselor, or

school psythologist. However, given the requirements'of PL 94-142 imple-

mentation, these specialists often cannot meet the demand fot such ser-

vices. If a child might benefit from additional psychological or

psychiatric counseling, thr LEA informally "suggests"* that the parents

seek counseling at ,the' loc61 mental health clinic most cases, the

local clinic charges parents on a sliding-fee scale.

*The suggestion does ,not

IEP.

ppear as a service recommended on the child's
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In a few sites, LEA administrators have sought to work out solutions
with local mental health agencies. In one site, the LEA's agreement with
the county mental health agency includes the provision of two group coun-
seling sessions for SED students on:a regular basis that the LEA pays
for on a sliding-scale basis. This counseling is considered to be "edu-
cation in human relations" rather than therapeutic in nature. A rural
bite has a fixed-fee contract with the county guidance center to'provide
counseling and psychological therapy for the small number of6students

in need of these services.

In one state, the two'study sites are in different stages of coopera-
tion with their local mental health agencies. One LEA has had a history
of cooperation with its local agency that seems to be oontinuing. This
year, the new director of special education is making the agreement a
bit clearer. In his view, "there has to be consistency on who will pay
and why." The other LEA has not had an arrangement with the relatively
new mental health agency. The LEA's position is that family counsiing
services are not educational services and should be prlovided by the mental
health agency. The special education director's view is that the mental
health agency "...thinks the law makes them absolved of responsibility."*
According to the mental health agency informant, the agency cannot serve
all the'rnferrals from LEAs because of limited resources. Children's
services a not a high priority in the agency, but it will contract
with som LEAs in the area'to provide as much service as possible. How-
ever, the agency represeuLative had scheduled a meeting with the special

1

education director to see if t _ could work out an agreement similar to
the one in the other study ite.g//b-eY

*In two other sites thiq year, the mental health agency, citing PL\94-142
previsions, tried to shift- to the LEAs financial responsibility for
students placed by the agency in private, out-of-state schools or
institutions. The agencies were unsuccessful in their attempts because
both 'special education directors responded that an LEA is not responsk-
ble for payment of tuition for students who have not undergone the
LEA's evaluation or placement process.
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Only one suburban site regularly provides psychiatric therapy as

part of its related services options. Psychiatric social workers (hired

in 1978-79 with PL 94-142 funds) directly serve'SED students.. A district

agreement with a local mental health clinic provided these social workers.

with psychiatric consultation. This year, the district has retained two

psychiatric consultants to diagnose and screen cases. Each case is then

presented to a newly formed "therapy diagnostic committee" to determine

which cases qualify for therapy as a necessary IEP-related service:

'Occupational Therapy and Physical Therapy

The borders of responsibility are less problematic in the areas of

,OT and PT than mental health in the study sites because most of the LEAs

provide these services through their own personnel or through existing

agreements with local agencies or hospitals.AIn one urban LgA, PT ser-.

vices are now being recommended on IEPs and being provided without cost,

to parents under a new contract with a local hospital. The LEA had not

provided PT services and was forced to fill this gap in service delivery

as a result of a due process hearing. Another LEA has an exemplary"OT/PT

program that has in existence for several years. The district offers

OT/PT (including hydrotherapy) at a special center within the LEA. The

program is sufficiently flexible that most students can remain in their

home schools yet still receive services.

This year, however, the California LEAs have been in a conflict

regarding responsibility or OT/PT services that stems from confusion

between LEAs and the LFippled Children's Services (CCS) about payment

for OT/PT and the ways of diagnosing the neee,kr OT/PT. As a result
4

of OSE's refusal to approve California's 1980 state application until

payment provisions for OT/PT services were clarified, the SEA negotiated

a new agreement with CCS. If a child meets CCS criteria, CCS provide

and pays for OT/PT services; if a child-does not meet CCS criteria but,

still needs OT/PT services, the LEA is responsible for payment anti either

CCS or t1 LEA,can provide the services. In one large district, CCS is

now providing services according to the new agreement in the following

manner:
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For-recommendation of OT services,, a medical sc'r ening
is required.

The LEA will provide motor exploration triaing, whereas'
Gcs will provide sensory motor training.

Other Medical /Educational Border Issues'

Although mental health and OT/PT services are the,areas about which
border questions most often arise, a few others do confront some LEAs.
For example, an irban LEA'had a long-standing arrangement whereby the
department of public health provided certain supplementary aids on a
sliding scale; however, that agency is pulling back. The LEA conse-
quettly has had to assume responsibility for the purchase and provision
of Opticons and heaiing aids. The LEA policy thus far has been to pro-
vide such ails for the instructional day (8 hours) only, not for home
use. In Spring 1980, a governor's committee was attempting to sort out
the interagency agreements at the state level. However, the SEA's posi-
tion is that if the L cannot secure services or aids from state agen-
Eies, the LEA "will be ultimately responsible."

f

The provision of vision therapy has been of concern in a east two
districts this year. The special educatipn department in one 'EA is

organizing a medical adVisory group comprising doctors from various fields
to advise the multidisciplinary team on Services that border between
medical and educational services. This group will decide all questions
on vision therapy. The other LEA contracted with an optometrist to per-

form evaluations for children referred for-vision therapy.

Parochial and Private Schools

Under Section 121a.452 of PL 94-142's final regulations,- each LEA
"...shall provide special education and related services designed to

meet the needs of private school handicapped,ch4dren residing in the

jurisdiction of the agency." This year we examined more closely the

relationship between LEAs and parochial and other private schools within
their jurisdictions.
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The 'service Alivery to children in'nonpublic schools is at various

levels among the LEAs-in this study. Given the limited resources and

1
the already great demands of,the public school population, not surpris-.-

° ingly,mosi'LEAs are,not providing direct services to the private sector. 41

However, more th40,4.g.f..--6rthe districts do provide evaluations if they

receive referrals from private schools or from parents of children enrolled

in nonpublic* schools. In at least three states, LEAs have. traditionally

provided diagnostic testing services for7The private schools within their

jurisdictions. In a fourth state, some question had arisen about whether

LEAs.areresponsible for evaluating childrenIn private schoolg. After.

OSE,monitoring this 'year," this SEA stipulated that LEAs must assume this

resposibility. An LEA special education director in this state indicated

that the district would now conduct evaluations pn students attending

private schools, but the staff of the private schools must interpret the

results and tarite the IEPs.

At least-rem LEAs in other status expanded their diagnostic efforts

0 this year to the private sector.... A rural LEA allocated additional staff

time for its psychologists to' perform the necessary special education

testing in the parochial and other private schools. A suburban'LEA
.

desig-

nated.an LEA social worker as the "liaison consultant" to the nonpublic

schools in the area:, As part of this role, the social workef helps an

educational diagnostician in prereferral screening in the private schools

tmdcoordinates,all referrals. froM'tge privaxe schools.
,4110,1

Oveiajl, not much has occurred'in provision of services"to the pri-

/A

:vete §ector, although LEAs re doing more if the private sectorrequests t

it. While it is-true that LEAs are not typically reaching out, about -

-,

half of the study sites prOvide direct services to nonpublic school chii-
.

.. ,

dren With special needs.. Typically, speech therapy and .51,1) services are

the:most commonly provideim In some states, the issue of where nonpublic

schOorchildren should be served has arisen. In one state,-the SEA insfi-

,tileed dual enrollment .procedures beCause they did not want LEAs to serve

Students on the private school,grounds. Another state issued a policy

statement this year to the effct that_LEAs shoUld serve nonpublic school

children in the "...setting most conducive to education" so that LEAs
411

can determine what is appropriate.`.
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In general, LEAs iu-this study tendto serve nonpublic school cy.1-'

dren.withn the public schools. For example, an urban district runs a

"shard-d=time6 program -with the -parochial schools. Although the students

continue to be enrolled in the,parochial school, special education ser-
vices are delivered at the public school. As a s pecial education super-

,

visor in another late district indicated,."...if they need a program,

then ids mu4t,be bu to public schoOls."

eas!. -

The issue of fiscal liability for the full costs of educating handi-

capped dhildren placed in private schools became S major concern'this

year in Illinois and Pennsylvania. In December 1979, the Children's

Mental Health Coalition (a'group of.parents,of SED childreh),filed a

class action suit in the U S. District Court for theNorthern District

of Illinois. The plaintiff in Gary B. v. Cronin contended that Illinois'.

Governor's Purchased Care Review Board (GPCRB) regulations are in viola-

tion of P&94-142 and Section 4. Under these regulations, GPCRB rates 0
wilt pay for children to receive psychotherapy as a related service

in private reAdential placements; paren -must pay for this related

service. In February-1980, the Officeo CiNil Rights (OCR) sent a let-

ter of findings to the Illinois Sta e oard of Education and the GPCRB

citing violations of SeCtion 504. Acc ng to an OCR investigation,

Illinois parekits frequently must pay the difference between GPCRB-approyed

rates and the actual costs of sef.4,(4 handicapped children 'in private

gy refusing to pay forithe full costs of such placements,

. the GPCRB is failing to provide FAPE for many handicapped' children.
l

The problems in Pennsylvania were simi lar. In March' 1980, the Edu-

cationation taw Center (ELC) filed a class action suit Gittelman v. Scanlon,.,

againstlhe state depaftment of education and an LEA for refusing to pay
A

the full costs of educating handicapped studgnts that the "state has placed

in private schools. Parents are charged the difference between the cost
Or

of special education,in the priyate school and what the state pays toward.

tuition and related services. The lawsuit was brought on behalf of a'

child Whose parents had to pay the difference betweelithe state's maximum
of $9,500 and the actual charges for residential treatment of more than

.$20,000 a year at a private school. The allegatiobso are similar to those
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ina complAint ELC:filed in Fall 1979 with OCR. OCR's repbrt. on the

complaint against the SEA was in final review in Spring 1980, and a

written letter of findings was anticipated at the time of our spring

data collectlon.
,

In another state, an urban LEA requests that parents use SSI tQ ..

cover counseling/therapy services for students placed in private resi-

dentialsefilings. Thus far, no one has, objected to this practice. For
k

the most part, most of the LEAs in our study do not have very many chil-

dren in private residential settings. In most instances when they do

place children in such stings, the LEA and other human services agen-'
. ,.

cies (e ., department of mental health) comer the full costs of the

Pplaceme ts.

Even when LEAs do Asume fiscal liability, however, the strain on

their budgets is of concern..' For example, a. Fall 1979 due proCess hear-

ing in one LEA over a private placement left the special education direc-

tor wondering how far the limits of LEA responsibility can ,be pushed.

After appeal to the-SEA, the LEA -lost the hearing and placed the stude?t

in a private residential'school in another state. The LEA will be liable

for $2,,000 per month tuition, plus the child's transportation to and from

the schgol andathe mother's transportation cost to visit her child. More-
. ,.

0:MT, tlikspecial education director indicate() -ie would notbe surprised

if the Ather deman- ds, dr the Priv\ ate school recommends, that the child f

.

needs year7round services, also at LEA expense.'
...-4

' Institutionalized Children

lh
I

Determining their fiscal and legal respqnsibilit to institutional-
.

ized children remainsa problem for LEAs. Last y ar,..-one rural intermedi-

ate education, agency served 25 sc -aged chfldl_w)cide.Te residents

,of.a local state mental facility in the tEA's TMR facility. Although

,tht LEA had assumedNiegal responsibititS, for providing these children

with the' educational component and will continue this service to more chil-

dren next year, reimbursement to the LEA is still problematic. Ipteiragency
t

coordination was heretofore unnecessary, but the lark of it now and the

unclear directives from the SEA are posing problems for the LEA director

of special education.
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For the most part, LEAs continued to cope with deinstitutionalized
children thi,s year as they had last year. In one state this year, the

department of mental health began to deinstitutionalize adolescent juve-
nile delinquents to group homes within ,the.jurisdiction of an urban
district. Under state law, if these adolescents are legal residents of
the district, the LEA lust pay for any special educatioh,for them until
they reach age 21. in many cases, these adolescents are from all over

the state, but the group homes Have been located in the districts metro-
politan area. Because the fEA does not have a strong secondary SED pro-

-.

gram and/ls already "taxed to the limit" in serving adolescents within

its own community, LEA administratorsare reluctant tg pay.lor students
moving out of institutions and into the group homes in the city. To

force the payment issue, the group home staff members are having these

adolescents register to vote so that they are legal residents of the

city, thus making the LEA responsible for educating them.

Another state is expanding the borders of LEA legal and fiscal

responsibility,this year through a state-wide movement toward deinstitu-

tionalization.' Unlike 'other states where such a move has been mandated
by the courts, the state legislative and executive branches are under
'taking this action'in an *orderly step-bystep manner. In fact, the

documentation of their efforts may be used as a technical assistance

outline for other states' considering deinstitutionalization. During

the 1978-79 school year, the state departme of, education began Shift-

ing the responsibility for the educatio of these s ent's from the

human services department to the LEAs. One of the study sites, flke
kother LElls in this state, was awaw of the shift. Accordingly the

diStrictAs phasing in the SEA policy to expand services (e,g., pre-

school programs and services for the 18 to 21 population). Iriaddition
to the proposed penefit to students, the deinstieutionalization move
was also4 facilitated by the fact that both parties had something to

gain:

The state ddpartment of educatiop now has regulatory
authority aver children:for*whom they are ultimately
responiple.
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4 The human services department wished'to abandon its role
in education because it never had tholpfunds to provide
an appropriate educational program for these institu-

tionalized children.

At the ,state level, the education and human services departments

formed a joint task force to solve the numerous problems involved in the

.transition. To ensure that the mechaniCs of the changeover will work

at the LEA level, some task force members are working with'LEA and local

human services administrators to facilitate the LEA agreements that musts

be negotiated with local human services administrators by the 1980-81

school yea'r. This year, however, the study site negotiated a general

agreement with the-lecIl human services administrators to initiate the

transition. Details will be worked out through a committee of LEA and

human service supervisob; even after the final agreement has been signed,

the committee will continue to meet weekly to solve problems, The

!administration is in favor of the deinstitutionalization becauSe,

administrator put it: "It's the only way to00:. There's too much d

cation otherwise."

Vocational Rehabilitation

0

For the most part, LEAs in our study have few problems in vocational

rehabilitation, partly because they traditionally have had cooperative

agreements with departme s'of vocational rehabilitation (DVR). None-
.

theless, LEAs are now experiencing some problems in coordinating service

with DVRs. t

,Two sites had problems with DRVs curtailing services. In one site

that had received,considerable suppbrt fram,the DVR in secondary special

education programming,'the DVR reevaluated its role in the coopeAtive

agreement it had entered with the LEA since PL 94-1,42 and"cut back its

services this year, so that it now--

Serves only twelfth graders where it'had served tenth
through twelfth graders in the past.

Participates in fewer staffings.
1

Provides fewer social workers, counseling services, and
other related service support.
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The DVR's position is that "duplication of services" has occurred. It

4is no loner upplying certain services because it believes that PL.94-142

.clearly make such services the responsibility of the LEA.

The otherLEA, which is in a diffeTent state, had problems with a

DVR that ceased providing medical evaluation services. 'Eftgibility for

DVR services was an additibnal problem area. special education students

with the most obvious disabilities- -the visually impaired (VI), PH, and

TMR--usually do not have a problem in qualifying for DVR services, but

students with milder handicaps, such as SLD and.EMR, have more difficulty

meeting the eligibility criteria. Certain special education students

consequently might not qualify for DVR services.

Eligibility criteria were a broblem4in at least three other states.

Under DVR criteria in one state, a handicapped person must be demonst
)

bly

able to benefit from services because the DVR counselors are under pres-

.sure to obtain employment for a certain number of clients. Thus, they

are selective with clientele and expect the LEA to "habilitate" students

so they can ready them for actual work. DVR eligibility criteria'in

another state-specify thata client must be "employable." An urban LEA
t

in this state has found coordination with DVR difficult because the

district personne co/fused about what sTific type of prevocational

training required tq enAle.students to be "employable." The third

state was embroiled this year in a battle over the appropriate adminis-

tration of the state's vocational rehabilitation program, TOich has left

the future-of continued services in question. Consequently, DVR personnel4

have not actively maintained their services, parti6ilarfy Yor students'

over 18. The DVR told,the director of special education in a large LEA

in that,state that it would now serve only higher functioning students
.

in its work-study prq rams.

On the positive side, two 'States reported increased progress toward

cooperation.with the DVR. In one state., the DVR taking the initiative

in trying to improve vocational programming for Nandicappe, students by

linking iiproved training to work opportunities. ThelDVR administration

is making e forts .to gain the cooperation of CEIeA, the department of) .

vocationa education, and the state board of education to address this
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issue. The DVR is willing to work Aoperatively with the:other agencies,

but it expects them to expend equal efforts--an expectation not yet ful-

filled. In angther state, SEA personnel characterized their agreement

with DVR as "the best we have and it works." The DVR provides numerous

services to special education students when the LEAs are riot able to

provide them, such as medical examinations, aptitude assessments, work

opportunities. In addition, it provides counseling services for stu-

dentsdents and coordinates their work-study programs.
i",'

Extended School Year

Concern for the provision of'an extended school year arises primarily

because of the Armstrong v. Kline decision in Pennsylvania. On June 21,

1979, the U.S. District Court for the-Eastern District of Pennsylvania

ruled that the state's blanket refusal to provide 12-month education

services violated PL 94-142. That is, the Armstrong Court held that,.

under federal law, each handicapped child in the Commonwealth is entitled

to receive a "free appropriate public education" and recognized that,

to have meaningful access to publjk education,, handicapped students may

require a continuous program of special education and related services

in-excess of the normal 180-day school year.

According to Remedial Order No. 2 (the court-approved SEA guidelines

to implement class relief), a special education studeiit is entitled to

an education program in excess oilk180 days per year-!-

...if regression* caused bye an interruption in educational
programming, together with the student's limited recoupment
capacity,** renders it impossible or unlikely that the student

will attain the level of self-sufficiency and independence
from caretakers that the student would otherwise be expected

cto reach in view of his/her handicapping cojidition. (Education

for the Handicapped,Law Report, 1980)

*Regression is defined'as "a reversion to a lower level of functioning

' as evidenced by a decrease in the level of adaptive behaviors attained

. or learned skills, which occurs as a result of a break or interruption

in educational progrqming."

**Recoupment capacity is defined as "the ability to regain and/or recover

the level of adaptive behavior skills learned prior to the interruption

of prOgramming."
1,
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Th SEA galidelines provide for written notification by district
administrators to parents of potpntially eligible students, establish
deadlines for IEP team review of the students' programs, and stipulate
the standard to be applied in determining a student's,eligibility for

programming in excess of 180 days.

Although the Pennsylvania Department of Education has appealed the
decision, a ruling was still pending in the case as of Spring 1980.

Accordingly, the LEAs in that state have moved ahead and have informed

parents of Armstrong v. Kline. In addition, the districts have developed,
. eligibility criteria to determine 'whin children qualify for summer
school programming. Both' Pennsylvania LEAs in. this study will provide

summer school programs for eligible students. This year, the ,EA is

providing the districts with unexpended Education for All Handicapped

Children Act .(EHA) Title B funds to finance this additional delivery
of services. However, yet to be determined is how extended-year pro-
grams will be financed in the future.

As of May 1980, the ELC reported that at least eight states have
initiated some action regarding 12-moth education. The ELC counsel

for plaintiffs termed Armstrong v. Kline a "burgeoning busines's." Of

the other eight states in our study, only Mississippi has recently filed
shit similar to the Pennsylvania case.* Illinois' state superintendent

of education essentially has adopted the Armstrong decision as a guide-
ltne for Illinois.. State legislation passed this year provides for

summer school reimbursement for severely or profoundly handicapped chil-
dren. In Feb dlavy 1980; the state superintendent sent a memorandum to
all LEAS advising them that;

-Although special education summer school is not mandated for
all handicapped students, the district must determine each
individual handicapped student's eligibility and provide summer
school to those students with a demonstrated need.

*Insight, May 23, 1980.
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One of the LEAs in this fate is already providing summer school for most

of its TMR population. In s of other children being eligible for

summer school, the special education director indicated that "We've told

our people to use common sense in recommending it." The other LEA that

is being studied in this state has been providing extended-year programs

for its more severely handicapped students for some time. The district

has also been operating a joint summer school program with the local

recreation association for several years. The latter program had been
6

open to all special education students. The district, paid for the edu-

cational component and parents paid a recreation fee as part of the cost.

This year, the special education director planned to limit the Summer 1980

program to the more severely handicapped children. In an effort to con-

trol costs and parent expectations, itinerant SLD children would not be

offered this option.

Districts in other states in our study seemed less concerned about

the 12-month program issue, and no trend was apparent toward an_extended

school year. In a few LEAs that lyre already providing summer school

programs, this was not an issue. LEA administrators in two sites in OW

state indicated that the state law already allows 230 days per year of

service for severely handicapped students, so that thus far they had

.encountered no challenges to provide more than that amount of time.

Typically, financial constraints are cited as the reason that. ummer

School is not provided in some LEAs. In one urban LEA, for example,

the school board policy this year explicitly excludes the provision of

services beyond the normal school year.

Finally, the summer school issue was the basis for a due process

hearing last year in one LEA. Both the hearing officer and appeals

board determined that the parents were making "unrealistic" and

"unreasonable" deMands in that parpcular case. The issue has not

arisen again this year.
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Due Process Procedures/Hearings

LEA Posture Toward Parent Demands

Last year, we reported that due process mechanisms from notification
and consent through complaint and fair hearings protedures were in place
across our sites. .We observed that in most issues resolved through hear-
ings rather than through other dispute resolution procedures, the LEA

,believed it should not or could not pay for the sere -mss that parents

-"tbnsidered were appropriate (e.g., private school placement, certain
related services). We also noted that resolution of complaints without
a due process hearing depended on a variety of local factors, .suclf as
the presence of parent advocates and availability of mediation as a prior
alternative. Two factors appeared to be universally influential:

.

411. Past history and general tone parent school' relationships
in the district.

The desire and capacity of the particular individuals
involved te'use informal dispute resolution procedures.

This year, we examined in more depth some of the techniques various
LEAs are using to resolve disputes that arise when parents demand more
than the "LEA is willing or able to progide. In approximately half of
the 17 sites, parents' demands typically do not exceed LEA resources.
When a parent does ask for more services, the LEA special education
administrators are usually skillful at working out a solution. If an

administrator considers the requests are reasonable, parents' demands
,,are met. In one LEA, for example, the-parent of a child with cerebral

palsy believed that her child could benefft from additional OT and made
such a request to the director of 'special education. Accordingly, the
director agreed to provide extra service almost immediately. In another
district, the LEA, psychologist meets with parents to discuss their

request and to point out what the district can offer, thus attempting
to ensure a "reasonable" request. This district, which lies within the
third poorest county in the state, has limited available resources. As
a local social service agency person commented: "The schools are trying
to do the best they can. Parents respect that.. Parents understand that
the dollars are few and the schools are really trying. ""
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Other Informal Dispute-Resolution Strategies

Last year, one disti-ict created the role of "child advocate" within

the LEA's special education office. The advocate continues to handle

all parent complaints that cannpt be resolved at the school level. She

usually either succeeds in convincing the parents that the child is

being appropriately served or arranges for another placement that better

meets the child's needs from the parents' perspective. Another district

tends to rely routinely on its program coordinators to meet with dis-
,

satisfied parents frequently, to talk openly, and to try to meet their

demands with available resources. The role that these individuals play

accounts in part for the absence of an adversarial atmosphere between

parents and the LEA.

In one state, "prehearing conferences" are integral to the state's

due process procedures. Although due prOcess activity in the two sites

we study in this state is still substantial, disputes frequently are .

resolved informally in these prehearing conferences. III a large urban

district in the state, school/I:EA personnel and parent advocates, both

expressed the desire to solve special education placement and program

problems in these prehearing conferences. As,arr advocate indicated:

-The prehearirig conferences are most effective. We don't'

recommend a due process hearing very often...it's a sham...
the hearing officers are school people from neighboring

communities.

It'should be noted lit this city has a strong advocacy network that

can provide the necessary Support to parents willing to'negotiate

ment and services with the LEA in a prehearing conference.

An urban district in another state uses negotiation to try, to

resolve parent demands foe appropriate placement or services. This

LEA starts negotiating after parents have already filed for a due pro-

cess hearing. This year, more due process hearings were filed:but

12 of the 17 filed have been withdrawn because the LEA has taken some

action to negotiate with parents and to satisfy their demands without

going through with a hearing. a hearings filed actually increase

the special education`department' 'nfluence with the school board;
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the board can be pushed to provide more services, given serious parent
demands. Unfortunately, because of limited 'resources, the LEA could

only agree this year to place the children concerned in these cases in

an overcrowded class or to put their names on a waiting list and guarantee
the desired placement next year.. .

nor several years, another district has been using a three-step

mediaion process that has helped to resolve issues that might have gone
to a due process hearing. If a problem cannot be resolved at the school
level, a district-level team attempts to settle it. If it is unsuccessful,

the director of special education calls a "case conference" with the

relevant special education personnel to review the case and try to resolve
the problem. This year, the SEA in this state was investigating the use
of mediation in due process procedures to identify techniques that might
prove to be useful to LEAs.

Due Process Hearings

This year, we observed that in sites that had considerable due pro-
cess hearing activity last year, the number of hearings was either about
the same or actually lower. In three of the sites, due process activity
occurred for the.first time this year.

In the sites with several due process hearings, the issues generally

were still.primarily private school placement or related seyices, In
one site where more than 50 hearings were held on the private school

placement issue last year, only 3 hearings were held this year. The

director of special education indicated that the private school associa-
tion advocates were taking a less aggressive stance toward the LEA this
year. This change occurred because the circumstances under which stu-
dents can be removed from private placement and placed in newly formed
LEA programs has been clarified somec at by all the due process hearings

through the clearer delineation of p licy and procedures. No longer is

a child unilaterally placed in a private/school by parents, who then

ask that the district be. financially liable for payment. In addition,

the LEAs no longer pull back students from private school placements to
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what they regard as an appr priate placement within the LEAs without

proper documentation. Although a few exceptions exist, other LEAs tend

to win cases over private school placement.

Other issues that have arisen in hearings this year include denial
9

of placement (child is on a waiting list) or inappropriate services.

In one district, where special education placements are usually filled

by late autumn, all the hearings filed were over these issues. In another

district, a parent contended that her multiply handicapped preschbol

child was inappropriately servedat the district's TMR facility.

In the three sites that experienced their first due process hearing

activity this year, the issues varied. In one district, the only due
\

process hearing concerned parents' unilateral placement of a child in a

private school without permitting the LEA staff to be ` involved in deter-

mining appropriate placement. In the second district, one hearing related

to appropriate placement and the second concerned a parent demanding a
.

computer for her child's indivilal mathematics program. In the third

district, two hearings were filed but one was withdrawn. The actual

hearing was initiated by the Lgainst, Christian Scientist parents
.

who refused consent' for a physical or psychological evaluation of their.

child.

Typically,fit is still a small number .of dissatisfied parents with

above-average educational backgrounds and income levels who go through

with due process hearings. .Pursuing due process hearings is costly for

parents unless a parent advocate group is available to them. In terms

of cost to the LEA, hearings can vAltfrom about $1,000 to as much as

S10,000 per hearing. In a large urban district, approximately S30,000

of the total special education budget is set aside exclusively for the

conduct of hearings. Although this is not a significant percentage of

the budget in this city, the LEA also,allocates another $50,000 for per-

sonnel working on due process matters and legal consultative services.

Last year, we found no evidence that due process hearing decisions

per se produce programmatic or systematicchinges,in LEA policy. That

is, such decisions rarely -affected more than the individdal child involved

in the case. We ,also observed some instances in which a district's
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experience with due process hearings resulted in a more conservative

policy relative to recommending services on a child's IEP (i.e., only
recommend what you know can be provided). Although this situation
appeaes.:to oontinue to be°true for the most part, some districts have
given more consideration to the gaps in their service delivery systems.
For example, the director of special education in one urban district
indicated that "Services only benefit the individual, kids, but hearings

s..
_...,/have simulated hinking about the types of programs needed." In another

-411ithe fear o additional due process hearings has prompted an effort
anticipate parent demands rather than just react/to them. The district

is planning to add three new classes for apotionally disturbed children
to the special education program next year, thus addressing a serious
gap in service delivery.

J

Certainly, disagreements been parents and schools concerning the
meaning of "appropriateness" still raise questions about the borders off
the schools' legitimate responsibilities.

Summary

The principal observations on this4aspect of the study during the
1979-80 ich8o1 year were the following:

All the LEAs we visited continued to have difficulties in deter-
mining the extent of their responsibilities in the prov4qion of
certain services.

The majority of LEAs in the study consider mental health services

(PT
medical, not educational, services. The provision of OT and

( PT by LEAs poses fewer problems.

Whereas more than-14f of the LEAs we visited provide diagnostic
services if they receive referrals from the nonpublic sector,
labs than half provide direct servicesfor nonpublic school
children with special needs.

lUr
The issue of fiscal liability for the full costs of educating
handicapped children placed in private schools became a major
concern this year in two of the states in which we have study
sites: Illinois and Pennsylvania.*

Determining their fistal an al responsibility to institu-,
tionalized children remains a pro LEAs. Most LEAs in
'the study are continuing td copewith, deinstitutionalized chil-
dren in much the same way as last year. However, one state is

1
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implementing a state-wide movement toward deinstitutionalization
in a step -toy -step mariner that'maY provide useful suggestions as

a model forotherestates.
.2

Although most LEAs have Alp probleMs,in coordinating vocational
rehabilitation services, a'few instances of vocational rehabili-

-:
tatien agencies curtailing services were notL1.* gy

Although PennW.vania's Armstrong.v. Kline decition has caused
some concern in otherstates, no growing trend toward an extended
schoo,1 year-as apparent in the sites participating in our study.,

or the most part, LEAs continue to rely on informal dispute reso-

ution st es to resolve:parent demands4pn their specia1,44u-

service detion very syitems. -

si.derable due prbcess hearing activity lastIn

ye tthe level 4 activity this year was about the same or hear
in were acttallylcewer.' Due process hearing Activity occqrred

far the finot.timelin a few LEAs.

Dueprocesg hearin i generalltill concern priyate-school place-
ment and related s rvices.. Waal placement and inappropriate-7
.secvices arose as issues" ;n hearings this year.

s that had

.

1. "Whereas due process hearing 'decisions per se do nbt generally--
produce programmatiC or systerhatfc changes in LEA policy,-hearings
o 4nave promptedsome LEAs;to focus more-attention to gaps in their

....

servic delivery-systerre; .

,s 6

41"

a';
GI,

.NoTE: For furthe i-nformatiop, SRI 'paplirs entitled "The Crucial Role \
of13oun4aryvcrpsseTs" and "Education Agency Resfonsibility for

-.Relatdd.Seriices"Qare available from the Offickof
`Education, Division of Media,Services, Washington, D.C..-
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III' MEETING INDIVIDUAL NEEDS

Alt

The prec4ding section presented findings on the responses of LEAs--

as systems--to the requirement of PL 94-142 to provide a full program

of special education and related services for all children in the local

jurisdiction. fn this section we discuss the responses--at the chool

level, primarily-Tto those requirements of the law that directly affect

the extent.to which the needs of indiyidual studentware ma. First
,

are presented findings en how special educatio recipients are selected;`

changes in identification and referral proCedutes and the effect of state

a eligibility requirements are dtscupset. Next, the procedures from evalu-

ation to placement (including parent involvement and thvadmini ative

burden), are examined relative towhether they are becoming more' tro-
r

gressiVe; that is, whetiiier the procedures are being desiihed'to reflect4
.1

the spiritof the.law rather than merely ensure minimal compliance.

Determining Who Receives Special Education

o

Changes in Child Find and Identification

In the 1978-79 school year, we found that most of the public school

systems in the sample conduct "child) find" projects ar participate in

those conducted by their state or-intermediate education agencies. These

projects tended to be media campaigns deSigned to inform the general tia

public that out -of- school handicapped children have a right to receive 4

services and that they should be brought to the attention of the schools.

These efforts were focused primarily on the identification of p)eschool-

age handicapped children.;
0

In the 1979-80 school year, we detected very few changes in the

LEAs' child find effortsPI\One sirrban district added a hot line that
' provides a 24-hour answering service that people can call to make
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referrals. A few sites were also attempting to screen nonpublic sclitIbl

cWdren who are possibly in need.of SEARS. :Otherwise, out-of-school

screening effort's are much the same and still focus primarily on pre-
, ,,

A Z,
schoolers.

*0 Chaiges in Prereferral Intervention Strategies.

In about half of the LEAs, we found that usof.prereferral inter-

vention strategies had increased this year compared with last. "These

strategies were,desgned to decrease the number of inappropriate referrals

and thereby to reduce the number of referrals. generally. The trend

toward prereferral screening and intervention strategies, Whichpredated

PL 94-142,.iS fdstere(by the expressed intent not to misclapify chil-

dip and to retain children in their regular classrooms with support

rather than to remove them.
L ss

ese strategies are based on providing the regular teachers with
. #

the following types of assistance efore formal refefral:

Specialists to work with the regular classroom teacher.

School-based assessment teams available for consultation.

Use of observatioAp,.,trial interventions, and varent-.

teacher conferences.

Last year, changes.in California's Master Plan regulations required
. /

that alternative strategies be tried beforg a problem child is referred
N

1

for formal,evaluatio . \4Lypically, a school-based resource specialist

is available to re ulaeteachersfto provide' assistance with intervention
_

stra'egies. Fo example,'when a teacher has a student with a learning

/,problem who may or may not require.a special education referral, the

resource sp4ialist may observe the -child in the classrooM several times,

1erfOrm some diagnostic testing,* and work with the regular' teacher to

o

*In at least one site, testing is performed in a ,group setting because,
according to the regulations, resource Specialists cannot deal with a
child on an individual baSis before 4 special educatiOn referral has

been made.
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determine what shoulJ be done. Regular teachers in one Master Plan site

. commented that they like the idea of a full-time resource specialist in
, thelir school because they can now rapidly obtain feedback on their

. ,
students' learning problems., as well as,obtain immediate help on special

materials and teaching techniques.

Although one of the California sftesJS not yet under the Master

Plan and its regulations, that LE-A decided to try prexeferral intervention
this year. ThUs, before,initiating referral procedures for special

education, schools in the district must exhaust otter appropriate avail-
able options to provide servide forte students with special needs. School

4.
personnel are expeAed to autempt to resolve problems'by modifying the

.regular classroom program or using alternative instructional methods,
such as:

Specialists (e.g., reading, counseling).

Als Support staff.

Alternative instructional methods or materials'
(e.g., shorter assignments, easier material,.peer,
cross-age tutoring):.

Adjustment of School day.

"Tutorial progains.
6

Title I.

Bilingual education.

Available community agencies and s ices.
4

In a few sites in other states, an increased emphasis on intervention 0

seemed to be the direct result of systemmatic'L ,EA plans td implement the
. :LRE concept: One progressive LEA considers.thatthe role of the regular

,/
teacher is to be activelyinvolved'in indivflAlizing instruction for W_

children with

,4

learnin or behavioral problems{ within the regular-class=- class=
,s

. room environment. T e district expanded its chool-schoolII s ,,
.

of "high risk" children this year. In one school, all regular teachers

re4iewed.ipeir class lists wielipthe school -based assessment team (composed

of the principal; SLD teacher and school social worker) to identify
4

children Wit whom interventpns in the regular classroom might- be
- necessary. ,If intervention appeared to be appropriate, the SID teacheri'

suggested materials or techniquesfor the regular :teacher to use -in
.

i .

working with children with. problems.
`N1 -

4
/
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Also new in this district this year is'ka pilot project, the Teacher,
1 4 4. - . .

o Assistance Team (TAT), which is.h'eing tried in two,elementary schools.
..

.

The TAT approach provides a suport system to help regular teachers cope
.

withloroblem Children. The team may include `regular or specif. 6N-se-

tion teachers; it operates as 'a-day' -to -day problem-slving unit for

.

teacherg, providing direct assistance or helping them obtain follow-up

from special. education personnel.
..

In another site, teachers were becoming mote familiar wrthpreviously

instituted intervention strategies. Last year, a new state procedure.

-
required regular teachers to document that two observations, some trial

interventions, and two Otrent-teacher conferences had been completed

before a Specjial education referral; the procedure is mer4.r9tine this
a

year. As one psychologist indicated, "It retuces the tendency to put

a kid out of the'regular classroom summarily."

In yet another sit , the motivation for an increased focus'on inter -

xtention this year was ferent. It was. part of,an LEA strategy to pre-

vent the, occurrence of last yea?'s huge placement backlog.] TO prevent-
,

letting "everyone" into special edadcation, this district will not accept

referrals from the schools unless documentation is submitted on prior

attempts" made to serve problem children in the regular classroom.

4
sdm, we saw a definite increase.in prereferral intervention

strategies, all based on t.he provisio of suP
%

rt to regular classroom

teachers. Depending on the resources availabl (and hence the ability,
. .

of a given system to meet the needs f individuals), the practice can
0

serve primarily to achieve the spirit of the law by limiting inappropriate

referrals and by supporting Mildly handicapped children in regular

rooms whenever possible, or it can serve m rely to keep the flow of chil-

drerito manageable levels withkt regard t .appropriateness: We met many -

staff members who were aware that caution must be used in establishing

t such procedures so as. to ensure that children who' need S RS are pot
A

'. 'excluded from the,servte delivery system.

O

4
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Changes in Appropriateness-of Referrals

In tik;se sites where prereferral interventions are being used, LEA

dilland school personnel reported that'the 'appropriateness of referrals has

improved since last year. The staffs.believe that the children being,

referred are those who truly'need theextra help that special education,
can provig. This increase in appropriateness Seems to result from one
or dsore'of the following factors:

Increased use of and/or familiaritywith interventions
(and with the need to document'them) before referral.

Regular teacherS'- accumulation of knowledge about special
-education and their increasing exposure to handiCapPed
children over time.

Regular teachers' ability to obtain help through general
inservice training and one-to-one training (e.g.,, help from
boundary crosgers, special "education teachers) regarding
what types of children to refer.

_pigibility criteria being interpreted more explicitly --.
4 -Andior being better understood.

f
i

In one site, several people concurred that regular teachers" knowwa
ea. ''''

WhiefFchildren to refer to specfn education. A special edycation teacher

commented that "Regular teachers are pretty good and aware when it comes
to gokinz appropriate refernillsdAn LEA supervisor in the same distric
noted that "Referrals'are valid and well documented.",

Last year, we described a resource-rich site that was attempting.to
put rational controls on the number of ineligible children being referred

AP
for SLD services. Ais year,,the educational diagnostician,i-wha-wasy-

hired2 years ago (with PL 94-142 funds) to develop, consistent educational

evaluation procedure's acrOss the LEA, reported that a change has occurred

in the number of appropriate referrals to SLD.

Eligibility for SLD, EMR, 'and SED Services

Last year, we found a shift in the characteristics of the Mildly
/'

handicapped population/ being served; in particular, we found that the

number of childreS found eligible far SLb programs was increasing rela-

tkye to 0-16 number' of FMR children. We therefore pursued this topioo
during the second year to gain-a better understanding cf.w. this increase
is occurring.

., %N.
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. In general, we found considerable variation not only in who re ceives

SLD services, but also in what services they receive. We also round thit, 4

some sites were attempting to stem the increases in *the SLD Population

by tightening e/igfbility requirements. Other sites *ere just beginning

to experience an increase. The ,variation occurs both among states and

apong.LEAs within the same state. This is not surprising because the

sites initially differed -in sophistication and because:SLD involves con-

siderable, cli.sCretion in determintng both who is identified and what ser-.

vices are received.

4

We also followed up the problem of ;'gray,- area" children identified
4

last year. These are.ehildren who are not identNied as handicapped but

are still in need of services.
, V

a

' a
State Definitions of SLD Eligibility

In -Seven'or t4pnine states participating in out-gel:My, the state

definitiOn for SLD eligibility closely resembles the federal definition

(Section 121a.5, Section 121a.541).As one state director of'speCial

s4ucatiork noted:

.4

We parrot the federal definition on LD, but it's a mess still.
We're in the same bind as a lot of states on this issue. The

districtssay the,aefinition is not precise at all,

Another state director of special education indicated that the state

department of education intentionally has' left the SLD definition open

.... .t.44,41evelop-theirLoura.crltria.f.a.r,entz.v and a)r.i.t__
14

inlo their local programs. In a third state', the SEA-changed its no
k

eligibility requirements in Spring1979 4.n response to a court decision

that foUnd a dislynortionate number of-Black childrenhad been placed

in 1R classes% Under the revised eligibility criteria, LEAS. yin this
. . ,

state have more flexibility this year in placing childreni0who mght'not

.have qualified previously in.SLD,programs.

Ain two states',.the definitions of SLD eligibility are.strieter than

the federal definition. One state has,a strict categorical system and

correspondingly rigid state Rrogram eligitdlity'requiretpents. The SLD.

criteria specify thatevidenceof a disorder in one oTItOre of tte basic.

V.

I
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ps c ogical processes must exist (e:g.,.visual or auditory channel
process4, haptic channel.processes,'sensory integrated processes).

*The criteria also require that evidence of academic deficits be based

on expected levels of student, functioning such as "85% expectancy age
below for 3-6 years of school attendance." The other state quires,
functioning level of two-thirds or below expected academic performance,

gs well.as a deficit (1- greater than or equal to 1.5 standard deviations -

beim") the mean in one or oreof the basic psychological processes.
Moreover, both states ha imposed limits on the percentage of the school
population that can be identified as SLD. )

In one state, LEA personnel feel pressure to minimize SLD referFals/
program plicements at a time when the SLD identified population is

increasing. Consequently, some, children may remain inappropriately
served. The other state lifted its SLD limit this year so that LEA

administrators no longer have a disincentive t9 classify-students as_

SLD.

Local Definitions of SLD Eligibility
olt

BecaUse mist states have fairly unspecific criteria for determining
.

SLD eligibility and because of the limited state Of the.art in diagnos'is

of perceptual processing and learning problems, LEA staffs must struggle
owidth the question of who belongs in SLD.* Each LEA tends, to adopt its

own criteria, leading to significant local variation. LEA guidelines
include criteria'such as

Two years below grade level in two major academic areas:. .

One and one -half standard deviations below mean in one of
'three areas of age, JQ, or' grade level.

*LD definitions generally cover a continuum of studentsthaving learning
problems ranging frpm severe perceptual end/or academic deficiencies to
milder learning difficulties. General agreement exists about the diag-
nostic.procedures. to use to identify those students at the seAre end
of the LD continuum, but LD professionals

(administrators, psychologists,teachers) have difficultiesin determining whereto4rawthe line regard-
ing students at the milder end of the continuum, those with academic
learning problems and/er mild psychological process deficiencies.
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IQ cutoffs plus, discrepancy in grade level and ability.

Average or above-average IQ but severe memory, perceptual
or dyslexia problems.

4

Evidence of neurological problems.

However, across LEAs, the personal discretion of the evaluator (i.e.,

clinical judgments, interpretation of eligibility guidelines, profes-

sional philosophy) is still amajor detetminant of which children qualify

for SLD. As.one local psychologist stated:

The stare definition is really a hindrance. It makes too
ma?iy kids [with minor reading prOblems3 potential LD kids.
I'm not sure the diagnostic tools we have distinguish kids
appropriately. Generally, we use a rule-of-thumb for LD --
6 months behind in the primary grades and 2-years' lag at
secondary.

Tightening SLD Eligibility Criteria

Among LEAs that are de ling with the diagnostic problems as well as

with increasing awareness SLD problems anSpressures to avoid. DER,and

SED labels by identifying children with learning disabilities, some have
/1 .

attempted to tighten SLD eligibility criteria to.control which children .

belong in SLD,- As one director of special education ra,marked, "We have

to draw the lAtte somewhere.': One LEA, for exampj_, changed its SLD`

program eligibility guidelinga this 'year in anticipation of an SEA plan

to do the same. With this aange,,:some children with milder learning

disorders may be ineligible far SLD services, but the LEA will have a

more effective screening device and will eliminate,ihe need for much

reevaluation if and when the SEA revises its criteria. In one rural

LEA, the district formed a commi;tiee to 'develop a "good,practices"

_ manual regarding the interpretation of SLD eligibility criteria so as

to tighten them.

Services 'for ildren

This year, we focused m re at ntion on the'children who are found
410

to be-4nellgible for eitlier SLD or EMR. These are the students who-"fall

through the,cracks" of special 'education categoties. They are typically

referred to as slow le.irners or as the gray-area children. The majority

40,
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of out sites have such gray-area children, who typically fall roughly

within the 80 to 90 IQ range. Often assessment results indicate that .

a child is neither SLD or EMR because'he or she is in the dull normal

range without phe signs of a "classic SLD case" but with an IQ too high

to qualify as EMR.

Whether br not such a child receives some special help depends

largely on the range of services available within the LEA and the child's

*eligi ilitykor other programs. The following 'are the typical program

options that districts can use for achild who must remain in the regular

classroom ith supportive services: 4

Remedial reading

Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) Title I

State compensatory education

Bilingual educatiqn .

Migrant education

Indian education. ,

I; one district, alternatives available to slow learners range from Title

to bilingual,.migrant, or Indian educatiol. In ne'ral, more options. exist

fof nemediation at Titt I schools than at non-Titl schools within the

sA .e district.'

erall, most LEAs
/

acknowledge that the slow learners are not Being

adequately served for the most part. One LEA.establishpd a task farce
'

this year specifically.to focus on the needs of slow le ners. Each ele-.

mentary school's,stAf developed plans for these students and created new

alternatives such as having the SLD teacher work with the learning center

teacher and extending the hours of.the:leaifrning center for individual

students.

Local Interpretation of SED Eligibility Criteria
r

In less than half of the study sites, confusion exists over wtio Alongs

ig SED...programs. Stqte definitions for SP eligibility are generally

vague enough to allow for contiderabIe discretiont the LEA level. Raving

such leeway, some, LEAs question what ,the bopnearies are for rtheir defining.
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and serving the Si'popUlation. A mental health representative in one

site commented that the SEA has not satisfactorily defined "emotionally

disturbed." A district psychologist concurred ,that the SED classifica-

tion is Van unclear area" but indicated that the operational definition

of'SED ",..is the youngster who is functioning adequately in school but. ,

alas other problems like acting-out behAiors."

In one of the rural sites, administrators during a recent meeting

dealt with the "appropriatenpss" of the SED program for students with

delinquent behaviors. The group questioned whether delinquent behavior

w constitutes a "severe emotional disturbance" and whether special eduEa-
.

tion services should apply for delinquent youths., The issue was not

resolved; typically, the LEA psychologist looks for evidence of "psychor-

# logical disturbance" as part of determining SED eligibility.

.1%
This year, one suburban site also struggled with the SED eligibility

iqsue. In'the past 5 years, the district's SED population has grown from

.

.0 to 100 students., The LEA director of special, education is fuesti n-
't,

.
.

it g-whether all these students belong in the SHY program. She bel5 i s

..r.' .

tnat.the program should not be serving students who are merely "acting
. A ' N
.out" m.school. In an effort to ensure that the program will serve those

students who have serious emotional disturbances, the director set up

a-copittee this year to ,discuss and better define who appropriately

belOngs' A SEA. The LEA work v'th.the committee to:
1

Writeari -=The defiriiefon 'AeVe'foked

probably be exClusibnalty (i.e., not-unmotivated, not
using drugs, not truant) .

4 .4.6 . . .
(.'" , ,' ,

Develop a wAsviOndaire td be used by the diagnosing,

At

psychiatrist -The LEA w ants.to focus iagnostic ev4luation

more on analytic,than belLatiioral dia des: It wants .
-

specific answers as t6 the causes ofithe student's problem,
'not just the 'statement that he _or she is truant..

. Overlap of Special Education and Title I' .
.

- ..-

Some children with learning problems meet both special, educAtion-and
*

'ESEA Title I eligibility criteria. These,dUally identified' students tep

1to meet SLD eligibility criteria as well as Title I school-level criteria,'

1
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winich',,are based on educational, deprivation defined usually as low scores

on,achievement tests). Because last year we saw that placement decisions

for individual children depended heaVily on the availability of program
slots, we focused this year on how school and LEA educators decide lip4t

services a dually identified student' should teceive from among the range

of -alternatives (e.g., regular classroom,. Title I, SLD program). We also

A investigated whether special education students can recei4Title I ser-

vices in addition to special education.

In the LEAs in our studythis year, only a few were deciding to place

*dualfyidentified children in Title I because of the lack of openings in
special education. In a site with both Title I remedial reading and Spe-

.

cial eTiurativIn (SID) services available, the director of Special educa-
tion in tact expressed concern about the overlap of populations in the

three programs. Th'e,director is concerned because he thinks that some

children set-1>k' in.evither the remedigl 4Iading'program or in Title

might be served pore appfoprgtely in the special education resource room.

In one urban, resource-poor district, however, the overlap of the

special education and Title I populltions is a major problem for service
.

delivery. Because oferious, funding problems and a subsequentfldiscrep-

aney.between resources and needy, the LEA has encouraged guidance coun-.

selors serving Title I schaols.not to'overload special education classes

with children whO qualify for-both special education and Title I. The

counselots are advised tt, place children in Title I because the program
has more money to work wi412and more'spaces available hnd Title I teachers

can have larger; classes.
oe

To a large degree, in the resource7rich -gitei.as_well as others,

the type of recommended placementdepends bn t availability of program-
ming options in the school that the individual chid attends. As an

LEA diagnostician commuted: 0

Overlap is a continuing problem between resource special
education and remedial-reading.:..there is a gilat deal of
variability from school to school, school location and the
size -of the student body Cin how the child's placement is

'decided).
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Overall, th- Presence of Title I in an LEA offers educators a bnader

range of service delivery alternatives to consider when making decisions

about students with learning ilttileM:
.

The issue of whether special education students can also rece,ive

Title I services is generally problematic in most LEAs. In a recent 4:

study (Birman, 1979), SRI investigated whether dually identified students

.received Title I services, onIy.special education services (funded, in

part, by PL 94-142), both, or neither. The finding was that while dup14.-

cation Of services was not a problem, exclusion from services: was a

IkprobleM. Some dually identified children did not receive both sets of

services because of confusion resulting from the amipfguities.in federal

policies governing overlap issues. *'

In the LEAs in the longitudinalstudy, we found considerable varia-

tion regarding whether special education,students-*an also receive Title I

services. For example, several LEAs were concerned about the supplanting

issue and made an effort not to provide handicapped children with.Title I

services. In one rural LEA, there was a large Title I program; Title I

and the SLD programs were kept very separate in this LEA, and an SLD

student could not also receive Title I services. In another state, the

'SEA told an urban LEA that a child enrolled in full-time special educe-
.

tion, although eligible for Title I, may not also be enrolled in Title I

because that would 'duplicate services. However, this LEA does serve

less-than-507.-timk students in both prograTs, which is permissible under -

SEA guidelines.

Other'LEAs "blur the lines" between special education and Title I

so that handicapped children may receive Title I services that seem

necessary. For example, a special education director in a large district

has worked out an arrangement tbis year with the local Title I group

*Recently published proposed/Title I regulations address the pervading
issue of exclusion of handicapped children from Title I services. The

revised regulations state that handicapped students "who can reasonably

be expected to make substantial progress" should be able to participate.

in Title I" (Education Daily, 6/5/80).
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0
whereby if Title I services are indicated on the IEP, a child can receive'

Title I services in addition to special-educatiM4services when the pAx-
ent.signs the IEP. Unfortunately, if the patent does not sign the IEP,
then the child not only doeS not receive Title I services bilt.he or she

cannot receive.speCial education services., Otherwise, this could be
,

interpreted as supplanting (i.e., the Title-I provamr would be-seen asI -

replacing special education). --

" ..

'Overall, LEAs remain confused by the ,.provision of Title 1 sei'ViceS '

to special education students.
Forthcoming ,revised-Title I regulations

should help'to Ablarify the issue in the future.
-

#e t 4, , 4
, -

,.: . , .a.
. .4.'0...

§Antlaz--4".

-

>

.i$
e g arc! i 11 g the LEAs' d4ermination-of,;dho

;e5eives -special edu.cltion,,.

..:,

v
ows : . .

. .

o . ,
our findingS in I -r979-80 wee'as, piefl

..1LITIke chano has occurred in LEAS'', child find project efforts,
. .-which still focus primarily on the ,preschool. population. t4'

. , ,

-Prereferral intervention str ,. esi. -ed to decrease.th
numberof inappropriate e erraks to special education, increased.
this, year'. Thes9 strategies"Support the,intent of the'laW
not to'misclasifi children and to retain'thildren-in the.regu-
lei -classroom-with support.

Tht appropriateness=of referrals increased this year; that
is, numerous `LEA and school personnel repOrted,,that children
being ref -erred for SEARS' -now are truly eligible for and in'
need of such services. The use ofprereferral intervention
$riatk.g.igs..a.v..d the regular teachers-,Leceurnule-tison-of

knowied-ge------.
about special education are two factors that enhanced the
appropriateness of referrals.

In general,' the interpretation of SLD eligibility criteria,- .,

varies.considerably=aeross sites:- A state-of-the-art problem
stillfexists in diagnosing who belongs in SLD. Tiiis problem
-results in part because f1deral and state definitions allow
Substantial local discretion in establishing-identification
criteriai Also int grai to the problem is,the liMited consensus
among edocators-ab Cappropriate diagnostic procedures-for
assessing potent' SLD children. -,

The trend toward an tncreasing number of children found eligible
`for SLD programs relatiVetojthe number of EMR'clhildren con -,
tinued. Some.LEAs were tightening their SLD ,eligibllity.cri-
teria to control which children are_klaced 4n ShD.

11
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In the majority of the study sites are gray -area children who
do not meet the dligibility criteria for either SLD or EMR.
Whether such children receive some special help depends largely
9n the range of services available within a givelfLEA.

About half of..the LEAs were confused about who belongs in
their SED programs.* The confusion stems from generally vague
state definitions of SED, as well as ffom a question about
what the LEAs' boundaries of responsibility are .fdr other
agencies' target populations (e.g., delinquents).

In LEAs that have'Title I,services, educators can consider
a broader range of service delivery alternatives for children
who meet both Title I and SLD eligibility criteria. However,
most LEAs are still confused about whether children receiving
,special education services can also receive Title I services
without violating the regulations against supplanting services.

Procedural Compliance: Letter or Spirit of, the.taw?

Last year, we're ,ted that LEAs by anciaarge we meeting the let-
.

ter of PL 94-142,'hav ng established procedures from evaluation to place-

ment. We concluded, however, that a substantial distance remained between

procedural. compliance and implementatiOn of the intent or spirit of the

law. Hence, this year we sought evidence of movement from implementation

of the le4er of the'law to reflection of its intent; that is', we examined

whether the procedures are fostering attention to individual needs. This

issue is discussed below Under the topics of evaluation, IEPs, parent

involvement, and LRE. Next, we discuss the tpde-offs (i.e., administrative/'

paperwork burden) that districts have made to implement the procedural
1

requirements of the law.

Individualization of Evaluation Practices,

In recent years, and even before'the passage of PL 94-142, the trend

has been to use a more multidisciplinary approach to evaluating Children

for special education. Last year,. we reported that nearly every study

site used this.broadened approach, which is consistent with the major,../-

requirements of'PL 94-142. This year, we probed in' map depth the extent

to which changes have occurred in local evaluation practices that result

in greater attention focused on the unique needs of'individuals (for \

exam8le, as opposed to use of Standard test Bgtteties or fitting of Chil-

dren into available slots).
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We foutcd.generally'that placement decisions at the elementary level

are still strongly governed by what services e available and by eligi-
A bility requirements, particularly in states,w di strict categorical sys-

tems. Hence, highly individualized evalliation results, can'be incorporated

An the decisionmaking process to only a limited extent. Although most
orthe sites continued to use the multidisciplinary approach, to assess-

ment for special education, 4 of the 17 sites reprted that adherance

to strict interprations of eligibility requirements has hindered atEen-

tion- to individual needs. For example, even though a variety of infor;a-

tioa was gathered by the placement team in one study site, state special

education eligibility requirements were still the major factOr in place-
.ment decisionmaking. Some flexibility can be exercised in interpreting

the test results of a child on the border of special education eligibility;

nonetheless, in the strict categorical system in that state, only limited

attention can be focused on unique needs during the evaluation process.

Where eligibility for Special education is less strictly connected

to eligibility for a particUlar service, LEAs have been able to be mare

flexible in matching services to needs,°ignoring particular labels; for

example; a child may be'served in a particular SLD class that is well

suited to his or her needs even though the child is diagnosed as behavior
disordered. Such practices may somewhat ignore the nonerroneous classi-

fication reqUirement of the law, but they allow consideration of differences_
in individual needs for service.

fn the majority of LEAs, we found few instances of dramatic change

in evaluation practices; where significant changes did occur, they tended

tO,result from pressures of the court or federal monitors, which was also
the case lase year. The only significant changes in evaluqtion practices

during the 1979-80 school year resulted from outside intervention such

as the Larry P. and Mattie T: court' decisions and monitoring by OSE and
OCR.

Last year, we reporeed chat ISecause of recent litigation in one

state, confusion had arisen about the use of IQ tests in determining

eligibility for special education. This year, we found that some confu-

sion still exists among\he state's LEAS regarding IQ tests (pa.rricularly

for potential EMIR placements), but the SEA has issued a mor*torium on

485&Y,
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the Use of LQ tests in special education evaluations. Unfort ately,

the state of the art is such that no adequate alternat as been pro-

posed, leaving the LEAs 1119 a quandary. For the mos part, the LEAs

interpret the court ruling to mean that the re41E of an IQ test cannot

be used as the sole criterion for EMR placement.lacement.

We also reported last year that a court decree of evaluation prac-

tices was pending in another state. This year, in response to the court

decree, the state -zestructured its entire evaluation process to incorpor-
4

ate' intervention strategies, an emphasis on multidisciplinary assessment,

and new criteria. The'impact on one of its LEAs has been

greaper flexibility in establishing special education eligibility. That

is, changes in practices-and eligibility criteria have allowedsidentifi-
,

cation of some children in the district as SLD when in the 'past they

probably would have fallen in the high EMR range or might have been

classified as a slow learner and would not have been eligible for spe-

cial education (06.i., borderline cases).

This year, as a result of OSE monitoring, one state was told that

all SLD students counted for federal special education reimbursement

musts receive a complete case study evaluation (not just an educational

assessment). OCR also charged that in one.LEA in that state, a dispro-

portionate number of Black children were in self-contained settings.

Therefore, the LEA elected to include an additional test (adaptive

behavior scale) in its standard battery to help staff make more appro-

priate.placement decisions.

" Althollg,hsignificant changes in evaluation practices in the majority

of sites were lacking, we observed the followng refinements in practices:

MoveMent toward educational assessments instead of or in

addition to psychoiogicalvassessments.

Streamlining of practices.

Postplacement assessments to check the validity of placement,

In two states, the SEA has promoted a policy of using more eduCation-

based assessment, which incorporates greater teacher input into the

evaluation -process. One of the two states made this move as part of

-a-comprehensive restructurilig of-the state's evaluation practices to
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make them less "test-based;" the restructuring'is' being undertaken in

response to a federal court decision that the state's former evaluation

practices were racially discriminaCory.

On the other hand,'two LEAs in two other states increased psycho-

logical'assessments. In one LEA, this cliange resulted from 'file LEA

special education director's realization that with just the of an

educational assessment; "we found we weraeWorking with non-LD kidS0

who were filling up theSLD classes. As a distrilt psychologist stated:
,

'Before this year, LD was based on a, basic Eeducationan
screening...I think th'e new policy was in response to the
state regulationS',Otatement that if a child needs 50% or It

more time in clags [special education7 the yOungeter must e .

have a psychologic'l.

Although the Ievel-ofassessment hateMiined generally stable in

the majority,.g our sites, two LEAs attempted ttiis year to streamline

tneit evaluation procedures: In one LEA, the special education diredlor

is streamlining the evaluation and placement prpcedures to save time

and money by,involving only himself,/the psychologist,. the referring

teacher; and the parents in the multidisciplinary team meeting: ,After

having been accused of "overkill".in its evaluation practices by SEA

monitors, the other LEA has reduced the number of tests given for spe-

cial education evaluations., In addition, the administration has given

,the psychologists quotas (an average number pcliente to assess) in an

attempt to accelerate the evaluation process.
, ,

. .

To supplement evaluations,,one LEA has 'used some of its PL 94-142

funds to purchase additional psychologist time to instittite specially

tailoredev dons of children after they have been placed in special

educa'tion prQgrams. Through these postplacement avessments,'the LEA,

intends to obtain a better understanding Of'a child's learning problems

and strengths; this is achievecLby admpisterinv for example, tests

that indicate how students process informatiort and tests :o-f 'reading that

circumvent articulation problems. Thim.information ts shared with teachers

so that they can more appAptiately,serve their,atudents.

.As is true at the elementary level, placement decisions regarding

high school students are also generally governed by. the services available

and eligibility requirements.,_ Particularly troublesome at the high school
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level in some districts ti s the itcreased agreement burden (i.e., through.

the use of a multidisciplinary approach that require more time to com-

pqete), which results ilifewer misclassificaons but fewer ,children 4.

being processed through the system. The backlog problem at one LEA,

created by the increased assessment burden and the lack of sufficient

evaluation personel, m de evaluation and placement of high school stu-,

dents referred to special education very difficult. As one placement

chairman indicated:

Counselors are quitting...they won't refer anybody again.

Referrals made in September still were'not granted CserVices3
by the end of the year...it's out of the question to refer

a senior. Referring a junior is a problem.

So that these students would be served in the interim, "temporary" spe-d

cial education placements were made. The net result was that students

were not r.ceiving appropriate services in a ti ely manner.

Except when stimulated by outside forcN sJeeh as the courts or fed-

eral monitoring, most LEAs initiated little change in evaluation practices

since last year, although they did refine practiCes. Changes in evalua'

tion practices,, hpwever, do not guarantee implementation of the spirit

of the law.c-Even though LEAs'a;e using multidisciplinary approaches to

evaluation practices, special education placement decisions are generally

not based on highly individualized evaluation results because of the

strict connection between eligibility (diagnostic) criteria and criteria

for particular reimbursed services in some states. The majority of LEA

evaluation practices,have been designed to meet the intent of individually

tailored evaluations, but the end result may not be an appropriate placey

ment bkcause of other constraints.

It)

Individtialization of IEP Practices

Last year, we reported that the.major activity at the study sites

was to implement the IEP requirements of PL 94-142, particularly the writ-

ten IEP document. We found that IEP theetings had been held with the,required

participants audithat IEP documents had been developed for handicapped

children and signed by,parents.
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We also found, however, that LEAs were reluctant to recommend in

the IEP the student's needs and services that,, although necessary,

were currently unavailable or boo costly-to the distriCt: LEAs that

had experienced due process-hearings were particularly sensitive.
J1

This situation remained generally the,same this year, although we

found some indications of movement toward more. individualized IEPs.

These instances were a direct result of streamlined IEP development

and expansion of services.

Changes in the IEP Process

4

1 ..aThis year, we found that several sites had designed shortcuts to

the IEP process. For example, two sites compiled curridilumAtdelines

for each disability area, providing a list of long- and short-term
ti

objectives from which to draw. In another site, a boundary crosser ,

dtveloped checklists to help develop annual and short-term goals.' She

writes the IEPs.and claims that these lists have made her "a tad more

efficient;" they enable her to individualize each child's program

"without writing a book on each kid." In the past year, other sites
-

adoptet such shortcuts. as.:

Shortening the IEP form:

',Color- coding the form to indicate whether the shoot -term
goals have been met.

-

Using computerized systems to help determine the goals '
based on test -results.

Changing the size and shall,* of the IEP form so that it -

fits into a typewriter. '

Several other lectors are also'leading to legs burdensome IEP

processes in the studyssiteS. In one site/ the IEP ocess was per-

''Ceived as being easier because the multidisciplinary teams involved

,~in writing "initifil IEPs were functioning better as teams. In addition,
.t .

in-that site;' more teachers now claim they are using the "negabive'

option clduse;" that is, when parents faifigo-attend the meetings,

I.:
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IEPs are sent to parents by 'certified mail and if no response from the

parents is received within 10 days, parental approval is automatically

assumed.*

Recommendation of Services

As was true last 'year, we found this year that recommendations

written in the IErare usually tempered by the extent or variety of

available services. This practice is most often reflected in the leek.

4 of recommendation of certain, related services such as counseling, phy.si

cal therapy,` occupational therapy, and psychistc'services.

In fiVe sites, we found that the LEAs had issued explicit written

policies on recommending services and/or had attempted to regulate the

types of recommended related services written in the IEPs. For exaiple,

one LEA established'a policy of not promising services that cannot be

provided because it feared lawsuits - -a direct.result of the more than

50due process hearings that were filed by parnts last year over the

issue of private school placements. In two sites, the LEA made a

tinction between "binding recommendations" and "suggestions" for ser
i V

vices; these policieS were established afEer the-passage of PL 94-142.
4

This year in another LEA,-the administration established a rule that

"no,services can be written on the IEP unless the service is assessed

for'Eby a specialist in the area]...Cand] never specify the amount of

time Cfor service] on the IEP." Apparently, recommendations had.been

made without regard to actual resources, particularly for services on

the education/medical border such as vision_therspy and psychotherapy;

and no clear SEA guideline existed.,

Policies limiting, recommendations on IEPS were riot-restricted to

LEAslIP Respondents in one state told us that state law'forbids LEAs to-
,

use education funds to purchase "treatment" (medical services'funded

by other state agencies). Therefore, an official SEA policy isthat.

psychological and psychiatric "treatment" services are not written on

IEPS developed by LEAs (discussed in detail.in Chapter II).

*The draft'OSE policy pap&r on rEPs stars that parents and personnel},
at the IEP meeting are hot required to sign the IEP, but the signatures
"could be a useful tool" for monitoring complianc6-with the plant

7 47 6,
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Six sites reported an implicit policy within the LBO. that services
were not recommendedif they were not available although actual practice

-

may have varied within the district. The PL 94-142 coordinator in one t.

district commented that, practically speaking, teachers know what ser-
vices -are available and word their recommendations accordingly. An SLD

teacher in another district said that .the administration had endorsed

a conservative approach: "Teachers have been told to be careful about' ,

What they offer Con the IEP)."

Several reasons explain why LEAs are cautious ahoutNrecommending
.

more services than they are able to provide, whether or not an explicit

or implicit policy exists on IEP recommendatiOns. These reasons include:

Lessons have been learned from actual due process hearings
and future hearings are feared.

o Problems have been encountered with receiving services from
other agencies. For example, in one Site a psychologist

. stated thatlthe problem is often not that the agencies are
unwilling, but that they are not adequately funded: "They're
overwhelmed. [There areJ 8 hours of counseling time available
for every 40-hours requested."

4 Resources are limited and LEAs are-concerned about. "long-term
liability:7

State laws and /or regulations prohibit LEAs from recommending
partifular services.

Political concerns arise within the local context. A special ,

educWon supervisor in a large urban district commented that
the pdlitical pressure in the community is very real an'd influ-
ences what services certain students get: 4

,We offer what we're able to.-7-not always what's ideal.
Some studentswho need related services.5 days a week
get them; not many....The law says provide an ropriate

'not "ideal!! prcigram:

Individualization of IEPs

In the majority'of the LEAs, we could notIdetermine whether IEPs

reflected more individualization this year than in the, past. One LEA.
reported that a citation las year by the state compliance team had

prompted a strong effort to IEPs reflect indivIdualization. In

another LEA, we found that IEPschad become substantially more vague

because the administration had issued new policies concerning what may

be written and the degree of vagueness that must be used in writing the
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IEP. School personnel in four LEAs" reported that recommendations:on some

IgTs are still made more on a program basis than on an individual basis,

particularly at the 'secondary level.
A

We did find, hpwever, that within the limits ofNlhe resources avail-

able at a particular site, LEA personnel'are attempting to piciyide "indivi-

dualized" programs for handicapped students. Individualization occurs ,

several ways:

Students are fre4keiitly proVided with:iadevidualiZed instruc-

tional goals.

Students are provided with different support services depend-
ing on' their unique needs. . . .

,. t

1 (%

Students spend varying amounts of time in the special educa-

tion setting/mainstreaming activities. e

The following exbmples, provided by pareftts, illustrate hOw student's

individual needs were taken into account by administrative and school staff,

members in making decisions about special education services and placement.

Case 1: AN ELEMENTARY STUDENT

An elementary7age gild had been served,in various special
education clagses for about 3 years. He is a complicated

case and "has always needed extraordinary intervention." He, .

started in a new placement in Fall 1979, but it didn't work

out. The district then provided a full7time aide, who gave

the child one-to-one tutoring. However, the child continued
to regress, so the LEA/put him on a.homebound program while
a psychiatrist reevaluated him. At the subsequent multidis=
ciplinarf staffeng conference,' the district recommended to
the parents that they at least try another public school set-

ting. Placement at the TMR facility was also discussed, but
the child is functioning at too high a level for that to be

appropriate. As the mother commented, ."They could have, dumped

him there, but they didn't." Finally, the,parents agreed.to
a "diagnostic placement" in another special education class

in a different LEA. Tilt home district is also providing psy-

chotherapy two times a week. Mk this point, the LEA has
recommended that the child'be placed in a 24-hour residential
school'and the parents have agreed to that suggestion. Thus,

the child remainst'in the diagnostic placement while the dis-
trict tries to work out the funding for the child to attend
a private school in another state.
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Case 2: :A HIGH SCHOOLiTUDENT

A tenth grader moved with her family to an.iridustrial site
several years ago froth out of state. Her-mother readily
admitted that special education in their new locale is not
as sophisticated as in the other state,' but she vlso fee2.s
that school personnel in the new district ljave shown gen--
uine concern for her child. She indicated that whenever she

'has made a request'regarding her daughter's program, it has
been carried'out. For example, her daughter wanted to par-
tiicikate in the Navy Junior. Reserve,Officer Training Corps
program. The mother asked if this could bye artOnged, and
the EMR teacher set about finding tout if it was feasible.
With maneuvering and-pork, the child's classes Were all
rescheduled so that she 4ciuld enter the program.' She is an
heavy medication, and th4efore additiorial arra gements had
to bmade so that the commander of the ROTC p ogram would
be in,charge of administering the medication. Tile child
enjoys the program very much and is'getting some such needed
discipline.

,

Parent Involvement in Decisionmaking

Last year, we reported that most schbols had met their legal obliga-

tion to involve parents in decisions, concerning their children.. Forms

and procedotes hadibeen designed for informing parents of their legal

rigWts, for notifying them about actions taken regarding their children,

and for obtaining their signed consent to these actions. Although these

procedures were used, tbis did not necessarily mean that parental consent

was "informed" nor that paients were making substantive con.tributions

t'o school decisionmaking. We found that both of these goals require sig7.

nificartt changeg in the ways parents and schools work together, and

ther77Ore that ,achieving such change will bea gradual process.

Tits year, we tried to assess whether any .change had occurred in
the quantity as well as quality of parent-school interactions and to

determine the effect of thesefiriteractions. We examined, for example,

the ilatents1 role in the evaluation process, how parents' views are taken

into account in making decisions about services and placement, and whether

paritnts' attitudes about involvement had changed (e.g., whether'they were
questioning more or actively seeking information).
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Qur data indicate -that no change has occurred in any of the'17 study

sites in the number of contacts between pare4zand the schools; however,

this is not to surprising because last year the number of contacts had

already increased with the adOption of new notification and consent pro--

-tedures. This year, six LEAs had-made or were making an effort to better

inform and more actively involve the parents in their districts. In one

;* ite, we found that the pilot program of "parent facilitators" observed

1.aat year was to. be expanded from the preschool, level to a systematic_

program at all grade levels. Parent facilitators are parentsain each

school whom the diStrict trains not' only to understand parents' rights

under PL 9.4- 142,:b so to understand tle diStrict's constraints.

They are to educate other parents about how to operate in a new role for

parents-,-as a team member with school personnel. The district hopes that

these people see'both side; that is, as they learn ttat schools are not

withholding services they have but rather 'Cannot do everything and must

set priorities, a bglariee fill bemaintained between parents' expecta-
. Ai

tions and the district's Willingness/cal:lability to provide services. So

that these parents would not be perc'eived by Others as puppets of, the

school administration, th4 parents chbsen were those who were not'Hyes"

people in their relatiolls_hi.ps with the school. rn another site, with

the 1141p of the local association for retarded citizens, the special

educati,on director is promoting a Parent 'Xction Network. This p:Oup will

keep parents informed and educate the general.commpity; each 'school will

have a representative who will serve as a contact or liaison.
.

P,
. We found in the majority

iti.

of sites, again this year 'that parents do

not make substantive contributions to the decisionmaking process regard-
,

ingtheir ildren,* ands at IEP meepings they tend to Crust the placement

and servic s recommended by school personnel. This occurs in part because

/
parents

.

ha e limited information 'about options. as well as a combination
4

almost half the districts, we found that'parent input was actively
sought by school personnel regarding the child's developmental ,history
(e.g., descriptions of behavior, family history, health). This infor-'

mation can,affect-placement decisions. A counselor in a large urban

district stated: "If you can get the patent in and get them to under-

stand,.lbts of times this makes a big difference."

J
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of personal constraints and fears. In addition, the amount of time

school staff can (and'will) devote, to involving each parent with all

the necessary specific issues is limited. Comments from parents'

itcluded:

Parents are not aware of changes in kids' schelules...Cbut]'
.they've been encouraged to speak up.

,

They came with a plan Eto the IEP megting]...you have to
start somewhere, but.I had pay say.

From'school and district personnel, we.pheard:

Parents are benign...IEP writing is really -not a togetherness
venture; parents have limited input.

. ,

The purpose of the IEP isto allow parent input to an appro-
priate educational plan but not to have parents ciictate what
go eg on in the classroom. 4

You can make the situation;o that the parents can get invol<red,
but then it's up to the parents to take responstbiliity and ask
questions:..giving the parentsShe opportunity is noi,enough:

Most parents don't come to the placement meeting. When they
do, we make it clear they have the final say. Same:contribute,
but most don't.

t,

Parents seemed intimidated at first. I tol them it's a plan
for your child. I told them they could add hihgs, but none
did...they seemed real nervous; to say anything.

We're not excluding them [parents] per se Cfrom the placement
Meging]--just not making any real effort,....---1-t2s hassle enough
for them to,cothe to other meetings.

4,

As.oted in Chapter II, parent /involvement at the secondarylevel

tends DO be less than'at the elementary leyel. _Although variations occur

acrostdistricts, some of the reasons'for this situation include:

-

A li'mited-number of initial placements made at the high
school level. IT

Greater student inmolvemedt.
t

4Parents have been through it all at the elementary level.,4,
and eithcx trust the schools or have become. apathetic or
fruetrated With the Process.

. .
.

4

High schools take fewer steps to actively invollie pteiif
,

in decisionmaking.
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"Kast'decisO.

ions
1

concerning Servicekand
%
placementswe proceedi,

, .

generally as they did last year. As mentioned previously,lkat is
.

written on the IEP is usually related to what services are available

in a district; about half of the districts are Axercising more caution"

in recommending pa?ticular placements and services. As a result of this

cautious stance, fewer free and opera discussiop.s occur betweeA parents
4

1

a -
and school staff concerning needed services, and possibly less attention

0 .' 4.
0 ,is given to individual needs. In-one district where'explicit direc6Ves

. have been issued on where the line isto be drawn on 'LEA liability, pa
. , .

'enes se se '11 "undercurrent of talking eggs In, LEA, the

fla

.
, -

centra office has not provided district special education consultants

(who deal Withiparents) with clear directives about What [bay be recom-

mended on the IEP, which has resulted in.a"sense of mistrust among par-

ents. In a'large ur an LEA, a psychologist stated:

In the past, I would have been more of an 'a v 'cate for the a 1.

children...I do less of that now: Laws like this CPL 94-142]

pervade the atmosphere with "let's be careful. ". I no longer
tell parents what I think is best for the child.

And from a teacher:

Even though the speech therapist said she couldn't recommend
more speech therapy,, I told the mother to go-Csomewhere else]

and get some. really thorough testing done. Parents here will

pay for their own services, so teachers recommend the service

the childneeds. Ile know which parents:a?e troublemakers,

though; we'd never say this kind of thing to theM.

Despite these constraints, parents who are very vocal can still influence

recommendations: "Thve is a bias in favor of parents.who look out for

the welfare oftheir children." Some parents commented "If yOu complain

loud and ,long enough, you get things."
.

In contrastrthose findings, in four bites we found indications

that some changes have occurred in the level` of parent involvement in the
. .

decklionmaking process regarding,services.and placements. -For example,

'onel4A had previously used'a two-donged system of decisionmaking that

consisted of the school staff meeting first 'to decide on the placement

and then Igain to share this decision with 'the parents. This year, this

practice was collapsed into one meeting. The change was rbtommended by

96,
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the SEA after its Spring 1979 monitoring Vsit,eand parents now 'have

more Of an opportunity to offerjnput that will influence their child's

'program and placement.

In another LEA with a very, active Association forChildren.with

Learning Disabilities chaPter, some'parents have begun to put-Zessure

on the psychologists to ideptify thekr:children as SLD. If the psy-,

-chologist in the schools does not identify the child as SLD, the parents

exercise their fight to an indepetde4t evaluation and pay an outside

professional eob diagno'syhe-child as SLD and "bring 4n the papers to4,

prove it." Apparently some parents get their way becalise no hearing"
have,been held on such identifications, but the director of psychological

services stated: "Some parents lose sigh of the child's rights in their

effort to get an LD placement" (.the SLD label is respectable and accept-
.

able 00 parents). One district has pressured.parents this year to take

some responsibility in helping their chil dren by telling them t

they do not participate in me ings, the,LEA cannot appropriat

t if
A

y serve

their child. According to the special education director, "More parents

are now Mending staf
/(
ings Ebecause),parents have to commit to time,

.1-:.

money, and home reinforcement."

Overall, we found that parent involvement and satisfaction, although
-

not necessarily linked,-continue to vary greatly both within and between

districts. Some of the factors that influence the level of parent involve-

ment and/or satisfaction include:

History and traditions of particular communities (e.g., the
level of parents' expectations, knowledge of the law and
special education programming, parents' attitudes toward
the schools).

DemograOhic%characteristics of neighborhoods (e.g., the lack
of personal contacts in large urban.arees, the inaccessi-

.J>, bility of -I-emote rural areas).

The policy established by the principal or a handful of
teachers at a particular school, as well as across the LEA
by the administration (e.g., the quality of dialogue between
parents and school"personnel, the degree of flexibility of
parties in resolving differences of opinion).

fr
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Factors outside
/
the local context hae 'also influenced parent involve

ment to some extent. Some of these factors inchlde: devgtegation

orders (cross-town busing makes parent-school meetings more difficult),

SEA monitoring, and-court decisions. In general, however,the goal of

substantive parent involvement on a large scale is still quite a dis-
,

tance away from realization.

Least Restrictive Environment
A

Last year, we found that considerdtion of LRE was drastically curbed

a limited number 'of placement options (i.e., settings as opposed to

services). This year, we examined the continuum of alternative place-
.

.

ment settings available at each of the LEAs that enables them to accomp-

i
lish the'goal of educating handicapped hildren in the least restrictive

environment. In addition, we sought t identify specific ways that '

mutual exposure of handicapped and nonhandicapped children.is being

accomplished.

.

Continuum of Placement Options

We found that the widest- continuum of placement options is avail-

, able to/mildly handicapped students ,(e.g., EMR, SLD). This continuum

at the elementary level usually consists of self-contained classes,

resource rooms, and regular class placements with support services such

As speech therapy, OT, PT, or counseling. In some instances, these

placement options are cross categorical or noncategorical (that is,
-. -

-they serve students with a variety of handicaps,),, thus allowing for

more flexibility in placement. More severely handicapped students (e.g.,

SED, TMR) rarely have a variety of placement options available to them.

Most frequently, theee,youngsters are served in self-contaVed classes,

which in many cases may in faclabe appropriate.

We did find a few exceptions to this trend, however.' For example,

one site created a new placement option to accommodate high-functioning

TMRs. Another site, is developing a range of placement options for SED

youngsters, including off-campus programs as well as part-time place-

ments...Finally, a third- site that has historically been progressive
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in its provision of services for the orthopedically handicapped offers '

a wide range of program1options to thoge children. Placement ranges
.4'

from a self-contained l.a`s in a separate facility to a regular class

placement with numerOiesupportservices such as special transportation,

full-time assistants, % and communication devices for nonverbal students.,

. We found that-LEAs can independently and creatively extend theix

range of special education, programming options as well. For example,

in a high school with no resource rooms, some students were served in

a'resource-room-lile way by ,attending the self-contained classroom on a

. part -time basis. In another site, which has few placement options, an

SLD resource room is used as t-a transitional placement for a number of

special education 'students coming out of self-cont ined classes and

moving toward regu4ar.classroom placements.

At the secondary level, we found evidence of a continuum of place-
,

ment options in only'a relatively few sites. When suchALcontinuum does

exist, it mainly serves themildly handicapped.

Mainstreaking Activities

At each of,the 17 LEAs, mainstreaming activities continued on both

groups and individual bases; for example, an entire EMR class was main-
..

strcarrd for art'and music, and a child was individually taking a regu-

lar mathematics Class. Our data this yearfurther support last year's

finding that maiilse?eaming can be helpedsignificantly by:

A supportive principal.

e, A good working relationship between the regular and special
education teachers.

Aides and Lassistants to support regular teachers.

Boundary crossing personnel who work with both regular and
spgciaI edUcation teachers to ensure a coordinated program
for indiV'idual children.

In several sites, we found that mainstreaming had increased this

year. For,example, one site reinstated art and music district -wide,

and for the first time distffct policy was to have special education

students participate in these classes with their age-appropriate peers.
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We also found evidence in some sites of more individualized mainstream-,

ing. As one teacher described, "The kids' schedules are independent...

they are vsed.,to,comingand.going." We learned in one site that ,main-

streaming still ha not begun, however, because "Up until this year,

compliance has.received high priority."

Common themes expressed by many speciar and regular educators alike '

were the need for better communication between staffs and Lhe,need for

ad4itional support for the handicapped child and regular teacher in the

mainstream Situation. As one teacher said, "Mainstreaming helps alle-

viate so me probleps kids have. But if you don't give them the appro-

plitatalamount of help they are hurt personally. Thatif why aides are

helpful.", A teacher with a leg's positive opinion said:

My big gripe about mainstreaming isthat these kids are thrown .

out of their rooms without adequate support. They're' disoriented

in the first place. I feel they should be given more individ-
ualized attention. Maingltreaming takes away from why they

"S" went into special education.

We found a number of sttategies being used to facilitate the main-

streaming practice, as follows:

, In one site, a notebook is carried by the special education
student to his or her regular teacher, special education
teacher, and parents as a device for coordinating his or
her program. Each adult writes in'tbe notebook homework
assignments, suggestiong of work for the others to do with
the child, and .the like and reads what the others have
written. For.eicample; the regular education reading' teacher

might send a vocabulary list for the special eduCation
teacher to work on with, the child, and the special educe-.
tion teacher might then suggest that the parents also help
the child learn the vocabulary list. This communicati
device is often written'into the IEPs of special education

students in this district.

.In the same districtAan assignment sheet (devised by the.
boundary crosser who Oveloped the notebook system, is
used "to aid regular and spedial education teachers, par--

ents, and students in communicating about school expectations

loo
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A for special education students enrolled,in modified
regular education programs." The sheet lists goals for.
the regular class, which are used asothe'basis for grad,
ing in that class.

In one high school, a file was set up in the guidance
office containing information about students who are
mainstreamed. Although this system has just started,
the hove is that the regular teachers will use it as ay
source of information about ecific students who are
mainstreamed in their clas to Supplement the general
knowledge of special education they have received through'
inservice training.

In another site, a teacher of SED students has a form
that her students carry to the regular classes:' After
each period in the regul r 'class, the regular teacher
indicates on the form ho the child behaved, what the
childneeds to work on, nd so on. ThIS form is then
returned to the special education teacher. Because the
special education children were initially embarrassed
about having a special form in the regular class, this
proPess is handled very discreetly; the child hands the
form to the regular teacher before class and then waits
until after class to receive the filled-out form.-

These informal mechanisms were often used in conjunction with boundary
crossing peponnel and aides described in Chapter II.

Summary

Although the number and type of placement options are still influ-
ential factors in the placement of special education students, some pro-
Tess has\koeen made in extending the range.of services ayaillble in many

.

LEAs. The greatest number of options are available for mildly handicapped
-students. Whereas some sites have creatively extended the range-of place-
ments for all special eddcation students, the more severely impaired still
have few choices. In short, consideration of LRE in the placement of

special education, students does.not,match the intent of, the law as yet.

Administrative/Paperwork Burden

A major effect of PL 94,-142'on"service delilFry staffs last year was

,the,Opereased amount of time -they had to spend on new tasks and'duties,
especially those related to the IEP. We found that teachers and support
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staff resented the extra time spent on coordination, planning, meetings,

and paperwork that decreased the time they could devote to delivery

services to students.

This year, we investigated whether the attitude of service delivery

staffs regarding paperwork would change'as OuncTtion of time, as they

became more familiar and comfortable with, procedures: We also attempted

to learn whether the actual costs of the administrative burden to teach-

ers and students had changed (e.g., less infringement on instructional

I

Chang0( in the Level of Burden

The IEP process, conceived of as the major component of`the paper-
.

wo4burden last year, was.perceived as becoming easier and taking less

+time in 9 of the 17 although within a'site various individuals

tended to have differing perceptions. In the 9 sites, the. forms used

were generally the sarme,as those used last year; so the prOcess was

becoming.routine. Thus, personnel credited the decreased burden to

.ceir increased familtarity with the forms, toptheir knowing what to,

expect, and to the fact that they did not have to start from "ground

.zero"; as One teacher stated, "TAis is the first year we've", gotten the°

hand of doing IEPs...it seems to hae gotten easier."

1 In several of these sites, the decreased burden was aTSo credited

to the development of the shortcuts already described to help with.the

IEP process.
s

In only two sites were IEPs viewed as being more difficult; however,

both of these sites were making major revisions in the IEP process this

year. 14one site, becaLthe of changes in the state regplations short-

'term objecives musteow be written at the IEP meeting rather than after

_ placement.
RR

The director of special education in this districb comTented,,

"We're struggling, but we're in compiance." In 'addition, this site is

using IP/forms that have already been changed several times:and the

current version is still being revised. In the other site where the

IEP process is now viewed as more difficult (and also as consuming more
4

time), negolore detailed IEP forms are being used as a result of state
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'monitoring,this fall, which found the district to be not in compliance.
. In tfre rest of the sites, IEPs are still considered to be time-consuming
'and burdensome. Teachers arestill concerned about the amount of papers-
work involved.

. . \In eight of th nine sites where the IEP process was perceived aSI
befingesasier the administrative burden--time spent on "scheduling and

,.,attending meetings, filling out.forms--was.also regarded as being' reduced.
ka.:1/4, The reasons for this decrease includeds

1'

ProcedureS.hadlbecome more .routine (e.g., Aorms were gener4lly
the same as last year, better coordinatiorkexists).

Procedures had beerk streamlined (e.g., forms were shortened,
requiring fewer individual at meetings, testing procedures)
-were better organized,' curticulum guidelines had been
developed) .

4

1In the remaining nine sites, personnel, reported that the administra-
tive burden had not decreased, andrepOrts indicpted ttiat,it had increased.
in four sites. In one of those four sites,, paperwork increased.sighifi

cantly because the court had determiued that some students'had been denied
.special education services and required 'that the LEA holda series of
meetings for administrative personnel to review other studelits who might
be entitled-to additional special education services. The review process
a one took 10 person-weeks and entailed sending letters to parents, prd-4.--',\

aring documentation, and meeting with parents (10 steps in.a11). In
two of the LEAs, as a result of SEA monitoring, the number Of fdrms was
increased or procedures were changedl which resulted in more administra-

,rite tasks. In the fourth site, school staff were spending more time in
meetings (e.g., via home visits) because parents were requesting more
conferences with teachers.

In-the future, however, additional decreases to the administrative
,-_s

burden may occur as a resOltwof proposed steps, or steps just getting
under way that were described in several sites.. For example:

One LEA has established an MIS and a "forms committee"
for special education to help reduce the paperwork-burden;
the committee has changed the IEP to incorporate short-term
goals and due process forms to reflect continuing SEA
changes. The SEA' is also investigating theadministrative
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burden on teachers and consequently has a task force
addressing the paperwork problem, and it is changlg the
responsibilities of the resource Mcialists*.to r lieve
'them-of some administrative'taskso that a greater

,fie pphasis can be put on teaching.'

The teachers' union in enothef 'LEA has formed a committee
to study the problem of all the paperwork in their

district.

One district hired a consulting agency to andlyze the

LEA's entire clerical'situation. The *agency recommended

the,purchase of a word pr5cessor for theispecial educa-
tion department to ease itA burden.

Impact on Service Delivery Time

Responses to inquiries about the extent to which the administrative

burden has affected service delivery time this year fell into three cite-

gories: a little, it varies (Particularly by role), and-significantly.

Nine sites, six of which had reported that the overall administrative .

burden was reduced, reporte4 that the burden of administrative tasks
E

4\and pap rwork took little time away. from their service delivery dff6rts.:

because the procedures had become more systematic or streamlined. A

principal in a large distiiot observed that

Last year, paperwok cut into service de,livery.
4
This year, the

resentment is gone/now. We've learned to live with it...it's

routine.

In five other districts, we foad that opinions varied, about whether

paperwork cut in onservice delivery. This Irarlation appeared to'center

around the job of the individual (e.g., regular education vs. spedial

education teacher; resource specialist vs. self-colitained teacher), the

perceived benefit of the paperwork, and the time of year. In two of

*The role t5f the resource specialist was designed.to provide a focal

point for special education at the school level; therefore, responsi-
bilities include a number"of administrative tasks (elg., coordinating
all'service delivery, scheduling meetings and conferences, screening
referrals, conducting inservice training) as well as instructional

responsibilities.
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these sites, some of the paperwork of regular education,teachers, such
cINas associated.wi

Ct

h referrals: had been shifted to the special education

teachers,,themby creating differences of Apii,rdon about the extent of

the paperwork burden this year. In another district, the superintendent
expressed a growing concern that the special education staff was getting
bogged down4in paperwork. For example,' to obtain" inputs from a multi,-

disciplinaty team, psychologists and sppech therapists spend 1 month

participating in spring IEP update meetings;-thus, they do not p ovide'Qs .

direct servcies for,that 1-month period. A speech therapist ad told

that superintendent that this''year the had been spending'66% o her
/

time ,dealing with docuMentation arid forms and only 40% providing direct
services for children.

Schodl personnel at one of- those five sites, agreed that the paper-
work had not lessened but disagreed about whether or not all their efforts
are directed to a useful purpose:,, One gr9up believed that all the,pro-

cedures and paperwo7k delay service delivery from 2 to 4 months and had

taken away1teacher preparation time, which,cfc4 example, had"given

them less time to prepare individualized materials for students:',Other

teachers felt that although the'new procedures and paperwork are a lot
of work, they arefalso ultimately beneficial for several reasons:

They will ease the burdenln the teacher in the long run
if he or she-can get the necessary"help for a student.

They protect the teachers from parents who come back and
say they had not authorized something.

The IEP helps parents and teachers discuss, in a realistic
manner, the goals of.a child.

,

Finally in the remaining three sites (twat' which'had an increase
in procedures and pawork this year), personn reported that the

administrative/paperwork burden is-still significantly infringing on

service delivery time. rn one of Ehe LEAs (where teachers are not, pro-

vided with any planning periods), 4:cial education teacher commented:
E.

The,time factor is our biggest concernit's getting worse.
In out of class a lot of the time writing IEPs and I'm spending
more time with parents. We should have release time for that.
That's the big, joke around here--when are we going to teach?
You either have to take it out of your personal life or take
it out of the time with your kids.
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A teacher 1% another district stated:

Forms kegp changing...some arethe same forms wfth different

navies. [This isJ top much, Cthere areJ 12 forms needed to
place kids....It takes,less forms to buy a house than tip get

a kid into a'program.

In short, in addition to the effect on service delivery time, respond-

ents nowd other costs and benefits of the current level of administra-

tive burden. On the positive side were:

Greater interaction with parents. A special education

.teacher stated; "our assessment meetings. are very helpful.
We-get to explain the testing and discuss it with parents.
This meeting is very important for tht parents."

A benefit to children in the long rust':

' Shifting the paperwork burden away from the regular education

teachers provides less discouragement of referrals. 4

The additional costs included:

'aglays in service delivery. A district psychologist stat
"The pendulum has swung in the other direction--we are now
denying kids expedient placements into programs. I see IEP

,paperwork impeding special education to some extent."

Less time for coordination of services.

Union pressure (e.g., over salary differences between regu-
lar and special education teachers when both have ilh creased

administrative burdens).

In general, the degree of administrative burden differed little

between the elementary .and_secondary levels.

Summary

In just over half the, sites, service delivery staff's perce!ved a

decrease in the amount of, paperwork they were required to complete, which

in- cluded tale preparation of IEPs. Persdnnel credited better coordina-
-

tion and a streatlining of procedures. Where increases occurred, proce-

dures had been added or changes. Opinions varied as to the extent to

which 'administrative burden affected service deli'very time, but the

majority of staffs reported that services to students had not been signi-

ficantly reduced.



0 Summary

. The findings during 19'79-80 regarding LEAs' progress toward imple-

menting the spirit of PI, 94-142 are summariad.das-follOws:

The majority4.of LEAs have attempted to meet the intent of
the law through the use of a multidisciplinary approach
to evaluation. Their evaluation practices, however;'have
changed little over the last year except when stiwulated
by outside forces such as the courts. Although most LEAs
are emphasizing individplly tailored-evaluations, thb
availability of services and eligibility requirements
still strongly influence decisionmaking regarding student
placement. A

* .Tecommendations made on a child's IEP are still tempe,red
by the extent of variety of services available. In some
sites,lan implicit or explicit policy exists regarding IEP"
recommendations because of due process hearings, limited
services received from other agen.gles,limited local resources,
and the like. Although this situation represents little
change from last year, movement toward more individualized
IEPs was indicated by streamlined IEP development and the
expansion of services. In addition, within the limits, of
the resources available at a given site, attempts are. being
made to provide individualized programs for special educa-
tion students, such as through individualized instructional
goals.

41e

In gener41, parents continue to make few substantiye contri-
butiong to the decisionmaking prodess regarding their chil-
dren. In general, this is a result of their trust in the
knowledge of scho(ol personnel, their limited information
on options available, and a combination of personal con-
straints and fears. 'because school personnel are exer-
cising greater caution in recommending particular placements .

and services, communication between parents and the schools
has become less open in some sites. Parent involvement
and satisfaction vary greatly according to the traditions
of a comMunity, neighborhood demographics, and school .

policy.

The continuum of alternative placement settings has been
ex4nded in many LEAs. Mildly handicapped students have
thdrgreatest number of optiobs, but fdb options are avail-
able to the more severely impaired. We detected continued
movement toward greater individualized programming through

'the mutual exposure of handicapped and nonhandicaPped chil-
dren. Mainstreaming is facilitated by aides and boundary
crossing personnel, as'well as by a number'of strategies
such as use of notebooks and individual assignment sheets.
Hence, although progress has,been made toward the goal
of educating children in the least restrictive environ-
ment, the' goal has not yet been achieved.
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4
Opinions varied ab,out the perceived benefit of the vast
quantity of procedures and paperi7ork resulting from PL 94-142

implementation. Nonetheless, the trade-off..4q,etween the

administrative burden created by the procedural aspects of
the law and the intent of the law has not adversely affected
students according to the majority of school staffs. This

was due in part to a streamlining of procedures And better
coordination.

1

s

4.
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
C

The findings presented in this report are based on data from the
,second year'of SRIS 'longitudinal study oflocal progress in implementing

. ,,:PL 94-142. In 1
7'
978-79, after One year of data collection, we concluded

that most newprocedures required by the law were in place 'out that .

theme was neveethelcsCa
considerable distance to go to'fully implement

i

the intent of the law. The main factors affecting the speed with which
full implementation can occur, we reported filclude

the resources and
nowledge available and Organizational. barrierd (such as the boundary

bet een regular and special eddcation and between schools and other ..

agencies).

fin view of these first year findings,, the second year of data
cc9ection focused on (1) how LEAs dealt with. these factors in attempts
to meet the fullserl'iices mandate for their handicapped populations and
(2) whether, within these local service delivery systems, school. staffs
were better able to meet the intent of the law. We summarize the
second'year findings, comparing them to the first year, and then draw
general conclusions about each focus.

4The4Local Service Delivery System

In 1978-79 we found that decisions about special echication services
,and placements were shaped by the services that are currently available.
In 1979-80 we found this still tofbe true' although the tension between
supply and demand had lessened somewhat; LEAs had either tightened
eligibility rules for the mildly handicapped thus reducing the rate of
Children entering he or they expandeeservices

allowing an
increase in special education placements.

N

Largely in response to external pressure (including compliance moni-
toring), emphasis was placed on decreasing backlogs and waiting 'ists
for services in a majority of sites. This was accomplished by'hiripg
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more evaluators, iricreasing the number of programs or the class size,

decreasing referrals, r generally strea:mlininbe procedures involved

in evaluating and placing students.

During 1979-80 all LEAs in the sample used their available resources

to continue to 'expand services in one way or another. All the sites

expanded existing services, half expanded related services, and a third

developed new programs for unserved or underserved populations. In con-

trast to last year's finding that sites expandecror refined services

at either the preschool level or the secondary leVel, this,year we found,

several instances of simulataneous expansion in both directions. Such

expansion occurred in LEAs with strong enough core services delivery

'systems (e.g., sufficient range of services primarily at the elelentary

level) which enabled LEA admfnistrators.tt'develop or refine services

at the preschooland secondary levels.

At the secondary level,'some sites made progress in expanding

vocational and SLD programs and services for handicapped students.

However;-the-delivery of SEARS at the secondary leVel continued to lag

seriously behind that at the elementary.level. Only rarely did a tom-
.

prehensive range of options exist at the secondary level. Overall, the

scope of both elementary,and. secondary service delivery systems varied

greatly across disericts, depending primarily on the characteristics of

the dist'ict (such,as local! tax base, parent expectations, or state

funding formulas). Common across"districts, however, were two key

problems that we noted'the first year: the provision of services for the

SED population and for the handicapped population between the ages, of

18 and 21.

With.the increase in services came an increase in instructional

personnel_zequired to staff the programs. The number of types,of boundary

crossers arSo increased in geral LEAs. The roles and responsibilities '

of the,houndary crosser varied 'among LEAs but their primaraunc'tion was

to bridge the organizational barriers between regular and special education

yervices personnel.
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Inservice training for regular education and administrative personnel

remained minimal with the most relevant training still provided informally

by boundary crossers. Inservice training for speflial educators was

generally better coordinated than the previous year, but reflected only

a slight increase in the amount of substantial guidance provided. Overall,
training activities were not high priority items within LEAs nor wa

Mb
training offered by the SEA viewed as particularly useful to local s aff.

During the first year of the'study. LEAs encountered the issue of

the borders of their responsibility to meet the seemingly open-ended

mandate_to provide SEARS to all eligible children. In 1979-80, the.dimensions of this issue became clearer as LEAs experienced more questions
surrounding related services. In some cases1 the borders of fiscal and e?

legal responsibility were clarified by court cases, OSE monitoring or

changes in state policy. For example, OSE review of one state plan

influenced the state to clarify the payment provisions for QT/PT services.

Two SEAs stated clear policies that LEAs are not required to provide

psychiatric services beyond diagnosis. The provision of mental health

services (psychological or psychiatric counseling) is an issue that is

still of d ect concern to most LEAs irt, our study. 04 areas in which
LEAs are confronting the borders of their responsibility for provision
of and payment for services are: (1) parochial and private schools,

(2) institutionalized handicapped and delinquent children, (3) vocational
rehabilitation and (4) extended year (simTer) schooling. 4

School Level Practices

We saw continued progress in.implementing procedural requirements

at,the school level. Procedures were refined and'streamlined and were

more incorporated as routine practices. Rather than being viewedeas

new, time consuming tasks, most administrative procedures (the IEP

process in particular) wertamore generally accepted part of the job

and viewed as less difficult to perform in a majority of the sites.

Techniques were also tried that were desi-Aed to increase the
. appropriateness of referrals. In particular, we found an increase in

perferral intervention, such as specialists working in the classroom

111
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and trial-intervent ions prior to determining if f mal referral is

needed. 'Although the trend toward preferral screening and intervention

predates _PL 94-142, its provisions support the treed and: according to

professional staffs in sites With these strategies, these strategies'

serve to increase the' appropriateness of referrals. The trend toward

multidisciplinary assessments and individualized evaluation practices'

also continued this year, sometimes in response to the external pressure

of court cases.

However, in determining children's services on the basis of

individual needs, the professional staffs were still constrained by

what services were currently available. This remained true even though

the continuum of alllernative placedent settings was extended in some
11

LEAs (with the mildly handicapped having the greatest number of options).

And, in Spite of the best intentions of service delivery staff; t6e

IEP process rarely included consideration of services riot already

offered or setting's that were not in use. Finally, throughout the

process of determining placement, little change was evident-in the

involvement of parents. Their participation remained most superficial

and pro forma rather than substantive.
A

Conclusions

On the basis of the data cillected during the second year in 17'

of the original 22 sites, we conclude that LEAs are continuing to make

some progress in implementing the law. Progress is contin- uing at the

level of incorporating new procedures into daily practice which in turn

allows.professionals to concern themselves with whether the procedure4

are accomplishing. the purpose intended. Moreovesr, the more procedures

become routinized, the more time and energy remain for delivery of
(

services. However, progress toward full implementation of the law"

in the sense of its intent to have an individualized, child-driven

system--is 'constrained by the local service system which-in

turn is constrained by the three problem areas described last year.
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The fitst.of these problems is the inadequacy of available resources:
to the extent that services are limited relative to the demand for them,

the system,cannot provide the range of options necessary to allow serve es.

to be tailored to, meet eacitchild's unique neecT)01 The second is info ma
tion and 'skills: to 1 e extent that staff continue to suffer from

inadequate"training (particularly regular teachers), realizing the spirit
of the law wilkbe problematic. The third problem area is that of the
borders of rsponsibi

delivery agencies. Un't

suffer the consequnces

particularly between schools and other service

s are able to resolve this issue, LEAs will

Vague boundaries and uncertainties about the
limitations"of their responsibility.

In the face of these problems, however, there are some positive

LEAs arebecomirig more aware of the dimensions of the constraints
'under which they unit operate and the extent to which they have control
over them: As. the dimensions become clearer, LEAs are better able to
work out solutions with what they have. As the system level findings

reflect, LEAs.are,trying to develop more efficient and accurate procedures
. for getting ehildien into special education at the referred and evaluation

stages of the process, as well as frying to increase the capacity of the
system'by further expanding special education and related services.

Last,Year we concluded that local staff needed assistance from
federal staff in-clarifying-their borders of responsibility, coordinating%
with oth4r AgEncies, and improving the substance and delivery of inservice

,

training.- "Fie also suggested that assistance designed to enhance local .

capacity be'emphasized by federal administrators, rather than tradition
monitorinwfor procedural compliance. On the basis of the second year
findings, our conclusions are similar with_a slightly different emph

Clearly,federal.administrators also'have limits on the resource on
which they can draw in monitoring and providing assrytance. `We .lso

, recognize that compliance monitoring is an essential and indispensible
tool for the OSE. "I this context we conclude that OSE consider focusing
its compliant monitoring--that is, to use monitoring as a conscious
strategy o focus attention on those aspects of the systdM that are

4'
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working least well and to provide assistance that can help LEA practices

to become,more consistent with policy and procedures associated with

PL 94-142.

OSE'might also provide specific technical assistance through

encouraging such concepts as boUndary crossers and Sharing creative

solutions to problems. Showing how the boundary crosser role can provide

one7to,one training is one example of how assistance might be,provided

in.the murky area of inservice training. Finally, we infer from our

local level findings that states need assistance in identif'ying and

.solving the problems associated with coordinating services across

agencies in order to 4etter meet the need for related services.
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.

Appendix A is pages 9-21 of Local Implementation of PL 94-142: First
Year Report of a Longitudinal Study, Marian S. Stearns, David Greene,
and Jade L. David.
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Appendix A

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Overview
0
Public Law 94-142 is a federal mandate to change the way

state,and'local school systeMs operate. in providing services to
handicapped children. The primary purpose of our study is to .

inform BBB and Congress about whether special education at the
local level is changing in the way the law intended and, to the
extent possible; to explain why or why not. We view local imple-
lmentation of PL 94-142` as a process of mutual adaptation between
the requirements of the law and thk realities of local school
systems (cf. Berman and McLaughlin, 1978). The requirements of
the law dictate chanAes that local school systems must undergo,
but the degree of these changes and the forms they may take are
constrained by the organizational and financial structure of the
schools and the political and social idiosyncracies of each local
community -T

The basic orientation and focus the*study are provided by
our conceptual framework. In making explicit our point of vi'w,
it plays m roles in the actual conduct the study (see Appen-
dix B). The conceptual framework also -llows the readet to
judge the exte to which he or she shares our point of view,
Its two major components are an analysis of the goals of local
implementation and a model of the context in whichdlocal
mentation'occurs. The first component provides the study with a
benclmark against which to assess prOgress toward full implemen-

The second component serves to define the domain within
which we expect to find most of the useful (i.e., policy7relevant)
explanations for why local implementation is proceeding one war
rather than another.

Goals of Local Implementation.

The firpt major component of our conceptual framework is. an
analysis of the goals of local implementation of PL 94-142. It
was erived from a careful scrutiny of the pertinent sections of
the taw, incldding both legislattve.latguage and history and the
applicable federal rules and regulations. As the law and regu-
lations are written, the logical and practical relationships'
among the various requirements ani goals are not always easy to
discern. Hence., we needed to provide our btudy with an explicit
description of the most important of these relationships.

A-3
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Overriding Goals and Broad Implications

PL 94-142 includes two overriding goals that pertain to

LEAs: the provision of a free appropriate public education

(FATE) to all handicapped children and the protection of the

rights of handicapped children and their parents. From the

perspective we adoptedlin this study, FAPE is a broad, over-

arching concept that subsumes the "procedural safeguards" con-

cerned with placement in the least restrictive environment and

with nondiscriminatory evaluation. In this view due process

procedures (e.g., for parental notification and informed consent,

and for due process hearings to resolve disputes between parents

and the schools) seive the specific function of.protecting the

right of all handicapped children to FAPE.*

We presume that few, if any,. LEAs presently operate, so as

to achieve the goal of providing RAPE to'all handicapped chil-

dren. Ineplementing the law, therefore, requires LEAs to bring

about change in prevailing practices. By comparing the current

operations of most local, special education systems with the ideal

system implicitly described in the law, we derived two fundament

tal action implications, or implementation goals, that LEAs

should strive for: ,

Increasing the scope and comprehensiveness of special

A
education-services.

Changing current proceduies so they re;Llt in individu-

ally appropriate services for children.

* Requirements for placement in the least restrictive environ-

ment and for nondiscriminatory evaluation are classified dif-

ferently in the regulations,than in the law itself. In the

regulations, the procedures concerned with placement in the

least restrictive environment.and with nondiscriminatory eval-

uation are classified, along_with due process procedures,

under the rubric "Procedural Safeguards'' (subpart E'). In the

law itself, however, the section titled "Ptocedural Safeguards"

(Section 615) covers due process procedures exclusively. In

light of this classification difference between the law and

the regulations, we felt free to decide for ourselves which

one best suited our purposes. Wetreasoned that the key dis-,

tinction is between that which isbeing protected (i.e., th4

FAPE rights that4are.being guaranteed by the law) and that

which is doing the protecting (i.e., the due process prode-

dure§ designed to back up the guarantee).- Although evaluation

procedures and placement procedures logically may be construed

as beronOng in either category; we opted to include them as

integral components of the FAPE goal.

A-4 1
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The first of these implementation goals requires LEAs to
reach out and 'verve all children in need of special. education

. services (i.e., to eliminateiinappropriate exclusign from the
system).- It also encompasses an,lincrease in the range and flexi-
bility of services available-to eligible children. This has
merit.in its own right and is bayed on the presumption that a
wide,,fIexible range of services facilitates movement toward less
restrictive placements. In short, LEAs must identify and serve'
all eligible children.

The second, implementation goal requires changing'traditional
practices in' specific and fundamental ways; this amounts to a
paradigm shift in how schools deLde what services each child
receives. Tra4itionally, special education practices have 'rested
on classification: a child is Classified as having one or more
handicapping conditions that then determine what services are to
be delivered, by whom, and where. The .intent of PL 94-142 is to
alter this system fundamentally ty shifting the focus of .special
'education frap categories of disakilities to individual chil-
dren's needs. The law now requires that a child's unique needs
be identified and that services appropriate to these needs be
provided. Instead of fitting children to available programs,
schools are now required to-design an individually appropriate
program for each child; The proceduries specified to accalplish
this goal necessitate basic, structural changes in how educa-
tional programming decisions are made. These basic, structural
changes mist be one of the fundamental implementation goals for
LEAs.

The FAPE Schema

cr,

After visiting all of our sites during the planning phase of
the study, it became apparent that, with rare exceptions; person-
nel attracted to special educati&t are dedicated to providing an
appropriate education for all haddicapped children. It was also
apparent, however, that individuals working in these 22 diverse
LEAs met with greatly varying degrees of success in attaining'the
ideals of,PL 94-142. Although it is always possible for excep-
tional individuals to achieve their own, different purposes in
spite of a system that discourages them, it is far more common
for the structure of an organization to shape and direct indivi-
duals' actions. Therefore, we decided it was most useful to
study the degree to which goals *ere met in terms of how local
special education systems operate-, rather than in terms of the
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behavior of individuals or the degree of, their compliance 4h
specific provisions of the law:*

Figure 1 is a schematic representation of What the law says

about how anideal special education system should operate under
full implementation of PL 94-142. The schema omits the due

process procedurek, not because they are any less important than

the VAPE provisions, but simply because, concept lly and graph-

, ically, it is unwieldy to depict both on the sam diagram.

Parents who have a complaint may invoke due proges procedures

with respect to virtually any matter shown in toe E schema.

Thus the protectfon afforded by the due process requireinents is
intended to permeate the entire system rather than be localized
anywhere that might be usefully depicted in the schema.

The FAPE schema explicitly represents the rqlationships
`among the mechanisms, values, and goals in PL 94-142 that charac-

terize an ideal local special education system. By this we mean

a school system that is set-up to'achieve the goal-6f providing
FAPEto all handicapied children in its jurisdiction, and in

which due process prlocedores are functioning effectively. Thus;

the FAPE schema serves our, study as a working definition of the

intent of the law. The remainder of this section desctibes the
elements of the FAPE schema in some detail, thereby introducing
thenreader to most of the specific requirements of the law with
which our study was concerned.

S

* The related decision, to conceptualize the spirit of the law

in terms of a 'special education system operating in a manner .

compatible Wail the law's intent, effectively eliminated'our

need to address a'host-of questions dealing with individual

motivation and blame. Thus, we were Ale to focus our atten-
tion where it was most likely to lead to policy-relevant

observations: on incentives and disincentives, coping strat-

,- ekies, de facto priorities, and the practical difficulties of
achieving the law's intent in organizations that were set UD

to operate differently.'
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The ultimate goal of the system depicted in Figure 1 is to
provide a free appropriate public education for all handicapped
children. This requires that two complementary decisions bg made
about each handicapped child: What educational goals and ser-
vices are individually appropriate for the particular child? and
What is the least restrictive environment in which the child can
be provided Wth the services appropriate to his/her needs? '

Central to these decisions, and hence shown directly to
their left in this schema, is a set of our basic values that can
be inferred from a close reading of th legislative history of
PL 94142. Most crucial is the need or individual attention.1
Complementing this is the imperative f avoiding erroneous clas-
sification. Together, these two values constitute a fundamental

shift in emphasis away from a system in which the assignment of a
child to a category was the most significant event in the child's
special education career. The third basic value is that of par-
ental involvement. The final value derives from an awareness
that both handicapped and nonhanVicapped children benefit from
the mutual exposure that "mainstreaming"_provides.

Decisions about what is "appropriate" should res It from
treating the child individually, involving the child's parents,

avoiding erroneous' classification, and considering the benefits
of mutual exposure. Decisions about what environment is least
restrictive should result from a balancing act in which the

"mainstreaming" goal of the law is reconciled with the child's
best interest.

The law alsq includes specific requirements that should
encourage the consideration of:these basic values in the decision-
making process. These requirements appear in the federal rules
and regulations which are shown to the left of the boxes labeled
"Underlying Values." In determining which services are most
appropriate for the child, the key regulations concern IEP proce-
dures, testing and evaluation procedures, and the need to Justify
removing a child from the regular classroom. To determine the
least restrictive setting appropriate for the child, the salient
regulations are those concerning multiple sources -of information
and multiple participants in decisionmaking, consideration of
potential harm to the child and, again, the justification for
removing a child from the.regular class setting.

These requirements, and the values they promote, are con-

siderations primarily dealt with,by people at the school level
(teachers, evaluators, principals) who work directly with the
handicapped child. The role Of the LEA administration in the
law's implementation hierarchy is to provide the conditions
necessary for school level personnel to carry out their functions
as intended. These conditions are presented in the Shaded boxes.

To choose a placement that is the least restrictive environ-
ment appropriatefor the child, decisionmakers must have some
range of plAcement!/available from which to select. Similarly,
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placement, and services, and to permit the deAsionmaking and(
service delivery'mechanisms to operate as intended, the LEA must
provide qualified perSonnel, in-service training, and the dis-

.semination of "state-of-the-art" knowledge. Thus, the LEA is
required to identify all children in need of.special education
and related services so that their individiial'needs can be dete -'.".
mined. The,LeA is also required to implement and use the state-s
IcomprehensiVe system of personnel development. Finally, the L A'
must provide a full variety of program opions_and nonacademic
and supplemental services in order to ensure that there ila
continuum of alternative placements and supplementary serces.

The main an age of the RAPE schema is that it shows'the
relationships amon the literal and implied requirements of tte
law and its regulations. It is not intended to descpAe what
actually happens in a school or district; instead, it descr bes-1,

the considerations that ought to influence the way School sy tems
refer, evaluate, place ,and provide services for,handicappe&
children. If current practices in LEAs do not reflect these
considerations, then the law intends that such practices change.

Context for Local Implementation

The second major component of our conceptual framework is a
model of the context in which local implementation of PL 94-142
occurs. Because they are relevant to studying the impleMentation
goals describedin the preceding section, certain features and

'.characteristica V3f public service bureaucracies in-general and
local special edication syStems in particular are describeikin
this model. The law is designed to bring about some rather basic
changes in ,klow these Systems operate therefore, we have paid

. particular attention to the character stics most likely to pose
barriers to these changes.

Special' Eerucation Systems

Most local special education systems share three organiza-
tional characteristics that are likely to play a significant role

/41b.

in the implementation process: specialization of functions
divion along the lines of different disabilities, and se ara-
tion between the special and regular education systems. -Although
the structure of special education systems does differ from place
.t placeparticularly-as a function of the size of the adminis7
trative unit, these three characteristics are remarkably uniform.

.._..-7

Every special edUcation system performs the same basic
fundtiolis in the.same basic sequence: students are identified

ve and referred, evaluiEed, placed, and provided with services. In
all but the smallest districts, diffetent personnel are involved
at different stages in this series of functions. Thus, to imple-
ment change (e.g., bredking down the historic tendency to provider .

services solely -on the basis of a child's classification), the'
A
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effort must be coordinated so that rson in the orocess .

working toward teat goal. In a Am iatrIct, this effort may_

amount to little more than the,psychologist wticPis "in charge" of

.special educatiorisinformally communicating, a new condept to'the

appropriate people. In larger LEAA, however, assessment fuqc-,
tions and service:delivery functions are often performed by

personnel reporting to entirely separateorganizationalantities,
neither of'which has a direct,aine relationship to other school&
level personnel. Specialization of functlon is at its greatest
here: -before a 'new concept .can have sign_ icant impact 'at the
school level, coordination must have begun at the highest level

of the administrativaladder and been4passed down step by step.

The' traditional division along the lines of different dis-

abilities is an even more fundamental obstacle for.PL 94-142
implementationq For historical reasons, the typical special
education system of today is literally desigfied tochannel
handicapped chiddren into one of a fixed number of programs; the
larger the system, the Imrger the organizationalWrtntur:e of
each separate programs In its most extreme,form, each organiza-
tional unit charged with the delivery of services for a'particu-

,
lar disability may even have its own referial form and its own
fEP format. Within such a system, the best efforts of an MIS
(educable mentally retarded) coordinator to teach 'regular teactre

era-to use a referr 1 form may actually-work at cross purposes to

the efforts of an D (learning disabilities) dinator doing

the same jot', early, it is difficult to immp ement goals that '

emphasize the individual in a syltem afirrdy rooted in classi7
ficationlik(tYpe of disability.

.

The organizational bodhdary between regular and special

also has deep historical roots. Although districts.vary.

among themselves, spedial education has always,been "differe9t,"

either subordinate to the -regular educatrOn,systein or autonomous,°
but with a much more limited budget or line aUtkority. This

separation typidally exacerbates'thestigma oft % associated with
handicapped children (and those who work with'them) and lisits
the, ability of spedial education administrators to effect changes

in policy. Given the emphasis in PL 94-142 on 'mainstreaming"

and other desiderata related to coordination between regulat and

special edutatioh, this organizational boucdary merits attention.

.

-
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Public Servile Bureaucracies

Locp educational agencies share several features with other
public service kureaucracies in which change has been,studied.
Police departments, welfare Igencies, and school systems, among
others, share certain characteristics that affect their capacity
to change. One such feature is their public service orientation.Unlike anizations motivated primarily to maximize profits,
publiClse ice bureaucracies are oriented toward fatisfying theirclients' n eds for-services; and client demand always expands toabsorb al the services the syst m'can deliver. A corollary is
that pr, lems literally never\ way: Thus, a teacher could
never Oa all the individual 'needs of all herRr his students,and at the same time meet the .expectations of 8811eagues and
superiors. Similarly, a-district office can -never meet all the
legitimate needs of all the schools.it serves and the agencies 'towhich it is responsible. ItifollOws ,hat public service bureau- -,cracies are chronically short of resources and are forced to
compete for a limited share of them. Hence, their most basic
need, adequate and reliable financial support, is dependent on
politics and usually beyond their control. .

This combination, unlimited demand and-limited resoUrcesp
means that individuals-in public service bureaucracies inevitablydevelop coping strategies in order'to make the necessary trade-offs. These strategies are not necessarily devised or implemented,
capaciously, but they are inevitable. Examples abound: estab-lishing priorities among prOgrams tb support or clients to be
served, modifying goals,, redefining Or limiting clientele to be
served, establish g roUtines to handle more individuals 1.6 less

entime, rationing ervites and, in general, exercising considerable
discretion in day-to-day practice.

.

,
. Finally, although mission-oriented, public service bureau-
cracies, as cotplex organizations, are also structured to main-
tain stability. Consisting of individuals whose role relation-
shi$8 are well cleaned, they'do not change readily or by fiat.
Hence, introducing fundamental change into a system like the
public schools is bound to encounter some resistance and pre-
dictable problems.

The "Bottom-Up"-Perspective

....,

I

On the basis -of Our expecience,'the Rand study of educa I
tional change by Berman and McLaughlin (1978),, and the hindsight,
afforded us by Weatherley's (1975) detailed study of the ample-
mentation of Chapter 766 (the special education law) in Massachu-
setts, we know that local contextual factors play a- major 'role
in shaping the specific. ature of the inevitable trade-offs
and coping strategies of both individuals and organizations.
Weatherley provides many illustrations; such as the predictable
tension between identifying and 'serving a larger amber of thilr
dren and providing more individualized attentions for those

4
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already in the system. A school priL ipal, for example, must

decide whether.to spend Numerous hours arranging an iar.ser4ice

training program tohelp-iir'hiS'reguIarl-tedqers improve service

to handicapped children in their classes or_to''vfleld those hours

helping a teacher solve the problem of one child°§Theeds for more

appropriate_ services.

. 1.ong with the Weatherley and Lipsky (1977) "street level.
bureaucrat" model, we take the perspedtive that policy is being ,

- made (i.e., "implemented")-by the behavior of the, individual most
closely,in'contact with the client. From this point of view, the

higher federal and state admitistritive levels function as con-
straints on the range of.options'available to these local
"policymakers." These constraints can be either facilitators or

inhibitors when they are compared with some idealized standard of

performance. For example, a state requirement that a psycholo-

gist use a particular battery of tests constitutes a constrain

within which the psychologist has to operate in conducting an
evaluation. If the requirement is consistent with the goals of
PL 94-142, it facilitates progress toward implementation; if snot,
the requirement inhibits it. 'What this means is that individuals '

in public service bureaucracies are always being "squeezed"
between constraints fiom above and demands from below. At any
point on the administrative ladder there is always some level of

the organization. that is under pressure.

Our study of local implementatidn focuses on two levels of

local special education systems: the administrative '(district).

and the service delivery (school)' level. In lat.F-tee-ftTh
tions of this report, we oftekuse the term district to
to various administrative levet staffs; similarly, we refe to

all service delivery personnel (e.g., psychological evaluat
resource teacher, principal) as school level. Thesp two levels,

with their respective contexts, are depicted in,Figure 2.

The top half of the figure represents the administrative.

level. Assuming the administrative unit is a district office,
the SEA at the top sends down regulations and money, monitors the
district office, and provides technical assistance.* Immediately

' .below ale- the 'schools, needing and demanding as much help from

the district office as they can get. As an organization; the

distript office has certain attributes ( "within- office factors")

that may facilitate or inhibit its capacity to get things done.

An unusually competent administrator can increase the capacity of

this office to deal with its problem If the administrator is

i&.*41
the only district-wide special e ion person--as is the case

in many small districts--then h or her capacity is the district

office capability. In any case, we expect the office to be
11.

.
- t

\\

The SEA itself is affected by its own context, of e'ourse, but

we take this'level into account in our study only.to-the

extent that it has a direct effect at the LEA level.

A-12
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figurativelyibursting its seams",because of pressures from top
and bottom.'fAadording to our,view of discretionary strategies,
the specific, concrete, day-to-day details of the local context

will determine where the figurative "bulges" occur. Thus, for

example, a district with little or no organized parent pressure
will find it relatively easy to place alow priority on the
parental involvement requirements of the law. On the other hand,

a district with organized and vocal parent pressure cannot long
avoid-responding to.the-perent involvement requirements, despite
the heavy commitment in time add personnel that this entails.

The bottom halflof Figure 2 depicts the service delivery
(schobl)' level. At the top is the district office, representing'
both the helpful and restrictive constraints that act on the

local 'school. Below are the children to be served. The quality

of school personnel and leadership (and other "within-school
factors") varies,as it does at the district level. Given the

view that schools operate at or near their capacity, when they
are caught up in the demands-resources squeeze, their priorities
depend a great deal onthe specific, concrete, day-to-day details
of the immediate context. For example; when only one opening for

A a special program exists, one vpuld expect that those with the
loudest demands Fill likely be given the most attention. Of

course, these'demands may come from frustrated teachers as well.

as persistent parents. What our model suggests is that the
relative volume of demandi is related to such ("locA context")

s factors as the economic and educational level of parents and the
traditional parent - school' relations in the neighborhood where the

dChool is located.

In summary, our model of the Implementation context adopts a
"bottom-up" perspective on implemehtation. To study the progress

of implementation, we focus our attention on the structural
features'of local special education systems and* a fe7 basic
"facts of life" common to all public service bureaucracies. In

doing so, we share the point of view of the ndividuals who deal
most directly with handicapped children and their parents. These
"street.levehibureaucrats," be they teachers or school-level
administrators, are the individuals whdse responses to the require-
ments of PL 94-142 determine whether or not the intent of the law0s
met. Their responses, in turn, reflect the circumstances of
their daily lives, of which the federal law is only one factor.
Thus; to understand local Implementation, we must understand how
the requirements of the law do or do not mesh with preexisting
local practice.

The "bottom up" perspective relegates. oPL 94-142 tojust one
factor among many influencing the practiceof special education.
While this is an accurate view because the progress of implemen-
tation is, in fact; multi,ply.determined, it minimizes our ability

to attribute any particular fact or event to the law, per se.
Instead of attempting to isolate the effect of .tie law by itself,
we study the effect of the law in combination with preexisting
state and Ibcal contextual factors. Because any change that

A-14
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policymakers might institute in the law or regulations.would'also
have to operate under this same combination of factors, thi;,
approach seems suited to provide policymakers with the most
appropriate point of view.

k This Conceptual frAmewort has continued to evolve over the
first year of the study: As elaborated in the following chapter,
,our basic method of approach is iterative. For the conceptual
framework, this approach means continued revision and refinement,
such that, at any given point in our study, the'current version
incorporates and representsshaewe have learned'about how best
to think abdut local implementation of PI, 94 -142. In this sense,
the conceptual framewoik-is in itself an important product of our
study.

A-15
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Appendix B is pages 23-50 of Local Implementation of PL 94 -142: 'First
Year Report of a Longitudinal Study, Marian S. Stearns, David Greene,and Jane L. David
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Appendix B

METHOD OF APPROACH

Overview

ti

In conceiving this study, OSE recognized the. importance of461ving into the underlying dynamics of local implementation. tobest use its resources for this purpose, OSE's request for a longi-tudinal study specified a multiple case study design.

This design has obvious advantages for leading to policy-relevant insights. The open-ended, intensive style of'case study
research is ideally suited to investigating complex processes and
discovring unexpected relationships that could elude a more
structured, survey-type approach. Moreover, the main weakness of
a case study--that it provides depth at the expense of breadthits-obviated when the results of many similar case studies can bicompared and contrasted with each other. Nevertheless, all
designs We their pitfalls;yheLe,

to maximiteche validity and
generalizability of our findings% we infused Oifii methods with
precautions against the major pitfalls we could anticipate.

I

We knew that we could generalize relationships from our'ample to a larger population only if the sample included a wide
range of variation on important explanatory factors.* Thus, inselecting our sample, we designied procedures to ensure that our22 sites varfed considerably-on the factors then deemed most
likely to explain differences in'local implementation. After
three visits to each site,.ourtstaff were able to develop a more
informed list of factors on which it was essential there be
variation in order to protect against invalid inferences. We
were then ble to confirm that our ple selection procedureshad indeed accomplished this purpo e.

ro

In conducting the individual case studies, we designed
procedures to ensure that we obtained multiple perspectives,
asked relevant questions, and avoided premature closure. These
procedures minimized the danger that our site-by-site findingswould be trivial or unnecessarily contaminated by respondent or
interviewer bias. Also, in performing cross-site analyses, we
adopted an_ inductive logic of disconfirming or qualifying propo-sftions rather than a deductive logic of testing hypotheses.
This approach, among its other virtues, enabled us to avoid the
loss of interesting and important findings that appeared in only
a few sites or in different forms in different sites.

4* We discuss the subject of generalizability at greater length
on page B -8'( "Variation on Important Factors").

'B-3
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Finally, our methods included the validating step of peer

and practitioner review of our findings. By circulatApg our
draft report among to score of critics with_a wide Variety of.

...
perspectives, we assured ourselves that our inbred' limitatIons

had not produced a phantom picture of reality. Ultimately, of

course,,,any7ongitudinal study also benefits from the opportunity
to make itprovements over time on the basis 'eq.-continuing feed-

back. -The rest of this Overview section introduces two orienting
concepts that illustrate how this works in our study.

Cycles of Data Collection and Analysis

The 'iterative, cyclical nature of our study is illustrated

in Figure 3. Each year of the longittldinal study includes two

cycles of data collection and analysis. Each cycle begins with

the current conceptual framework, which represents our current
understanding of how best to think about local implementation of

94-142. In the fall of 1978 in particular. we had the benefit,

not only of our prior kgpledge and experience, but also of what

we had learned from sitdFvisits conducted during the planning

phase of this study. As described in more detail in subsequent
.sections,- the-coneeptual.framework provides the starting point
for genekating a working list of topics to pursue on site (the

"debriefi`ng format") and criteria for site visitors to use in

selecting respondents ith whom to schedule intervievis. It is

also the source of more general concepts that provide some of the

content of site visitor training. After this training, the cycle

continues with the site visits themselves, individual site analy-
ses, and cross-site analyses. As illustrated in Figure 3, deci-

sions made during earlier stages in the cycle, may be modified

dictated by experience during later stages. Finally, the results

of data analyses feedback into the conceptual framework, where
the next cycle will begin.

There are two different ways in which our knowledge grows

with each cycle of.the study. First, we describe changes in the

statue of special education in our sites that take place over
time on specific topics of interest (e.g., uses of IEPs or the
range of currently available services). To the extent that the

same topics, remain of interest over time, these descriptions of
changes in status are analogous to traditional longitudinal data.

Second, with each cycle of the study we increase our ability

to judge what feature of each topic is most impo.rtant to pursue

0.
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effort must be coordinated so that each person'in the process is
working toward that goal. In a small district, this effort may
amount to little more than the psychologist who is "in charge" of
special education inforially communicating a new concept to the
-appropriate people. In larger LEAs, however, assessment func-
tions and service delivery functions are often performed by
personnel reporting to entirely separate organizational entities,
neither of which has a direct line relationship to other school
level personnel. Specialization of function is at its greatest
here: before a new concept can have significant impact at the
school level, coordination must have begun at the highest level
of the administrative ladier and been passed down step by step.

The traditional division along the lines of different dis-
abilities is an even more fundamental obstacle for PL 94-142
implementation.. tor historical reasons, the typical special
education system of today is literally. designed to channel
handicapped children into one of a fixed number of programs; the
larger the system, the larger the organizational structure of
each separate program. In its most extreme form, each organiza-
tional unit chargediwith the deliveiy of services for a particu-
lar disability may even have its own referral form and its own
IEP format. Withinlsuch a system, the best efforts of an EMR
(educable Mentally etarded) coordinator to teach regular teach-

.,

ers to ust a referr 1 form may actually work at cross purposes to
the efforts. of an L (learning disabilities)* coordinator doing
the same job. Clearly, it is difficult to implement' goals that
emphasize the indiidual in a system so firmly r &oted in classi-
fication by type\Of disability,. "

, -

The organizational bOundary between regula and special edu-
cation also has deer historical roots. Althoug districts vary
among themselves, Special education has always een "different,"
either subordinate to the regular education, system or autonomous,
but with a much more limited budget or line authority.-This
separation typically, exacerbates the stigma often associated with.
handicapped children (and those who work with them) and limits
the ability of special education administrators to effect changes
in policy. Given theemphasis in PL 94-142 on "mainstreaming"
and other desiderata related to coordination'between regular and
special education, this organizationaloundary merits attention.

r-

* Children with specifi;4 learning disabilities (SLD) are
included as handicappetd under PL 94-142. Because the abbrevi-
ation LD is more commo ly used in practice, we use it, rather
than SLD, through6ut tt e.rest of this report.

r..
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The initial selection of sites is the only!stage df the
study that does not reflect its iterative nature, because the
sample (or a portion of it) is kept constant for longitudinal
comparisons (Figure 3).. The following section describes the ,
method by which we selected ours sample and provides evidence of
the variation within the sample on important explanatory factors.
Subsequent sections describe our data collection and analysis
prdcedures.

Sample Selection

The goal of sample selection was to choose a number of sites
'small enough to study intensively and yet varied, enough to sup-
port generalizations to a larger, population. To accomplish the'
former, we limited the number of sites to 22. To accomplish the
latter, we selected factors that we believed would be most likely
to explain differences in local responses to PL 947,142 and that
could be ascertained, at least grossly, in advance. We then
devised procedures that would ensure maximum variation on these
factors among the LEAs in our sample.

Selecting States

The purpose of selecting states was to maximize the liken-
hood'of obtaining relevant variations among the LEAs in the
resulting sample. To ensure this variation, we bggan by select-
ing states that represented the continuum on the match between
existing state special education laws and PL 94-142. We presumed
that the extent to which states-had enacted requirementa similar
to PL 94-142 before its passage would'strongly influence the
responses of their LEAs to the new requirements. Hence', we used
dtate level measures of policies similar to PL 94-142.ae a proxy
for the extent to which LEAs in the state would have had ,a head
start in implementing the new law.

To measure the match between state laws ana policies and
PL 94-142, we first used information from the review of state
laws and regulations conducted by the National Association of
'State Directors of Special Education (NASDSE). In keeping with
the philosophy of our study, we also interviewed persons With
firsthand knowledge of state practices. These included NASDSE
staff and BEH state plan officers. This enabled us to sort
states into three categories--low, middle and high--according to
how closely their., state policies matched the major provisions of ,
PL 94-142 (individualized education programs, parent involvement,
a variety of placement settings, and allowances for least
restrictive placemen,ts) .

4101b

To select the states in which LEAs would be chosen, we held
a conference in Washington, D.C., attended by SRI staff, OSE offi-
cials, and NASDSE staff. During the'meeting we sought comments
on the results of these classifications.

At\the suggestion of

11-7
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the participants, two other state level factors were added to our
selection criteria: state funding formulas for special education ---------

and' the state system of organization for specs education.
Based,on these criteria and the comments of theVonference par
ticipants, we chose nine states that represented substantial
variation on' the factors: California, Florida, Illinois, Missis
sippi, Oklahotna, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island", Tennessee, and Wash

ington.

Selecting LEAs
.

,
.

LEAs in these states were selected, so as to maximize varia

tion on _local factors that we expected would influence responses
to PL 94-142. We presumed that the availability and accessibil
ity of resources would strongly affect local special educatibn
practices. We defined availability of resources as the amount o
local funding, facilities, qualified staff, administrative lead
ership, and community involvement. We defined accessibility of
resources in terms of geographic size and population dispersal.
We al wanted to ensure variety on other potentially significlht

i uences such as the presence of residential institutions,
laborallive relationships with other districts, statesupported

special schools, and separate buildings for special education.

To obtain infOrmation on these (actors and nominations for
LEAs to be included for study, we spoke with the. state directors
of special education and other state level personnel in all nine
states. During these conversations we described both the pur
poses ofthe study and our definitions of the factors on which we
wanted variation% The former was necessary in order to communi
cate that the success of the study rested on our ability to see

tr'

pointeds as well as solutions; hence, we poted out-that the
study ould''fail if only exemplary LEAs were nominated. Because

the factors were essentially clusters of variables and not indi
vidually measurable, we also---)spent Considerable time explaining
what we meant by resources and the type of variation we re

seeking. The nominations we received reflectei our crit is and

covered a range of districts from each of the nine states. From
these recommendations, we chose two or three IrEAa from each

state, primarily to ensure variation across the entire group of -

them and on the basis'of 1,ogistical concerns. This resulted in a
sample of 22 LEAs (Figure 4).

Variation on Important Factors

Before looking at the evidence that shows we achieved requi
site variation in our sample, we should consider how this evi
dence is related to the generalizability of our findings. We are

particularly concerned about the generalizability of the undetly
ing reasons or explanations for local responses tp PL 94-142 that
wsOnfer from the data in our sample. To be useful to policy
makers, these explanations must be generalizable to a larger

B-8
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population than the 22 LEAs we visited. Because the requirements
for generalizability are an extension of the requirements for
validity, we begin Pith aillaiscussion of the latter.

6,

A reason pr explanation is /alid only to the extant that
(1) it is pusible in its own right and (2) we.believethat,all
v'elevant al rnatives have been adequately considered and
rejected.* Thus, one cannot prove that an explanation is valid;
one can only persuade by argument or by appeal to another's
experience that both these criteria have been met. At ,%inimum,

such persuasion requires that the explanation be der ed rom a
-sample containing the factors generally believed to be 'likely
_explanatory factors. To make a case for validity, one should
maximize the variation on.as "many of these factors as possible.
This is because the more .a factor varies within a sample, the
more reliably.its-relatie i can be judged. To be even
more persuasilie, it should be possible to argue that no reason-
able c explanatory factor has been excluded from the
sample.

The criteria for vaid inference call attention to the
relative importance and relative exhaustiveness'of.the explana-
tory factors included in the sample,'not merely how much these
factors vary. Including all the releyant explanatory factors is
necessary to allow the possibility of valid inference; the higher
the variation on these factdrs, the higher the-likelihood that
valid inference will be achieved in practice.**

An explanation is generalizable from a sample to a larger
- population only to the extent,that (1) it meets the criteria for

validity within the sample and (2) we believe that the explana-
tion would appear equally valid if it were tested, by the.same
criteria, against the data in any other'. sample comparably. drawn

* This is the crux of all inductive inference. Researchers vary
40 in their abilities to think of relevant alternative explana-

tions, to collect and use ata\skillfully-to test them, and to
persuade their audiences'that they have donean adequate,job.
Similarly, the multiple audiences for and stakeholders in

researchefforts,vary in both the sophistication and'the neu- - t
trality with Uhich they make judgments about the adequacy of
these efforts. Hence, reasonable people sometimes disagree
about whether a particular research finding meets the'criteria
for a valid explanation.

** For pufpo es of this discussion, we assume that the validity
." of inducti e inference is not limited by inadequaotts fn the

analysis-of the data provided by the sample. (Our procedures
for data analysis are described in a separate section later in
this chapter.)
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frbm-the larger population.* Thus, the specific criterion for
.generalizability from esample is the lielef that all the impor-,-.

tant eyplanatory'factors inthe larger populatioi are ade uately
. represented in the sample. Again, the mote yariltion th e is

on these factors, the more confid ence we have that they dequately,
represent the larger pOpulation.

.

4 ,

'Assessing the adequacy of ouesampling choices was a major
goal of the preliminary .sine visits during the Spring 1978 plan-
ning .phase of our study. -11though ,the site selection lectors

a themselves are L(St directly measurable (see "Selecting LEAs,"
above)', intervi ws and documents collected on ,site provided
numerous facts and. figures about, resource availability andeacces-

. sibility. State laws,an4 tegulatiOns also provided pelevant
information to confirm the expert advice we had accepted'in the
process of selecting states. .When we used this kind of informa-

i tion to assess the variability in our sample,. we were satisfied
s..

that
.
ft met ,any reasonable expectations. ..

I

.
. .

.

. Aftet the Spring 979 site visits, we were id a position to
tp see whether difference in implementation were associated with

differences in the kinds of factors we had used to select our
sites. 'Witya full year's formal data collection behind us, the'

-staff held a series of meetings to reach some consensus on the*
set of factors to include in "site factor matrix." The main
criterion for including a fa for in the matrix was the same as it

.

had been for choosing the-fa ors that provided the basis for
sample selection: the belief that it exercises a significant
influence on local PL 94-142 i plementation. We also limitedithe

jp set to the kinds of factors that could be stated and defined so
.as to apply, as least in principle, toll 22 LEAs.** The main
difference was that this.ime our judgments were based on what we
had each learned'from interviewing respondents with'multiple
perspectives in several LEAs.

Tables 1 and 2 Present these state and local level factors *44. -

and their definitions. After a year's.experience in the field,
these are the 11 explanatoty factors that we judged collectivelY
to be most "important In -accounting for differences among LEAg.in

.

* In the case of statistical inference, this belief isjustified
within known limits to the extent that certain assumptions
about the populatiolo are true and certain procedures for sam-
ple selection are followed.

** At indivigUal sites ot*er factors (e.g., local politics) were
often, if not always, equally or even more taiportant,inflxi-
ences on PL 94-142 implementation. 14oreover, the chosen fac-
tors so often act in combination with each other that their
individual effect at an individual site may be essentially
impossible to determine.
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TABLE 1

STATE LEVEL FACTORS AFFECT NG LOCAL PL 94-142 IMPLEMENTATION

FACTORS AND HOW THEY WERE DEFINED DISTRIBUTION OF STATES IN OUR SAMPLE

+ Neither _.

, .
.

TRADITION: State special education law -t-

/

6 2 1as of 1977-1978; plus if progressive,
facilitates; mirtus if regressive, inhibits.

,

FINANCIAL SUPPORT: As perceived by local
.

2

.

6

.,..%

1

'--

.--. during 1978-1979; plus if abundant, praised;
minus if meager, acute problem.%

2

.

i
5.

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP: /As perceive
by locals;plus iilhelpful; minus if
detrimental.

.

,

4 '

MONITORING: As erceived by lo als;

.

.

.

i

.

1
plus if helpful; f detrimental.

1.4

,ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA: With rega,rd to

1

.. .

7

.

.

1

.

individualization of services; plus if "

reasonablymIlexibie; minus if unreasonably
rigid.-
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TABLE 2

'LOCAL LEVEL FACTORS AFFECTING LOCAL PL 94-142 IMPLEMENTATION

FACTORS AND HOW THEY WERE DEFINED
DISTRIBUTION OF LEAS IN OUR SAMPLE

4

4-. Neither -
.

TRADITION: Relative to general education, as of 1977-78; plus if good

13

.

5 4

support irethe past; minus if poor support in the past (even if gettingbetter now).

RESOURCES: Relative wealth and political clout within the state; plus

7 -8.

.

7

,

if facilitates implementation relative to other LEAs; minus if inhibits
implementation relative to other LEAs.

N

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP: Plus if facilitates relative to other LEAs;
.

13..
minus if Inhibits relative to other LEAs within the state, .C. . 3 .

SIZE OF ADMINISTRATION: Of special education; plus if small or simple,

.

.

5 8
minus if large or complex enough to require attention in its own right.

DISPERSION/COMNUNITY STRUCTURE: Plus 'if urban, industrialized, densely popu-

6* '9 **

i

7

lated, many low-incidence handicapping conditions; minus if rural, not indus-
trialized, sparsely populated, few low-incidence handicapping conditions.

PARENT PRESSURE: Plus if heavy pressure for services, high, expectations

4 3 8 11

relative to resources, parents are organized; minas if passivity, needto reach out, expectations are met by present services.

*One also high dispersion.

**Includes three suburbs" and-one small town.
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their implementation of PL 94-142. -These factors are quite
similar to, albeit more proximal and differentiated than, the
factor on which our sites were originally selected. We invite
our readers to compare this set of factors with their own
experiences.

Tables 1 and 2 also provide the opportunity to look at the
variation in our sample on these factors. A few comments may be
helpful in interpreting the entries in the tables. The "neither"
column was used for two different purposes: to indicate an "in
between" point on the scale afid to indicate that the scale cquld
not be meaningfully app ,lied to a given state or LEA. Because
three of the five stateleyel criteria were defined from the LEA
perspective, it was common for a state to be judged "neither"
when different LEAs saw the same SEA from conflicting perspec
tives. This was particularly the case for monitoring, which
should 'be no surprise to our readers. It also appears that our
sample overrepresent§ progressive states and progressive LEAs or
that we came to view more of our sites in these terms after we
had visited them: Notwithstanding this tendency in the tables,
the data reinforce our conviction that the sample meets the
"bottom line" criterion for generalizability of rplanations: no
cell is empty.

Because the data reflect judgments that -our respondents made

in confidence, we do not disclose which states andLEAs belong in
particular categories. Unfortunately, this constraint results in
tables that presdnt.a very conservative picture of the variation
in our sample. To convey more accurately the extent to which our
22 LEAs represent a variety of combinations of explanatory fac
tors, we present the followinglapsule Oescriptions, of each
siEe's.characteristics.

California

Butte County is a consortium of 15 school districts in a

rural mountain area in northern California. The
consortium serves 22,100 students of whom 1,600 are in
special education. The consortium was formed to prepare
to meet the full educational opportunity/free appropriate

public education requirements of PL 94-142 and ,the
California Master Plan for Special Education. Chico
State 43iniversity lies within the county and trains
special education personnel.

Fresno itfied School District is the sixth largest
district in California, serving approximately 3,332
excePllonal.students. Two. colleges within the county
provide special education teacher preparation. The
economy is-largely dependent on agribusiness, with a
large minority population. Although ranking low on
income, the district ranks highon expenditures for
instruction. A desegregation plan and the California
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Master Plan for Special Educationar e being implemented
simultaneously with PL 94-142.

San Diego Unified
,

School District is the 11th largest
district in the United States, in a citifwith -a large
senior citizen population, a 1prge naval base, and two
large universities. The special education department is
made up of a complex administrative structure that encom-
passes 5 divisions and 18. different subdepartments. The
school district is implementing a court-ordered desegre-
gation plan and has been accepted into the California
Master Plan, whilein addition adjusting to cutbacks from
the passage of the Jarvis-Gann property tax reduction
initiative.

Florida

Hillsborough County's public schools are consolidated
N- into a single school district which is the 22nd largest

in the United States, serving approximately 11,500
handicapped students. Tampa, the county seat, is the

. regional financial, service, and distribution center fpr
Florida's-west coast. A large minority population is
present in the county, and there are two universities
that provide trained special education personnel to the
'schools. 'LEAs in.Florida exhibit a great deal of
independence as do principals within LEAs through the
doption of a schobl-based management system.

Okeechobee is a poor, rural county in southern Florida
whose main.industry is agriculture. There is a large
Spanish-speaking, Indian, and migratory population within
the county. Like all LEAs within Florida, the Okeechobee
School District is a county system and serves a highly
dispersed population of.4,300 students of whom slightly
over 10% are in special education.' Because of its rural
location, access to and attraction of resources has been
limited.

Illinois

Lee County Joint Av. ment is a. special education cooper-
ative locat n rur 1 northcentral Illinoia that was
formed in 1 67 when it was mandated that Illinois schools
provide spec al education for all children, ages 3-'L1,.by
1969., The joint agreement includes all of Lee County and
two or three districts from surrounding counties, and
serves 17% of the school-aged population in special edu-
cation. One of the largest employers is the residential
state mental health facility located in Dixon with an
estimated 400 school-aged children to be served.
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Northern-Suburban Special Education District (NSSED) is a
joint agreement of 23 member-school districts on Lake
Michigan to the north of Chicago that is composed of a
series of affluent, politically astute, suburban
communities. NSSED, which has been in existence since
1960, serves approximately 5,000 handicapped children in
a total school population of 47,000.

Mississimpi

Itawamba is a rural county in northeastern Mississippi
whose main industry is agriculture. The'dispersed popu-

lation of 3,700 students is served by 7 schools in the
district. The special education program was instituted
in 1921...and serves 181 students. The program is supple-

mented by close cooperation with the SEA and state-
directed Area.Le4rning Resource Center.

-Pa-det-goula -Independent School District is located in
Jackson County, one of the most affluent in Mississippi,
due to an economy based on light and heavy industry. The

population is diverse, including Indians and Vietnamese
who shave settled in the, area al* who are supportive of

school. programs. Two nearby universities provide the
district with technical assistance as well as teaching
personnel. The school district serves approximately
9,000 students of whom between 625 and 675 are in special
education.

. Oklahoma

Guthrie is a generally low-income, rural community lo-
cated in central Oklahoma whose population is largely
made up of migrant and retired individuals and
small-factory workers. The Guthrie School District
serves 2,700 to 3,000 students in grades K-12, of whom
222 are served by special education. Limited'local funds

have hindered the availability of resources and made the
district largely dependent on state and federal support.

, Tulsa is the second largest city in Oklahoma; its major ,

employers are the aerospace and aviation industries. The

'Tulsa School District serves approximately 60,000 chil-

dren located in 4 counties covering almost 140 square
ccmiles. The parents and advocacy gr ups within the com-

munity are,strong and active. Qualified staff are an
accessible resource and there are two nearby state
schools to serve the severely handicapped (Oklahoma law
.prohihits paying for services in private schools).
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Pennsylvania

. Bucks County Intermediate Unit consists of 13 school
districts located in a suburban area north of Philadel-
phia. Intermediate units replaced the county school
operations in the early 1979s and are responsible for the
support services for all sc"hool distriEts under their
jurisdiction. An estimated 12,000 exceptional children
in Bucks County are served by public.schoolsf a number of
private schools, a 'private,licensed facility, and a state
school and hospital.

Central Susquehanna Intermediate Unit (CSIU) encompasses
17 school districts within a 5-county rural region of
central Pennsylvania. The CSIU iirovides approximately
68% of all programs and services.6 the region's 4,000
handicapped students and is resX9nsihke_lar_the_educa=_
tional programs at 2 state institutions. '

Philadelphia-School District is its own intermediate
unit, organized into 8 sub-districts, and has a public
school population of approximately 153,000 students of
whom 20,000 are in special education. Of the state's 44
approved private sakols for the handicapped, 33 are in
the Philadelphia area and the parochial school system is
almost as large as that of the public.

Rhode Island

Al Coventry if0a middle-class community, considered to be a
suburb of Providence, and covers a fairly large geograph-*
ical area. Of its approximately'5,500 students, between
380 and 420 are identified as having some handicapping
condition. Due to its proximity to Providence and the
small size of the state, the district has access to a
variety of state-supported and private facilities.

Woonsocket is a manufadturing town whose population has a
strong French background. The Woonsocket Public School
District consists of approximately, 9,700 students and
serves about 900 handicapped children. The special edu-
cation budget is largely subsidized by the state and,
because the town is fairly near to the capital, dt hap
access to a variety of state supported and private
,facilities.

Tennessee

Campbell County is situated just south of the Kentucky
border in northeast Tennessee and covers about 600 square
miles of rural Appalachia. The area is the largest coal'
producing district in Tennessee and people living in the
outlying areas of the county lead a very rural lifesule.
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The school district cov rs seven towns, and special edu
cation serves apProximat ly 17% of the 7,000 schoolaged

children. Campbell Coun y is part of a fourcounty coop
erative that provides ma y general services, and the
state provides technical assistance, and compliance moni

toeing through regional ffices.

Memphis, noted as an edd ational and medical center, is a
large urbat area located in the southwest corner of

Tennessee. Two 'large un versities and a'number of
colleges provide the sch of district with trained person

nel. The Memphis City. School System serves 125;000
students in 126 schools, including 16,600 handicapped
students. The private school population \has incgeased

since the institution of courtordered buaing.

iiNa igbrilte--16 the second largest city in Tennessee, the

home of country music and the state's capital. Within

the Nashville area there are several major colleges and
universities that the-school district uses as a source

for staff development, program innovations, and personnel

recruitment. Advocacy groups are very active and were
instrumental in getting legislation,,based on the Council
for Exceptional Children model, enacted in the state.

The Metropolitan Public Schools serve approximately
76,000 students, of whom about 11,000 or 114% are

handicapped.

Washington

Edmonds School District is

and is considered a suburb

located lin SAohomish County

of Seittle.i The major

employers are Boeing Aircraft and the school district;

i the economic makeup of the district is diverse, ranging

from upper to lower income families. Edmonds is the

1/1
fourth largest school district in the state with a pupil

( enrollment of 23,500. Special education programs serve
approximately 1,500 students. and include a separate

facility for the s verely handicapped. Several universi

ties in the Se tle,area provide trained personnel to the

.school district.

Longview, Washington, is located on the Columbia River.
The sound economic base of the city.has made the Longview

school system the second wealthiest in the state of Wash
ington. The total enrollment is 8,052, with special
education pupils making up 241 of that number.

41 Yakima is located in southcentral Washington in'the fer
tile Yakima Valley whose economy is based on agriculture.
The West Valley School District is one of three in Yakima

proper. The district is small and -rural, with aschool -

population of 3,315 students that includes 230 students
.....-

served by special education.
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'Data Collection

During the 1978-79 school year, we collected data during two
'2-4 day visits to each of our sites, one in the fall and one in
the spring., Each visit was conducted by two members'of our core
staff. Site visitors spent most of their time conducting inter- °

views and collecting forms and documents to supplement interviewnotes. (They also attended meetings and observed ongoing pro-
grams when these could be arranged.) FollOWing each visit, the
primary site visitor wrote a case study report. The rest of this
section describes our data collection procedure's more specif-
ically.

Debriefing

Each cycle of data collection begins with a set of decisions
about what topics to pursue and in
ensure that the data collection results in information that is
comparable across sites for the cross-site analyses, we developed
what we call a "debriefing" format.* It serves both as a guide
for the site visitor in collecting data a& as the actuallOrmat
for writing up field notes after a site visit is completed. The
debriefing format focuses the site visitor's attention on a com-
mon set of topics yet, depending upon the particular circum-.
seances of each site, also allows the site visitor the freedom
and flexibility to decide how and to'what extent those topics are
pursued.

The debrijillig format is derived from the current conceptual
framework (see Chapter II) and reflects the emphasis of the par-
ticular site visit. For example, during the 1978-79 school year
the fall site visits focused on school level personnel; much of
the debriefing format was therefore devoted to events that occur
at the school level, such as referralli-and-IEP meetings. In con-
trast, the spring site visits focused on events at the district
or IU office, relations with groups outside the school (such as
parent advocacy organizations),'and interagency coordination.

Before each site visit, a new debriefilTformat is developed
by the core analysis.staff. ** It lists the t pica to be covered

* To keep this report of tolerable length, we are not supplying
examples of our materials in an appendix. We will be happy to
supply them to interested colleagues upon request.

** Uryl ke what occurs in much case study research, the size of
our staff permits some specialization of functions between
site visitors (n*5) and those whose primary responsibilities
are design and cross-site analysis (n*3).
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during the site visit,-is structured as an outline, and is wit
ten at a level sufficiently general to,allow fbr differences
among sited. Forsexamplqk

4

Describe'the nature of the LEA's most satis-
factory relationship with another public ser-
vice agency. Include the reasons whit. is
"most satisfactory," whether there are formal
as well as informal agreements, and whether
-there is state or higher level local support
for the relationship.

The draft debriefing format is circulated among the site visitors

to determine if all the topics are clear, whether the will be
interpreted in the same way, and whether important one ave been
omitted. At the same time, a drafk of the criteria for respon-
dent, selection is circulated. *oth of these drafts are then
revised as necessary to reflect to visitors' reactions and
concerns.

An expanded version of the debriefing format allows for one
or more pages of writing space in response to each item. Upon -

returning from a site visit, it takes a site visitor from 1 to 3
weeks to prepare a complete debriefing. When complete, the
debriefing is the record descriptive analysis/case study
report of a given ite r a given visit. All the debriefings
for a &ivtn site a e s case history.

.

Site Visitor Training

Training' site visitors has two primary purposes. First, it
ensures that they have a shared understanding, along With the
analysis staff, of-the conceptual framework, the debriefing
fOrmat, and the manner in which various topics are to be pursued
on the upcoming visit.* This aspect of training is one way we
attempt to maximize teliability. The second purpose is to teach
the site visitors specific skills to maximize the validity of the
data they collect (primarily from interviews).

For the data to be comparable across sites and across site
visitors, it is essential that the site visitors view the study's
purposes. and conceptual grounding in the same way. For this to
happen, the site Visitors must be immersed in the development of
the concepts on which the study is based and the ways in which
these abstractions are translated into data collection procedures,
and topics. Immersion .cannot occur in a one-shot training ses-
sion; therefore, the training for this,purpose is ongoing, as

* The site visitors' backgrounds are varied, each having begun
this study with experience or training in field-1;sased
educational research, teaching, and/or special education.



exemplified by site visitor involvement in the final versions:of
the- debriefing format, and criteria tdr respondent selection.

v4. This aspect of training has both formal and informal'components.
The site vis,itors are involved in each phase of the study, from
meetings to explain iterations in the condeptual framework to

, participation in all stages of data analysis. The fact that the
.

..same vilitors remain with the study from year to year means that
.,

the' impact ofve.V.simdgsfon/training is cumulative'.

Training forthe purpose of imparting specific data collec-,
tion skills, although grounded in the shared understanding
described. above, is more formal in its:2,procedures. Validity of
the data must be-assured; to'accomplish this goal;' we rely on .

fairly traditiOnal methods such as "cross-examination" and
triantulation. ,Through Simulation exercises withvolunteee
'parents.and,school Personnel from districts in the vicinity of
'SRI, for example%sitelAsitors_learn to probe respondents,
asking the,same question in different ways,'and pursuing topics'
bosh directly dnd'iudirectly to test relevance and consistency.
They are also trained to draw inferences systematically on the
basis of multiple sources'of data. This so-calfed "triangulat-_
j.ng" among respondents and other evidence sources is an important
-skill in obtaining an accurate rendition of-a particular event--
where accuracy is defined as "the common understanding of an
event that adOids the biases of atingle respondent." 'Finally ;.

,the'site visitor training emphasizes that, when appropriate, they
verify their perceptions :immediately by paraphrasing a respon-
dent's answer and requesting the respondent 'to acknowledge mutual._
-understanding. Thus, site visitors are trained to be concerned
with establishing ,validity through structural corroboration'
.(Guba, 1978), ". a- process of gathering data or information
and using it to establish links that'4v4rItually create a.whole .

that is supported 'by the bitd of evilenc that constitute the
'whole. Evidence is structurally corroborative when pieces 'of

e-evidence validate each 'other" (Eisner, 19719, p. 215).

In addition to these two purposes, formal training sessions
provide an opportunity for the staff to read and discuss relevant

,'literature andto,strengthen their knowledge of the law and
egulations. These sessions occur in the last few days before,
the wave of site visits is scheduled to begin. Meanwhile, to.

-prepare for their upcoming trips, the site visitors been
engaged in other activities besides this training.- ,

%,)

k

Or

Selecting Respondents

1..
-

It 'remains for the site visitor, 'int preparation for each
asite visit, to perform the complex task of,selecting the actual
respondents and setting up the interview schedule with his or her
site-liaison. As described earlier,'the topics to'be covered
during_a given site visit are specified in the debriefing format.
Also derived from the conceotual,frameworkarp criteria for
selecting respondents to be iliterViewed_on the specified topics.,
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These criteria may be in, the nature of.a able description (e.g.,

"a- director of speciAi education".), or they 'iay specify something

.gbout-the'kind of information- needed (e.g., "a parent who can
Oesefit a balanced point ofview"). .The site visitor's decisions

are based on his or her unique combination.of knowledge of the
topics to be pursued and the partic.ularsqf the site known from
previous visits. 'Within the common.uidelines,dthe site visitor

detertaines yhic types of respondents are needed and makes spe-

cific choices based on the quality, of information received from
particular fndivid als in the past and.on accessibility and other

cOnce

-

Where choices of respondents require sampling decisions to

be made (e.g., among districts in an irtermediate unit or among
schools in a district), our approach is modeled after the lOgic
and spirit of our strategy for selecting the sample of

sites. In making these decisions as well as less subtle ones,

the ab ity of the .site visitor to contact knowledgeAble indivi-
dual& on site by telep one in advance of the visit is crucial to

making the best choice . Thus, an important aspect of the site

visitor's role is to m intain good relationships with key coma
tacts in the LEA. To underscore how important we view these
relationships, we have estOlished a policy.of'sending a project
ewsletter to our sites in/advance of each visit.

After an interview schedule has been developed, the site

visitor continues preparation fo visit by specifically
tailoring the debriefing format tom Ehe particulars of the given

site. This preparation invol teviewing past debriefings to

determine what further informatio will_ now be sought from parti-

cular respondents. The results o these various preparatory

activiti ;s is an open-ended inter ew guideline, annotated to

prompt the site visitor not to overlook certain questions.

eo

"Rotating" Site Visitor
- '

4. Each visit itself is conducted by a two-person team. The

(permanent) site visitor.is accompanied by a membea.of the analy-
si§ staff (or perhaps another regulaar site visitor) in the role

of-"rotating" sit9 visitor. The adiantages-trf having the,same

person return for every Visit are obvious: familiarity with
people on site greatly increases trust and giVes thetite visitor
greater access to more accurate and defailed information. The'

advantages Of-our rotating site visitor strategy merit some,' .

explanation. *-.

Frdh thecase study point of view, the ro tating site visittpr
contributes to improving both reliability and validity. As a

classic reliability check, the rotating site visitor Provides
partially independent confirmation of the permanent site visi-
tor's perceptions and interpretations. In addition, whatever
biases the permanent site visitor may bring as a result'4 hip or

4
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her continuing relationship with'people on site are at least dif
ferent from those of the rotating site visitor. Moredver, the'
rotating site visitor has knowledge of other sites unfamiliar to
the permanent site visitor and, by providing a new perspective
during the visit, may be able to prompt the, permanent Site,visi
tor to generate fresh hypotheses. This directly contributes to
the validity of our findings. Finally, a twopersqn team can-
divide the tasks of asking questions and taking notes-between

'themselves in order to do both as well as possible. This
produces comprehensive field notes with many direct quotations.

.

From the crosssite analysis point of view, it is crucial
that members of the analysis staff be able to visit as many
different sites as possible. A.rotating site visitor can inter
pret events at one site as instances of more;general patterns.
Conversely,,what appefts to be one kind of problem when inter
preted'in the 'context of one site may appear entirely different
whenkntrasted with another site. (For'example,,the Aifference
that an excellent administrator'Can make may be overlooked by
someone who has neveripeen one in-operation.) This subject is
discussed at greater Tength in the following section.

Apart from what we have described to this point, what ac
tually happens on.site visits varies as much as the sites them
selves. Last year, the visits were usually 2 or 3 daysin dura
tion, but ranged from 1 to 4, depending on the 'site visitors'
'judgments of, the time'necessary to do their jobs adequately. In

. the fall, when we focused on school level personnel, we inter
viewed'adkfew as 10 and as many as 22 repondents, per visit.
Spring visits typically Involved fewer respondents. Most visits
beginwith,o courtesy call to the administrator who is the key

-410641.ite cTEtact. In spite of best efforts to plan,a schedule of
thterws, it is not unusual for site visitors tohave to do a'.
lot opkreshuffling once they.arrive.

e

one commonality worth mentioning is a conscious effort .

to schedule interviews in a "bottomup" sequence. For example,
where feasible, site visitors interview teachers before inter
viewing principals, principals befue district administrators,,
and district administrators More school supet'int ndents. This
sequence is most consistent With the explanator model in our
conceptual framework. It allows the .site visi r construct or
'follow a trail of explanations tb he limitg of geof our

, study. It glso has the advan age of giving the site visitor some
substance with which to motivate an interview with a "higher up"
110 the system.

DataAnalysis
...

t .
.

4.
,

This section is divided into two parts% The first part
describes procedures and met-hodological tconcern's in the prepare

. tion of individual case study reports ( debriefings"). The
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second part describes procedures and considerations in performing

crosssite analyses on our data.

Individual Case Studies

With few exceptions, our data are qualitative. Before being'

analyzed by the permanent site yisitot', the data consist primar
ily of interview notes. Whatever forms and documents that have
been co],lectedon site are usually mere supplements to these
notes, in the sense that their availability makes 14 possible to
focus interview time on questions that cannot be answered by
reference to the.docualents;

The format for dales reduction is the debrieffng -format,:
whiA we described above (See "Debriefing"). The site,visitpr

responds to each item in this format with prose that may range

from a sentence or two to severat typed pages. 4Responses vary in
depth and subtlety, and particularly in the thorbughness with
which each topic is treated at different sites. Each response

-describes some event or activity and, according to ,the approach
dictated by our conceptual framvork, embeds these descriptions
in their local context. To illAistrate the flavor ofthese

responses, here is a sample from an actual report:

Private schools became an issue when district officials

tried tb bring back into districtsponsored programs-
-all children (mostly LH [learning handicapped]) that
they had formerly placed in private schools. The

district felt that . . . they now had the programs to
serve thesechildren. According to the special ed per-

- sOnnel, 'the transition was being accepted by parents

during conferences at which the district assured
parents that their child could go back to the private
school if thihgs didn't work out in the public program.

Ten a representative from the ptivate.school associ
ation came:on the scene and, as
sion,"many.parents decided t would oc e the change
back to public school pl ents through fair hearings.

r(the private schooksprovided the resources)..

Th particular example also illustrates the general point that$
. A .

.

.

e latatiOns are often conveyed most effeotively by stories or

quotations. --------..,

result of his persua

4 The essence of these case study reports is their context

dependency. The original version of the first debriefing format

began with h sectitn,called'Pbackground," which waxy intended to
be a cursory, mhinly historical description of the site's charac

teristics. As the structure of the debriefing forMats evolved in

use,, this swion became-a "preamble." *Simply; this evolution
reflects the degree tawhich site Visitors feel the necessity of

`k
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. providing a less cursory context for their responses to indi-

4 vidual items. The best, debriefings are filled with cross:
references among items, because the format has forced the writer
toloreak a complexly interconnected story Into discrete units.

To transform ra'i interview n tes into discrete. responses to
specific items, the site visitor ust reorganize the notes from.a
"by-respondent" structure td a y-topic".structure. In doing
so, the principal mental activity of the site visitor is selec-
tion. Each .visit confronts the site visitor with a illoteliFfiTiri

bewildering array of-possibly significant facts and explanations.
The process,of Selection begins with the planning for the visit,
continues throughout the interviews, and characterizes every'
decision that goes into the case study report. Between the
guidelines of the conceptual framewdrk and the techniques of
establishing structural corroboration, the site visitor must
eliminAte the insignificant and fix on what emerges as salient
and important. This rocess is imperfect; it is too subjective
for many resear s taste; it relies on intuition and judgment,
Neveitheless, given the experience of our staff and appropriate
training,,the process,works. It produces fascinating descrip-
tions and explanations of what is ring on. at individual sites.

The principal methodological issue in these case studies
!. concerns the degree of certainty oneqcan have about a character-
ization'based on a limited number of reappaents. This concern
is one-of the most significant trade-offs we have to make between
depth, which implies spending more time at each site, an4(
breadth, which implies ajgreater number of sites than cariNbe
investigated optimally. Of necessity, we adopt6d a policy of
pragmatism about,depth of evidence. When two adurces contradict
each other and no other relevant evidence exists, we always say
so. Otherwise, our guidelines for writing debriefings advise
site visitors to'use language precisely to convey the basis for
any uncertainty; This policy might have serious' drawbacks if our
approach to cross-site analysis were more conventional. Given
the approach we adopted, however, the actual degree of uncer- -

-tainty in individdal case studies is more than tolerable.

do

Cross-Site Analysis*

In performing cross-site analysis, we had several objectil*s-..
that could only be 'Met by data from a.variety of sites with
diverse characteristics. One important objective' was to provide
summary descriptions of those aspects of local implementation
that are reasonably uniform across sites. Examples of such find-
ings are that all LEAs have IEP procedures In Place and that they
tend to make placement decisions on the basis o'f openings in
available programs.

Another important objective was to describe differences in
implementation f.60m site to site,apd to attempt to explain these
differences in implementation by identifying ocher differences
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among sites with which-they are associated. One example of this

kind of finding is that LEAs in states whose regulations conflict

with fedpral regulations are having a more difficult time with
implementation than LEAs in states whose regulations do not

conflict. This example is one that we anticipated in our site

selection strategy. Another example is,that LEAs with "boundary
crossing" school-based personnel, such as resource'teachers, are
having more success with "mainstreaming" than LEAs without such

personnel. This example emerged from our analyses.

An additional objective of the cross-site analyges was to

test the generality of explanationsfor events at individual
sites that appeared to provide support for our conceptual frame-

work. For elcample, we were told at one site that informal meet-

ings for the.purpose of establishing priorities among referrals
were necessary because there was no other way to keep from over-
loading the system's capacity to evaluate children within legal

timelines. This explanation, of course, fit our conceptual
framework perfectly. The relevAnt questions for cross-site

analysis were the Overall prevalence o# such "prescreening"
meetings and the extent to which their presence or absence is
related to a perceived limit of the system to handle unpriori-

.

tized referrals.

Thus, the purpose of cross-site analyses was to make infer:

ences across sites about LEAs in general. Analyses were per-

formed to test the extent to which statements of findings could'
be supported across all pur sites, or could be associated With
certain,charactdristics explaining differences among LEAs.

As a resul our/ approach to the individual case studies,

the debriefings' ainet descriptions and)explinations that

relied heavily oft details of each site's local context. For some
of the goals of, our cross -site analyses, retrieving the relevant
information directly from the debriefings (e.g., whether notifi-
cationand consent procedures are in place) was quite straight-
forward.- For other purposes (e.g., testing inferences about
connections between timelines and prescreening mechanisms), it

was impossible. In many cases, directly retrieving relevant
information from the debriefings was logically possible but

logistically difficult and inefficient. Accordingly, we decided

we could accomplish ,all our goal'most efficiently with an
approach that made7t6ore direct use of the field notes and knowl-

edg' of the site visitors and less direct use:of the debriefings.
themselves.*

N /
* We Si' o decided to capitalize on our iterative approach by

modi ing our individual site case report procedures for next
yea by shaping them,more specifically to feed into our 0. .

antic pated'cross-site analyses-
Q I
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The approach to cross-site analysis we adopted recapitulates
the logic of an individual case stdy. Each of the 22 individual
sites in our study is treated as a "respondent," in the person of
the site visitor permanently assigned to that site. The topics
of interest are constrained by the,six BEH evaluation questions,
our concern for policy relevance, and our conceptual framework.
Procedures'are designed to ensure that a wide variety of hypoth-
eses are generated and that the most reasonable and interesting
of them are tested against the data. Finally, the findings are
selected and organized with the goal of highlighting and exempli-
fying important themes and patterns. The remainder of this
section describes the procedures in more detail.

The first step in our cross -site analysis was to generate a
file of potential findings. Each member of the staff was asked
to generate an unstructured list of statements that he or she
"would like to see in the final report." These 'statements were
written on file cards. The heuristic suggested to site visitors,
who were in the process of completing their debriefings, was to
think of interesting findings at their sites and then write,them
as if they were true at more than one site. Members of the "..%

analysis staff who had been to several, sites as rotating site
visitors tended to write statements on a more general or abstract
plane than permanent pite visitors. Statements were made in
varying degrees of detail and abstraction by everyone who par-
ticipated in this activity: Here are twoexamples drawn arbi-
trarily from the origina ile:

40

Schools fee pretty confident that they have
taken speci is and adequate steps to inform
parents of t eir rights. They typically say
they provide something in writing and present
the information verbally.

Although teachers spendka lot of time doing
lEPs, they don't find them all that useful on
a daily basis.

We were aware that our biases were not independent, and
therefore built into the procedure an exhaustiveness heuristic.
We compiled,a list of sources for statements in addition to

burs lees (e.g.; BEH documents, periodic newsletters, notes from
staff meetings over the previous year), and the systematically
went through these sources and wrote statements from them. By
the time our file had grown to over 1500 cards, we wire convinced
that we were-not omitting anything important.

The next steps began the first wave of selecting and organ-.

izing the potential find s. A major effort was devoted to
sorting the cards according categories developed in a tenta-
tive final report outAlle. Aft the cards had been through this
gross sort, a member of the anal is team took each category and
broke it down into subtonics, eac of which could be discussed in
a paragraph or two. At this stag , dunlicatlp, were removed and

r
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very similar-statemedtts were clipped together. This sort reduced

the total number of cards to fewer than 1,000.
Air

At this point, members of the core analysis staff went
through the file and flagged those statements that were relative-
ly general and abstract (i.e., stated in a manner more like
cross-site findings than like individual-site 'findings). The

cards that represented specific instances of" more. general state-

ments were removed and filed for later references We made cer-
tain that we included all the points we wanted to make (if they

were supported by data). From that time on, we continued to work

with only this subset (about 250) of the cards,.

Our next sorting was done according to the type of statement

on the card. A distinction was made among.assumptions, findings,

and conclusions, though some overlap was tolerated. This sort

separated the assumptions or cncfusions from the findings. From

within the findings, the more specific statements.were grouped
under the related,'but more inclusive, general statements. This

so 't narrowed our file to about 30 categories of cards, eagh

category corresponding in one way or another to a set of findings

(e.g., IEP meetings, "mainstreaming,- due process hearings).

The next step was to fo at these 30 sets of eardsinto an
outline of the findings in final report., The analysis staff

worked "from both ends- to converge on this format. At one end

we worked with the set of cards in a spatial array, which we
moved around to represent relative distances, conceptually, among
topics. At the other.end, we took into account our sense of the
information needs of the various Audiences for the final report.
The result of this exercise was a new emergent outline that
became, in fact, the working outline for the findings chapters of

'this report.

To summarize, at this point in our cross-site analysis we

ep had produced a set of 'a few hundred statements that were organ-
ized according to a possible final report outline. If all of

these statements were unequivocally true, the findings chapters

essentialwould have been written. Of course, the veracity and
generali'y ot these statements remained to be tested.

The next step in our cross-site analysis was to produce a
"draft list of propositions for site visitor review." Unlike the

statements that served as input to this step, the propositions
were carefully worded to constitute an integrated whole. Under

each of 21 headings (e.g., "eligibility and identification,"
"in-service training"), propositions Were listed in sequences,
intended to convey an organized presentation of a finding.
Within each sequence, an attempt was made to break down the

structure of an argument into component statements. Following

are two examples of simple propositions:

3.c. Regular classroom teachers express a need or desire

for more useful training in how to make referrals.
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16.a. The greatest impact of the law at the school level
has been to add new duties to old ones.

These propositi ns were written for the specific purpose of
systematically elicit g carefully structured responses from the
site visitors. Accompan the 33page list of propositions
were two pages of instructions and two different response for
mats, Site visitors responded for each of their sites independ
ently. For each praosition, the basic response format asked for
any "qualifications, examples, and quotations" that the site vis
itor wanted to offer.* In practice, site visitors were encour
aged to use the "comments" column to indicate explicitly the
sense in which a given proposition did or did not apply to each
site.

1\"
1Several points about this exercise bear emphasis. First,

there was some presumption, that the propositions were generally
true but needed to be qualified appropriately. Everyone under
stood that,the purpose of the exercise was to produce a report of
findings in which words would be used as precisely as possible to
convey the conditions under which the propositions were true and
the conditions under which they were not true. As a result, site

evisitors were encouraged to disagree with the implied generality
of a proposition by explaining precisely how a given site was an
exception. In addition, they were free to use the "don't know"
rtponse category and often did so, particularly when they were
uncertain as to whether the evidence from a site was solid. -This
response option protected us against making inferences across
sites that relied on shaky data from an individual site. More
over, many of the proposItions made reference to conditions that
did not hold at all sites (e.g., due.process hearings). In these
capes, the appropriate response was "doesn't apply," which was
often accompanied by a description of the reason. The same
response format was used to elicit relevant examplei and quota
tions, which were typically drawn directly from the debriefings.
Thus, an important function served by the exercise was to make
the writing of the final report a truly collaborative enterprise.
Not only did site visitors' responses determine which propdSi
tions remained unchanged, they also provided cases in point, 1
exceptions, and the specifics of qualifications.

After site visitor responses had been given to all the
propositions,' the analysis staff was in a position analogous to
that of the site visitor writing a debriefing. For'each of 21
topics, the "data collection" stage, of the crosssite analysis
procedure had produced 22 sets of responses to be integrated.

lJ

* The other response format, rarely used, invited site visitors
to restate the proposition however they wished.
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Qualificationi to the propositions had come in many guises. At

this point, the analysis consisted of deer. immersion in the data
on a topic-by-topic basis. Our actual procedure involved assign-
ing a member of the analysis staff to study site visitor responses
to a particular topic, and then to draft a summary of the quali-
fications to the propositions necessitated by the, site visitor
responses. Working with these notes, and sets of:examples and
quotations from the debriefings, we were able to Write each
section ofthe findings chapters.

When all site visitor responses were yes or no, or there
were one or two clear' exceptions, it was relatively ea to
generate descriptive text from the propositions. When responses

were divided, we referred to our "site factor matrix" to see 4f
the division could be explained by characteristics of sites
similar to our original site selection factors (see Tables 1
and 2 and accompanying text, above). We also looked for new
explanatory factors that emerged from the analysis (e.g.,the
previously mentioned presence or absence of resource teacher .

types). When we cailed'to make sense out of the pattern of
responses, we rejected the proposition as useless or decided to
pursue the issue next year, ather than attempt to report on it
pumaturely.

By adopting,an inductive approach to cross-site analysis, we
freed ourselves from the necessity to use every site to test
every proposition. Instead, we limited our search for generaliz-
able explanations to the subset of sites that provided both rele-
vant and reliable data on a particular matter. Thus, different

sites -were used for different purposes, as appropriate. 'This
approach enabled us to avoid the loss of interesting and impor-
tant findings that appeared in only a few sites or in different
fdrms in different sites.

The'results of our cross-site analyses are presefted in the
four following,chapters.
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